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S ince the b&rth of the last generation of consoles. 
commentators have been predicting that 
succeeding generations would find it harder and 

harder to present consumers with a clear leap in the quality 
of the graphics. And this year it seems to have come true, 
w&th a number of early titles falling vidim to that sense of 
'same-but-better'. Of course, the new mach~nes can st&ll 
astound - but only 1f you buy a new display that's equal to 
the task. Worse, the old machines are still biting at their 
heels, with the spedacles promised by Okam1. Fmal Fantasy 
XII and God Of War 2 eating in to the advantage the new 
technology offers. 

So should we be dismayed? Is the impetus that drives 
gam&ng hardware forward starting to run out of steam? On 
the contrary: this shift marks the moment when gaming can 
stop concentrating on the boring stuff- mak&ng cars and 
crates and bushes look good- and start concentrating on 
the real next-generation concerns: AI, phys&cs and 
animation. This issue we talk to three of gam&ng's Dr 
Frankensteins. Quantic Dream's David Cage explains on pSO 
how he can populate your new hardware w&th charaders 
who truly look I ~e people lucasArts' J&m Ward asserts on 
p14 that he has the technology to make them move like 
people; and Da111d Braben, one of the eo-creators of Elite, 
outlines on p56 h&s plan for the most audac&ous a&m of all: 
to make them ad like people 

Of course. such amb&tiOns aren't new to gaming - take a 
tnp back to 1983's Twm Kmgdom Valley on p102 to revisit a 
world where artif&c&al and human &ntelligence fought it out 
on the level play&ng f&eld of a vtrtua world. But what is new 
IS that these goals are becom&ng tang•ble, someth&ng the 
whole world can see and understand rather than something 
garners take on trust from stat-sheets and data-tables. Wrth 
that on offer, it's the &dea of comparing polygon 
counts that looks to be runmng out of steam. 
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Escaping the lP maze 
No one wants their ideas stolen, but are sof tware 
ownership laws doing more harm than good? 

aming's an incestuous affair. The vast 
majority of its products bear more than a 
passing resemblance to one or more 

others, and from top to tail the concepts of most 
games can be distilled through mere comparison. 
"it's Halo with a US marine," you'll hear, "Burnout 
wrth bullets • or • Unreal Tournament with a wheel
mounted cat. • But whrle rt's long been common 
practrce to share ideas and technology, there are 
some so-called clones that really earn that label (or 
rather, really try to dodge it). How many times have 
you seen a HUD, character or interaction that not 
even Phoenix Wright could defend? Worse still, a 
game that follows another's path to the nearest 
footstep, but in differently coloured shoes? 
Wekome to the shallow-end of rntellectual 
property law. 

Once. when game development was speedier, 
hardware development slower and the concept of 
the franchise weaker, th is was almost all there was. 
Copyright (the right to publish a tangible finished 
product) was then seen as being the only form of 
lP applicable to videogames. "Forms of intellectual 
property such as copyright and trademarks 
generally apply in a straightforward way to 
games.· explains Chris Bennett, a lawyer 
specialising in videogames at Davrs & Company LLP. 
and a VideoGamelawBiog.com co-author. "For 
example, elements such as the storylines and music 
are all forms of artistic expression protected by 
copyright laws. Furthermore, a game's source code 
is also protected by copyright, while trademarks 
can protect the titles and likeness of characters 
should they be distinctive.· 

Essentially, while you can't protect the idea of a 
particular videogame through copyright, you can 
protect the exoression of that idea. Copyright 

The j~Mented Sanity System in Et•,.,.l D•rlrness: S.nity's R•qul«n 
-too spedfk to be ~ous. but the devil's In tM de~ils 

Quite how dissimilar one game has to be from 
another to avoid the same fate is only vaguely 
defmed by law, but the key words are 'substantial 
similarity.' If your new game involves a character 
hurdling bottomless pits via rising platforms, 
collecting objects that protect them against a single 
hit, then you're fine. If that character's a blue 
hedgehog collecting grant nngs then you' re in 
trouble. Though it's a perennral concern for 
publishers and developers, copyright ownership is 
at least coherently defined, which is more than can 
be said for the patent system. 

Mark Phillips, a partner at entertainment law 
firm Harbottle & Lewis, describes the patent as "the 
ultimate monopoly right, and the king of lP." An 
extremely valuable business asset that must be 
applied for within a year of an invention being 
offered for sale, a patent protects innovations in 
software, hardware or any other such field - not 
just ideas, but designed and documented solutions 
to specific problems. In a copyright case. there 
is no filed declaration of ownership 

- a plaintiff has to prove that the 

•forms of intellectual 
property such as copyright and 

trademarks generally apply in a 
straightforward way to games .. 

defendant knowingly copied their idea, 
and that the idea in question was their 
own to begin with. A patent is more 
tangible, existing as an explicitly 
documented, legally recognised proof 

l olders nave exerosea tnrs authority time and 
again with suits against their less canny, or more 
audacious, imitators. Time Warp's Great Giana 
Sisters- a carbon copy of Super Mario Bros - is a 
notorrous example, released on Amiga and C64 by 
Rainbow Arts and promptly pulled from shelves 
under pressure from Nintendo's ever-watchful 
legal department. 

of ownership. With games constituting 
increasing numbers of software modules, each with 
a potentially different inventor, patents come into 
their own by protecting those components. They 
can't protect the code itself, but they can protect 
the manner in which its applied. 

Patent law can be a blunt instrument. however, 
and its rising governance over the bricks and 
mortar of videogames is controversial. Many 

START~ 
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Country filings 
Why are most CIHS fought 
on American soil? 

Practically all the high-profile 
patent-infringement suits 
pertaining to games have been 
filed in the US, and relate to 
patents granted in that country. 
In the UK, thanks to a European 
Patent Convention ruling that 
makes software exempt from 
patentability, copyright has 
remained the dominant form of 
protected lP. But whether or not a 
patent is approved is ultimately 
decided on a national rather 
than supranationallevel, and 
while the UK Patent Office has 
remained averse to the practice 
of granting software patents, 
UK courts are said to be more 
open. The lack of an overarching 
decision-making process has led 
to disharmony in the European 
patent system, and securing a 
patent on videogame technology 
remains a more troublesome 
endeavour than it is in the US. 
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industry ms1ders see dire portents in the cases of 
small developer A versus publishing patent-holder 
B. or Similarly publ sher C versus dormant patent· 
holder D. The latter was exemplified in 1997, w1th 
a lawsUit brought aga,nst 3D Realms (then Apogee) 
by the attorney of US patent-holder Cra1g Enokian. 
Apogee chairman Scott Miller's first public response 
began: "There's a patent that could shake the 
game mdustry to its core." 

"absurd patent." The invent1on descnbed within, 
he believed, could be made unJuStifiably relevant 
to almost any FMV·enhanced game. 

As it happened, Miller's prophecy d1dn't come 
to pass. But his anxieties weren't Without the 
support of history. The precedent for games 
1ndustry core-shak1ng had actually been set back in 
1973, when Ralph Baer's patent for a 'television 
gaming and training apparatus' (US Patent 

#3, 728.480) essentia lly cast its 

"Software is an area t.,at advances 
far too quickly, and something that 
is non-obvious one month becomes 

net so wide that patent owner 
Magnavox took Seeburg, Atari 
and Bally·M1dway to court, 
before walk1ng away with a 
h1stonc v1ctory and healthy conventional w isdom a month later" 

Issued back in 1987, that patent opens with 
the follOWing definition: "A video game 1n whiCh a 
televis1on screen or cathode ray tube is used to 
display a variety of plays previously performed by 
livmg beings and recorded at the time on a v1deo 
recordmg medium." Apogee's Duke Nukem 30, 
Enokian claimed, made an unauthorised use of h1s 
invention, and warranted immediate withdrawal 
from sale and manufacture. Mil1er, though he was 
quick to protest the case, found greater cause for 
concern 1n the issuance of what he called an 

An intriguing <hapter in game patent 
history, the fight over the shadowing 
technique known as Carmack's Reverse 
saw id Software reluctantly bow to 
Creative. Doom J's addition of EAX 30 
support was the eventual settlement 

royalty share 1n Pong (Baer's 
V1deogames: In The Begmmng prov1des further 
1nsight for those that are Interested, while E 151 
features an extract). 

What Miller would later d1scover was that the 
patent system, when confronted with gaming's 
myriad technologies and frantic pace. had become 
a quagmire of legal and ethical issues. "I'd be 
happy to see all software patents abolished," he 
declares. "Software is an area that advances far toe 
qu1ckly, and somethmg that is non-obv1ous one 
month becomes conventional w1sdom a month 
later. Seventeen years of patent protection for most 
software patents is hke two centunes worth of 
protect1on for your average non-software patent. • 
That in itself is giving traditionally-schooled 
developers nightmares. Some believe that the very 
ex1stence of arcane software patents w 11 retard or 
even stall the growth of gaming as a whole, with 
the right to adapt existing ideas coming at a 
prohibitive premium. Others accept the need for 
protection of ideas in an industry where plagiarism, 
to d1ffering degrees, is almost ub1qu1tous, but 
agree that the current system is flawed. Also, many 
such as M1ller believe that the found,ng tenet of 
the patent system is now be1ng abused. 

Bennett sees patent protect1on working well for 
the game compan1es that own them. but 1s quick 
to flip the coin: "They're causing some uncertainty 
in the industry because it's difficult and expensive 
to do the due di ligence necessary to avoid patent 
land mines, especially the ones that are still buried." 
He alludes to the shadow industry of patent 
enforcement, known widely as patent trolling, 
where lawyers hammer companies with claims 
based on so-called bad patents, or patents 
acquired purely for the purpose of legal 
gamesmanship. The former constitute Inventions 
that eJOsted elsewhere at tne time of an 
application, or that are deemed so obvious that 
they deserve no protection at all. A popular 
example is the patent granted to Compton's New 
Media in 1993 followmg a claim that it essentially 
invented multimedia (US Patent 5,241,671). 



Ongmally devised to encourage technology 
shanng, patents were conce1ved as a contrad 
between an inventor and soc1ety at large. In 
exchange for the benef1t an mvention would bring 
to the people, its creator would receive a monopoly 
over it for a given penod of t1me. As Phillips notes. 
gammg is subjed to a somewhat altered 
1nterpretat1on: "The art of the modern patent 1s 
to draft it in such a broad way that it's easy to 
infringe, but in such a convoluted way as to make 
it almost impossible to understand." Nintendo's 
recent patent of Eternal Darkness' 'samty system' 
1s seen as a classic example of a patent troll snare, 
1ts descnpt1on running to over 5,000 words 1n 

length, and the minutiae of 1ts application 
em1nently reproducible. 

For small-scale developers, 1t's a leg1timate 
worry- yet another Dav1d and Goliath battle to 
add to the gauntlet. only th1s time one 1n wh1ch 
Goliath can click his fingers and have Dav1d s1mply 
vanish thtOugh a trap door. Pe~tent-empowered 
publishers could conceivably use demand for their 
systems and techniques to gre~b increased control 
over developer-owned lP. Alternatwely, they could 
s1mply starve developers before preying on what 
remains, or we~it until one of thelf shrewdly
concealed patent landmines IS trodden on. But 
patent law doesn't discriminate when it comes to 
bemg exploited. "lt works in reverse too," notes 
Bennett. "RIM is a great example of th1s AVG 1s 
another, although it's more of a litigation mach1ne 
than a development company." 

RIM (Research In Motion) is the wireless 
solutions manufacturer behind the popular 
Blackberry wireless platform, and its protracted 
legal battle with patent-holding company NTP 
represents such a low po1nt iri" patent law's 
chequered past that it's seen by some observers as 
a potential catalyst for widespread reform. lt is. in 

fad. a trolling masterclass. "These compan1es have 
no 1ntenMn to create a produd, • says M1ller ·All 
they intend to do is exploit companies that do 
make consumer products. and that is just wrong 
from any angle you look at 1t." Founded by 
Thomas Campana Jr. a commun1cations eng1neer 
who owned eight 1991 patents re ated to the 
transmiSSIOn of ema•ls through pag ng netwOrks. 
NTP's sole fundion was to admm1ster and 
economically exploit those patents, whiCh 11 d1d 
over four years at the expense of alleged patent
mfringer RIM, culminating 1n an out-of-court 
settlement of over $600 mllhon 

AVG (American Video Graph•csl, meanwhile, 
acquired a series of patents filed 1n 1987 by 

SMBZ's camera system leaves you in little doubt as to how AVG's lawyers managed to win their case against Sega. 
The publisher's understandable ignorance of the spherical panning patent proved an inadequate legal defence 

START~ 

Settling a patent infringement 
case doesn' t necessarily denote 
guilt - the accused may simply 
w ish to cut their losses and avoid 
punitive damages. But it's not 
uncommon for defendants, in the 
hardware realm especially, to stick 
their hand up and pay their 
dues. The suit that Immersion 
Corp brought against Microsoft 
and Sony for their alleged 
infringement of its haptic 
technologies patent provides 
insight into what happens 
when you do and don't concede, 
and hints at the defendants' 
differing mindsets. Though 
the technologies that put the 
rumble into controllers such 
as the OuaiShoc.k would have 
been developed independently 
of Immersion's own, that 
company's analyses of both 
Microsoft and Sony's hardware, 
together with over 600 related 
patents that it owns, put forward 
a compelling case. 

it's old news for Microsoft 
now, the company having settled 
for S26 million and licensed 
Immersion's technology to replace 
its own. But Sony, faced with a 
demand for S299 million - an 
estimated 1.37 per cent in 
royalties on SS bill ion of sold PS2s 
- stood its ground, and for it the 
case continues. In September 
2004, a federal jury awarded 
Immersion approximately 
sgo million in damages, and an 
injunction was awarded to 
prohibit Sony•s sale of the related 
hardware - an injunction the 
Japanese giant continues to 
contest In the courts. Its 
reasoning Is the subject of both 
debate and concern. Does it see 
acquiescence as an intolerable 
admission of guilt, or is 
Immersion's proposal of greater 
financial Impact than some 
observers suggest? 
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l egal advisOfS Chrls 
Bennett (top) and 
Mark Phillips 
(middle) have 
watched the patent 
Issue es<alate into 
an lndustJy Mldtty. 
Scott Millor (below) 
of 30 Realms hu 
fim hand 
experioftce of 
its shortcomings 

Wllliam G Wailer of innovations company Tektronix, 
Inc. Two of those, bought in 2004, had particularly 
far-reaching imP.Iications for common console 
development practices, and the company 
proceeded to sue 12 separate publishers for 
infringement. The primary technology involved was 
that of spherical panning -a camera movement 
and zoom technique in which the camera moves 
around a specific focal object. In its case against 
Sega, the company's lawyers cited Super Monkey 
Ball 2 as an offending example. Recent financial 
filings by Atari, meanwhile, disclosed an AVG
related settlement of S300,000. 

So the existing patent system leaves everyone 
vulnerable, and all but the most diligent unsure of 
where they stand. it's an equality that brings no 
balance to the games industry, and instead fosters 
a growing sense of discord. That many would see 
the enforcement of such a system abolished isn't 
altogether surprising, but Bennett proposes 
alternative possibilities: "The patent system does 
make room for this type of innovation. In particular, 
if the original developer or inventor patents the 
original invention, then a subsequent developer or 
inventor can still patent a subsequent invention 
(assuming it's otherw1se patentable). Of course, 
developer number two can't use developer number 
one's invention without a licence, just like 
developer number three can't use developer 
number two's invention without a licence." In 
short, game makers can still stand on the shoulders 
of giants to further the medium, but only if they 
pay for the privilege. 

"Game developers and publishers need to 
understand that they can't necessarily use a 

Sega sued everyone behind The Simpsons: Road Rage, developer 
included. over its similarity to Ctuy Taxi. Ironically, the con<ept 
might actually have beer! devised in 1994 by a Disney uecutive 

technique or method of gameplay in the1r game, 
even if everyone else in the industry is doing it. The 
console manufacturers learned this the hard way 
wtth the Immersion lawsuit (see 'Shakermaker'). 
The problem is that patents are long, complex and 
hard to understand. Some people argue that the 
industry would be better served if nobody needed 
a licence to build upon previous innovation. But the 
counter-argument is that developers might be less 
likely to spend R&D funds on development if they 
knew a competitor could grab their expensive 
invention and use it for free.· 

All of which are valid points, offering little in 
the way of consolation to those most perturbed 
by that minefield of potential litigation. But is 
whether they're perturbed the real issue? Are they 
even prepared? Phillips believes not: "People 
throughout the history of game development have 
constantly borrowed ideas. Developers haven't had 

A dlangt of vtwM ponpoctivo MliH tM similarities 
~ SOf's Field c-....(top) ond A.tloiMOCe 
wars (above). Wllh units. terrain""" abilities being 
shared by both. !he fonnor's debts •re unatg;~~blt 

wtlile Rockst.v's S.. AndrNs (top) Ns a vividly 
indlvldwol idofttity, S.inr's R- (lbove) is yet to 
adlieve !he same distinction. Its El showing opened 
with dlrecl confirmation of Its GTA inspirations 

Mitdlell's Pun Loop (top) preceded PopCap's hugely 
successfulluma (above) by frve years. While no legal 
action has been taktn, awl<ward comparisons persist 
with Puzz L.oop OS. reviewed this issue as Magnetica 



1n-house legal departments, or 1ndeed the money 
to afford both them and due d •gence it's one 
th1ng looking to see if your game's trademarked, 
but even for a patent agent 1t's go1ng to be 
phenomenally difficult to ensure your latest 
•nvention doesn't infringe The other th•ng s that a 
game evolves during development. so •t s an 
ongoing process. In theory a developer can do a 
patent search themselves, but 1s 1t pract•cal to do 
that? No. There's been a suggestoon that the IGDA 
set up some k1nd of database, but 1s that feas1b e? 
Probably not." 

A future where the m1nef•eld is defused. and 
where developers of lesser means aren t eft to run 
blindly through m the hope of safe passage doesn't 
seem likely. Furthermore, the prospect of effect1ve 
legal reform isn't helped by the almost complete 
lack of previously contested patents Very few 
1nfnngement cases have been resolved •n the 
courtroom, and while settlements are a more 

amicable path to take, they abandon any attempt 
to take the supposed bad patents to task. 
Suppos1ng. in gaming's likeliest future, that these 
exploitative patents cause the gravest miscarnages 
of justice. How is the law to identify them Without 
a prof•le to look out for? 

But Ph1llips has a refreshingry frank and 
uncomplicated theory that keeps h1m upbeat. If 
you're at nsk. he suggests, then perhaps you're 
the lucky one: "Patent troIs are only goU1g to 
wake up and take •ssue ' a game has been 
successful. If 1t hasn't then it's not gomg to h1t 
anybody's radar. So for 90 per cent of the industry, 
ot's not an ossue. Furthermore. at the point where 
you become successful, you should be in a positiOn 
to find a publisher and fight any litigation. Patent 
awareness is going to become a day-to-day 
business decision, and there'll be plenty of times. 
for plenty of people, where it just 1sn't worth ~ 
the effort." ~ 

Webzen's Wiki mired itself in controversy with 
linle assistance from Nintendo. An explicit 
telling oH from the Zelda creator drew the 
attention; the blatant similarities did the rest 
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Sadly. much of the more practical, 
optimistic thinking about 
software patents is just that 
proposit ion rather than prospect. 
The IGOA Intellectual Property 
Rights Committee's inaugural 
white paper. published in 2003, 
ends with a series of opinion 
essays, the last of which is a 
suggestion of a more balanced 
relationship between publisher 
and developer. lt proposes a new 
lP ownership and exploitation 
paradigm, wheneby the developer 
retains control over much of Its 
intellectual property when 
dealing with a publisher. So if a 
studio is commissioned to work 
on a licensed product, then any 
technical innovations developed 
as a result should nemain tnat 
studio's property to exploit in 
the future as it sees fit. Likewise, 
if a publisher chooses to market 
a developer's original lP, it's 
proposed tnat the developer 
licenses it as part of a fixed-
term publishing deal, but again 
netains ownership. 

Arlcanoid is often rogarded as the Breakour (top) 
done. but Sega's Gigas (bonom) arrived in arcades 
earlier. Amusingly. it was thelaner game's upgrades 
that gave the concept legs. and Taito that profited 

The perceived impudence of videogame cloning can 
be aHtc1ed by its conttoct. Miami VICe (above) makes 
plenty of clever de<isions that make its minigame's 
similarity to Every Extend Extra (top) seem acceptable 

Months of legal scuHiing between Atari and North 
American Philips led to the discontinuation of the dot 
gobbling II..C. Munchkin! (above). Though P.K·Man 
(top) won out, its home port was the inferior game 

Con$idering that it's a wholesale rip·oH, it's amazing 
how often Oavt Oobson's Snoob (above) dodges 
comparison with its senior, Taito's Puzzle Bobble (top). 
In 2001, it was the ninth most played desktop game 
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Ward's warning words 
The man leading LucasArts' renaissance 
thinks gaming is heading down a dead end 

_j im Ward has been pres1dent of LucasArts 
for JUSt over two years, but in that short 
time the company has over-written the 

disappointments of Star Wars: Episode Ill Revenge 
Of The Sith and Republic Commando with 
successes like Battlefront 11 and new projects like 
Mercenanes His years of experience marketing for 
Microsoft Windows, Nike and Apple give him an 
outsider's perspective on gaming, but h1s message 
to the 1ndustry IS one many garners would endorse: 
innovate or die. 

LucasArts has a very distinct heritage. How 
would you sum up what the company stands 
for now? 
Well, that's a big question. Look, you're familiar 
with the fact th1s company is coming off a kind of 
turnaround from the last couple of years. and now 
what you're go•ng to see in our games is a 
representation of what we've been striving for. 
which is to really enhance the role of story and 
characters in videogames. To that end, Peter 
[Hirschmann. v1ce president of product 
development) has done a phenomenal JOb of 

gomg out and investing in technology that will 
really bnng that to life, particularly in terms of 
characters, and one of our first steps was to 
recognise that in order for videogame characters to 
come to life they have to be read as real, you have 
to be able to really bel ieve in them, and there are a 
couple of levels to tnat. One is the b1o-mechanical 
level -you have to believe in their body - and one 
is at the AI luring level, which I don't think next
gen will get us to, but it's def1111tely what we're 
working towards. And if people came away from 
this E3 and said: "Wow, LucasArts is back to the 
quality level that it once had, and is certainly back 
on the bleeding edge of technology," then I'm a 
happy camper because it's the truth. 

Games seem constantly to set themselves the 
hardest benchmark, which is to 'do' people, 
whereas games like Lego Star Wars show you 
can create engaging characters without that 
technological challenge. Do you think games 
have to aim at realistic human characters, or 
are there other avenues? 
Games can do a number of thmgs. At the end of 
the day. are you having fun With the game? That's 
all that maners, and how you get there isn't really 
the issue, as long as you do. But the thing with this 
mdustry is that it's focused on next gen. and what 
that means to them is pretty graphics, and that's 

not what 1t's about any more. And, the 
maJOrity of this industry is focused on 
makmg games and selling them to the same 

blol<es that they've been selling to for the 
past six years. We've got to broaden the 
audience, and the way you do that is by 
making games that are more appealing, 
through great stories and great 
characters and great gameplay. That's 
what we're try1ng to do, and how we 

lndlitna Jones 1007 is the highest profile of luc.asArts' new 
games, and the standard bearer for its investment in cutting· 
edge tools to generate animation and physics behaviour 

get to 1t I don't entirely care. as long as we get to 
an experience which IS pleasurable. 

In terms of widening that demographic, 
what's your take on Nintendo's approach? 
Look, I applaud Nintendo's approach. I applaud 
theor V1S1on. We need to get smarter about the 
platform, but I have every Intention of supportmg 
ot I support anyone 111 th1s 1ndustry who 
understands what we all have to do. which is 
fundamentally change how we do things. We 
e1ther get past that tipping pomt on this cycle, or 
we w1ll be relegated to a niche industry that isn't 
go1ng to go anywhere. This is our moment in time. 
And 1f Nmtendo can grasp that, then fantastic. I 
applaud Mocrosoft, because they have, in effect, 
created a back-end revenue model which will help 
us woth the overall busoness model, which doesn't 
work nght now. We need a back-end revenue 
stream, so any kind of on line activity
Marketplace, Arcade, downloadable content - is 
great, and I applaud Sony because they' re doing it 
a different way. And then th1rdparty and firstparty 
developers, content developers have got to start 
creaung games that are not for the same old 
aud1ence, and unfortunately at E3 you see a lot of 
the same old kind of stuff over and over aga1n and 
we've got to broaden it up. That's why we've got 
Traction, it's why we're doing Thrillville- we've got 
to start making games for eight-year-old girls. 

Isn't there a big marketing challenge involved 
in targeting projects at consumers who have 
already decided that gaming isn't for them? 
Yeah, sure, fair enough. But I'll tell you what, if you 
have a great game and take it to market in the 
nght way, it wi ll happen. Look, I spent ten years of 
my life marketing Star Wars, and everyone told me: 
"Women don't like Star Wars, so why even go 
after them?" Well guess what, we increased the 
women's market for Star Wars by over 124 per cent 
since 1997, I mean you can do it, you just have to 
create a product that's v1able and take it to market 
the right way. But this industry will default to 18-



year-old guys and heavy metal nffs and do-do-do
do-do-do-do-BOOM-BOOM and e>~ery trailer the 
same and every game the same - if you walk 
around E3 it'S JUSt dragons and guns and sheesh! 
There's a whole market out there, but the industry's 
remained flat for six years. We've got to break out 
of it. We're going to do 1t, for our part, but the 
whole industry needs to do it 

lt's clear you feel the clock is ticking fast, and 
that the crunch will hit this generation. Are 
you hopeful that the industry wi ll t urn itself 
around quickly enough? 
Yes. We have to. Look, th•s business, the game 
business, is 25 years old - older tt-an that, even 
and there have been Industries that popped up 
three years ago that now gross more than we do. 
Our competition 1sn't other game compan•es. 1t's 
other forms of entertainment. We have to support 
each other, bond together. and create for 
interactive gaming a sigmficant part of mindshare, 
so people think about it. That means we need to 
get consoles into households, 1t means we have to 

Thrillville (left) draws on develo~r Frontier's e~rienc:e with 
Rol/ercoaster Tycoon, and leads lucasArts' charge for more accessible 
ti tles- alongside the entirely irresistible Lego St.tr w.,,. 11 (above) 

everyone who develops games has to adopt a 
new point of view. Now, selfishly I would say they 
need to adopt our point of view, because we think 
we've got the right idea- I think I have the right 
idea [laughs]. But I think companies have to 
fundamentally change the way they're making 
games, change the philosophies around those 
games. Look, with all due respect, you cannot miss 
a movie launch with your mov1e game. We've been 
there, and did that. and learned 1t was the wrong 
th1ng to do. So if you've got a b•g movie 
like Superman coming out, you better be there 
w1th your game. There are some fundamentals 
1n this business: we have a philosophy- kick-ass 
games on time and on budget. Failure 1n any 
one of those points is failure for the prOJeCt. 
That's not because I'm some kind of accountant 
who wants to make sure we don't overspend, it's 
because of the dynam•c of the •ndustry 1f you 
want to make money. 

So if you'd inherited the problem which EA 
f aced with Superman, which choice would 
you have made? On time and flawed, or 
delayed and improved? 
No. I don't accept that. I would have sh1pped 1t at 
the highest quality, and on t1me and on budget. 
There is no failure. There is no comprom1se. That's 
the fundamental problem in this business, the 
premise that people work from. If you speak to 
old-timers they say if you want a great game 1t's 

going to take more t1me and 

'*We're at the end of the road of this business 
· · model. We can't afford it any more. The 

margins are just t oo thin. The whole thing is at 
risk of imploding and falling in on itself" 

more money and we can't sh1p 
it because 1f we do we'll ruin the 
'ranch1se No guys, don't get 
yourselves 1nto that Situation. 
Make it great - 1t w1ll be great-

have content that drives wanting a console in the 
first place and if we don't do it this generation 1t's 
not going to sustain itself any more. Because the 
costs are too high versus the install base. We're at 
the end of the road of this business model. We 
can't afford 1t any more. The margins are just too 
thin. The whole th1ng IS at risk of imploding and 
falling in on •tself. lt really is - I believe that. 

Is there one point where that change should 
start? lt often seems like everybody in the 
industry needs something-"else to change 
before they can start to evolve. 
Yeah, it's content. Content is king and I think 

and we're gomg to be on time 
and on budget. Failure is no optiOn. You can't get 
yourself into those situations. You have to have 
great people and great producers, great systems 
and great platforms. You can't default into that 
"Oh, it's not so good, we'll take some more time 
and blow it out of the fourth quarter" and then 
launch something like The Godfather and have it 
be DOA. I'm not second-guessing any of those 
dec1sions, but I'm suggesting that the bus1ness 
model does not allow you to do that any more. 

We have a company called ILM [lndustnal L1ght 
And Magic] and they've been doing this 'or years. 
They have a director come in and say: "I have my 
movie launching on May 19, worldwide, m 164 

START~ 

After inauspicious beginnings as the LiveJournal of 
Philadelphia Inquirer game columnist Dennis 
McCauley, then dedicated to light news and opinion 
on government reaction to game violence related 
issues, Game Pol itics came to the fore in the wake of 
the Hot Coffee incident and has since become 
essentially t he clearing house for news on polit ical 
activity in the games arena. 

In more recent months the site has extensively 
tracked and covered the surge in violent game 
legislation cropping up across the US at an 
astounding rate and the industry's battles to protect 
i tself from outside forces. lt's also, i f the volumes of 
comments each post typically garners are to be 
believed, one of the few public forums frequented by 
anti-games lawyer Jack Thompson. with vague but 
cutting screeds emerging at least once a month. 

Other features on the site hav• Included a now 
neglected podtast which Interviews Thompson and 
the creator of the Hot Coffee mod, and a tracker to 
see how far violent game legislation has spread and 
at what stage newly proposed bills remain. But by far 
Its most valuable resource and asset is Its undeviating 
and relentless focus on its singular subject. 

different countnes, I've got a 2,500 shot list, and I 
can't be late on that, and here's the budget that 
the stud•o gave me, and I can't go over that, and 
by the way none of those shots have ever been 
done before.· So what does ILM do? They write 
new code, they innovate and they get it done on 
time and on budget. That's their business. 

Do you think the games industry exists too 
much in a bubble, and that there aren't 
enough people in it who know how the rest 
of the world gets things done? 
Well, I don't know about that, but I do think it's 
very insular, it's embryomc, it's unsophisticated -
it's full of people who are much happier making 
games for their friends in their garage, back like 
it was m the '90s. And it's a sin that we haven't 
figured that out, that we haven't broken out of 
it yet. And it shows 1n the numbers. What other 
industry, that's supposed to be the leading edge 
of enterta1nment would be flat for six years? I 
mean man, that IS not healthy, and it just reeks 
and screams for change. Radical change, and 
that's certa1nly what we've done in our 
company. But I need the whole industry to ~ 
dothat. ~ 
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" These th ings tend t o have a window. 
Right now that product is World Of 
WarCraft, so the idea would be to time 
something for when that product is going 
to be on its downward slope. To come 
out with something competitive now I 
think would be misguided for anyone, 
including THQ." 
THO pres•dent and CEO Brian Farrell pencils his film's 
entl)' into the MMO market for around 201 5 Tekken fight "There is no Paul ine Kael of 

videogame w r it ing. There is no Lest er 
Bangs of videogame writing. And I'm 
starting to suspect there will never be 
t hat kind of authoritative critical 
voice w ithin the world of 
videogames .. . If nobody ever thinks 
about these games in a manner 
that's human and m etaphorical 

its way onto PSP 

and contextual, they'll all become 
strictly com modities, and then 
they'll all become boring.· 
Someone te Amencan JOUrnahst Chuck 
K10sterman that we're stocked n Barnes & Noble 

"If you work for FASA and you 
are reading this then I welcome 
you to take the shuttle over to 
my office and punch me the 
face. Seriously: I won't be 
offended since your dam n 
game just kicked me in t he 
metaphoric balls." 
Ptulip Richardson, a MICrosoft CRM 
program manager, on Shadowrun 

From arcade cab to pocket treat: 
Namco's ambitions haven't shrunk 

1th the PSP suffering f rom the perception 
that 1t •acks quality tttles. the forthcoming 
con~ers•on of Tekken: Dark Resurrection 

should be cause for celebration - particularly in 
Japan. But pomng a cutting-edge arcade title to 
the PS2's little stster was never going to be easy. 
We sat down w tth Dark ResurreCTion's lead 
programmer Tomokazu Matsumara, its lead 
graphiC destgner Naohiro Hayashi and veteran 

Tekken d•rectof Katsuhiro Harada to discuss 
mtn•games. the current state of the arcade scene 
and gett.ng the most out of Sony's handheld. 

"We had t o make everything again -
models, textu res. The team developed this PSP 
version f rom scrat ch. This is not a conversion, 

it 's a completely new development" 

What made you choose the PSP over the PS2 
for Tekken: Dark Resurrection? 
KH: We developed T:DR for the arcade. While we 
were making the game we had an offer to work 
on the PSP. We were told it was similar to the PS2 
and with a few modifications the game would run. 
But when we opened the box, we realised it was 
not an easy process at all. We had to make 

Wit h the PSP Ragging ~hind the OS in Japan, the team (l·r Harada, Hayashi and Matsumara) is well aware of 
the impoltance of titles like T:DR. Besides bringing in a new audience, it also pushes the handh@ld to its limit 

everything again - models. textures. The team 
developed this PSP version from scratch. This is 
not a conversion, it's a completely new 
development. 

What kind of problems did you encounter 
during that development? 
TM: The f irst half of our development was a long 
and painful process to identi fy the CPU potential. 
it took a lot of time before we knew what the PSP 
could deliver. We were really tempted to modtfy 
the game to make the process eas1er but we 
realised that would not be Tekken any more. So 
we kept all the elements that make the game a 
true Tekken title, including the 60fps f rame rate. 
and tried to gain performance by working on 
other elements. 
NH: Of course we had to re-touch the visuals. The 
people in charge of the graphics had an incredtble 
task to perform: we've managed to save machine 
power and still offer h•gh-quality graphics, but this 
did not come easily. There is not a single polygon 
or texture identical to the original left. 

Have Tekken fans welcomed your move to 
the PSP? 
KH: I've heard that people tn Europe and the US 
are excited about our game. but tn Japan they are 
much more severe. I thmk it's because of the 
different approach they have in looking at what we 
are doing. In Japan, users see the PS2 as a training 
tool for when they figh t other players in the 
arcade. We've had people complaining because 
they don' t have a PSP and don't plan to buy one. 
There are also other people who are asking us if it 

IS posstble to plug an arcade stick •nto the PSP or if 
we have any plans to release such a stick. There are 
some who are wondering how to modify the PSP 
to display the game on a bigger screen. I think they 



have not realised what we are prepanng. They 
don't look at this Tekken as a new experience. 

Has switching from an arcade to a portable 
platform meant you've had to experiment 
with different game modes? 
KH: We have designed many minigames that you 
can enjoy ad-hoc. These games are a lot of fun and 
you could enjoy Tekken with them alone. We are 
particularly proud of our bowling m1mgame. 
Elsewhere. our network feature IS divided 1n two: 
ghosts that you can down load from all over the 
world, and then you have the w1reless ad-hoc 
versus mode. When you upload your ghost on a 
server, it will have learned all your f1ghtmg habits 
and combos. 

The market for fighting games is not as strong 
as it used to be. Why do you think this is? 
KH: F1ght1ng games used to be a benchmark to 
measure-the difference between game-makers 
in terms of sk1ll and know-how. I th1nk this 
lasted for at least five years dunng the golden 
age. The reason is. on screen you have only 
one character against another. so you could put 
as many polygons as you wanted on each 
character. Nowadays, the PC is offering more 
advanced graphics than the arcades Games are 
also returning to very basic concepts. especially 
with onhne gaming. Concepts like the ones we 
used to enjoy with the Famicom or the Super 
Famicom. With fighting games you need to 
train every day to be among the best players. 
You need to invest time, and you may not have 
that much. 

With Tekken 6 being announced for the 
PlayStation 3 and no arcade version 
confirmed, are Namco following the same 

Harada was adamant the game be a 
fvll TdkM tltlo: "Had we called it 
TdJrM Port•bk. it would be seen as a 
downslzed TdJren. 1t could not •"Press 
the high level of accomplishment" 

path Tecmo took when they made Dead Or 
Alive a consumer-only franchise? 
KH: Not at all . I won't deny that such a trend is 
tak1ng place with games leaving the arcade to 
focus on a consumer career. But should Tekken 
take a consumer-only direction, I think it would 
lose most of what makes it Tekken in the first 
place. I mean, in the arcade you are buying an 
intense game experience for \1100. We have 
designed the game experience around this simple 
fact. it's a very severe world 1n which people have 
to find their enjoyment dunng a very short period. 
If we go consumer-only, then everythmg would 
become easy, and the core essence of the game 
would not be needed any more The arcade 
rematns the base of Tekken 

Are you concerned by the current market 
supremacy of the DS? 
KH: The OS's very strong DS titles like Brain 
Tram•ng are very addiCtNe 1ndeed However. these 
are not Vldeogames as we commonly know them 
NH: The key to the OS's success comes with the 
des1gn of titles specif1c to 1t ' believe that. for the 
moment, there are no PSP games on the market 
really usmg the full power of the machine. 
KH: When you see T.DR 1n motion, you could not 
thmk th1s IS actually runnmg on the PSP after all the 
games released so far Even people not familiar 
Wtth f1ght1ng games will stop and take a doser 
look at the game 1n motion, or even the movies. 
We really believe we have a benchmark for the 
PSP. Many in the development team don't own a 
PSP. But with what we have been able to deliver. 
I really feel the need to get one, just to enjoy ..., 
our achievement. ~ 

START~ 

Among !M cMlltf19H faced by !M tum was !M screen size. On 
top of the issues of di.splaying arcade visuals on a handheld, !My 
also needed to take into account a ratio change from 4:3 to 16:9 
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lt's certainly not the tint tltM ...... 
his partnentd with the boerd ... Industry 
to bring curious CIOSSO¥ei"S IHid Jl. 
CIOntextualiMd lkences to tablellops (we 
still N<all punching out cardboard 
heart container coins). but lt seems 
Its latest venture with USAopoly 
to produce a dasslc franchise. 
themed wrsion of Monopoly 
might be an opportunity lost. 

Rather than relying on 
relevant properties - LonLon 
Ranch, Nookington's and • 
gree~themecl watllfWOtb 
spring quidly to mind - ..ty 
pnltoCype shots lnstud sMw 
.... dediutecl to the clw1Kters 
themselves. bringing up 
uncomfortable questions about wh• t 
tNt $300 few Princ- Zelcla Is going toward, 
-u,-. In any c-.~ s.m .. · Boots. 
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Stage invasion 
Guitar Hero takes over 
Donington's Download Festival 

hree thousand people gathered at 
Donington 1n June and saw the history of 
rock played out on a plastic guitar. Over 

the three-day event, seasoned Guitar Hero vets and 
even a few newcomers shared the Gibson Stage 
with acts like Metallica and Guns N' Roses- the 
kind of people whose agenda for telev1sion sets has 
traditionally ended with hotel room windows. 

Festival-goers and Guitar Hero fans Phi I Davies 
and Manny Brown took to the stage for a 
performance of the Red Hot Chili Peppers' Higher 
Ground that was re1gned in only by their need to 
stay focused on a tiny monitor. " lt was an honour 
to play Donington, considering all the bands that 
have played the venue over the years, and to do it 
on Guitar Hero made it all the sweeter," said 
Brown afterwards. Dav1es agreed "As soon as 1t 
started going, people were flocking into the tent 
and 1t was just amazing. The pros were playing on 
hard and expert sett1ngs- it was Impressive stuff " 

If n sounds l(e the recipe for an 1mpromptu 
bonhng, the truth was more surpr smg. "I thought 

"I know a lot of guitarists who've played 
Guitar Hero, and they have a great time 

doing it, but playing six strings isn't 
the same thing as mashing five buttons" 

that the crowd were hugely knowledgeable about 
the game,· said Brown. "People recognised 
d1ff1cult song selections and even when difficult 
solos or progressions were played, which made the 
experience as close as you can get to actually 
playing a gig to that many people " 

But how close can that ever really be? While 

This ynr's Download FeSiival saw performanus from acts 
induding Tool and Cradle of Filth alongside the Gllirar H~ro stars. 
People flocked to the Gibson tent throughout the three-day event 

The Guitar Hero SG controller proved itself hardy enough to 
stand up to a full feSiival's·worth of rock abuse dospite being 
made from plastic. From a diSian<@. only its diminutive size and 
those five multi-coloured fret buttons gave its true use away 

Guitar Hero's Gibson controller makes it particularly 
suited to hve performance (it's harder to imagine 
Formula One fans standing around at S1lverstone 
to watch v1rtuoso Burnout. for example) anyone 
who's p1cked up a real guitar after familiarising 
themselves with the plastic SG will know how 
disheartening the expenence can be. But Davies 
suggests that maybe 1t cuts both ways: "I know 
a lot of guitarists who've played Guitar Hero, and 
they have a great time doing it, but because they 
play a lot of guitar doesn't mean they're going to 
be any good. Playing six strings isn't the same thing 
as mash1ng five buttons." 

Guitar Hero developer Harmon1x has already 
branded its tit les 'superstar simulators.' and this 
aspect of gaming will come as no surprise to 
anyone who has gathered around a Virtua Fighter 
cabinet or spent hours playing SingStar What was 
strikmg about the Down load event, though, was 
the extent to which these activities are now being 
recognised as credible performances in their own 
right. Guitar Hero has brought musiC games out of 
the arcades and liv1ng rooms and into a more public 
arena; 1f titles like Wipeout and Frequency have 
long cultivated links with electronica, the mud and 
lo-fi sensibilities of the rock crowd represents a 
considerably longer reach. 

The days when mobs might climb the fences 
to get into a festival exclusively devoted to 
videoga me acts might be a very long way off, 
but Download and Guitar Hero still offered a 
rare glimpse of real and virtual experts sharing 
the l1mehght irrespective of medium, un1ted 
by a s1ngle concept: performance. 



Murder at sea 
Independent developer Outerlight on 
making floating killing spree The Ship 

uterlight, developers of Half-Life mod 
turned stand-alone, Source-based release 
The Ship (see page 36) are justifiably proud 

of their creation. lt is a f1rstperson, multi player, 
comedy murder simulator, set on-board a turn of 
the 20th century cruise liner. Simultaneously off
beat, hrlarious and violent, it will be released VIa 
Steam this month. As Chris Peck, managrng 
director and creative director of Outerllght explains, 
bu1lding the game hasn't been plain sailing. 

You built the original mod as a way to source 
feedback- how successful was it? Did the 
gaming community welcome its differences, 
or were there calls to 'normalise' it? 
We built the mod for two reasons, for mternal 

proof of concept, and as a proof of concept for 
publishers. From an internal po1nt of view it was 
very useful, but for presenting to publishers rt was 
all but useless: they couldn't see past the graphics 
of Half-Life 1. I seem to recollect that at the time 
we were concerned whether we would have 
enough money to keep the company gorng, so 
there was an element of "rf we don't make rt, at 
least people will have been able to play the game" 
so we would have achieved something. 

Without naming names, what have been some 
of the more interesting publisher responses to 
The Ship while you were shopping it around? 
[laughs] Oh dear. Well, 90 per cent of the 
publishers we met sard 1t was one of the1r favourite 
prtches or game ideas, yet none seemed keen to 
put the1r money where therr mouths were Some 
sard it was too expensrve, some said rt was too 
cheap. Some said rt was too original, others sard t 
was unproved. One sard of the Half-Life mod "Is 
this your vision of how it w1lllook?" We felt we 

•some said it was too expensive, some said it 
was too cheap. Some said it was too original, 
others said it was unproved. One said of the 

Half-Life mod: ' Is this how it w ill look?"' 

ij#Mi;!.$11•• 
In yet· another S1ntllglc mcMt 110 pull! the DS 
and Its Touch Gantrlltlonlllneoup ful1tllr 
Into the executive llllndM ......... 
airline JAl. ha eniiOUIICIIIIa 
partnership with .............. 
""~os Lites to 
pltlangen aboard Its 
lntem~ntlnental flights. 

The fligtlts will be stodcad 
with copies of Brain end 
English Training. lbuch Golf 
end Merio tc.n. tile latter 
unfonunatety hllnlptNd by 
taws forbidding wffl&.a In .. , 
trawl. The -'s 1 liMit-
on Nlntendo's pert to funlltr 
legitimise its hanclheld ... Yiallle 
entaltllnment option for adults, 
though there's likely few current ge111111 
who -*1 dare board along flight wltMut 1 
hanclheld et their .... lut .-y, -.om, 
customers, this ofhr's first-dais onl)l. 
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wasted a lot of time courting publishers. which is 
another reason we went self-funded. 

There's a sentiment that the current next· 
generation, super-budget boom is the worst 
time to be a small independent, that the 
process of moving from mod team to devco 
simply isn't viable any more - as someone 
who's on the cusp of doing just that. what are 
your thoughts? 
That could be true. As we have been around as a 
company for three years, we have been watching 
wrth horror as developer after developer bit the 
dust. Our only positive thought was that rn an ever· 
growing pond, fewer frsh could only mean more 
room for us. 

One day there will be so few developers that 
the publishers will be demanding content, and 
hopefully we will be there when it's a seller's 
market! Having come up with the idea, ra1sed the 
frnance, funded deve opment and then developed 
the title. I am somewhat aggrieved to have to give 
a large chunk of royalties to a second party. 

1M art stylo avoids a straight realism in favour of a more angular 
approach. lt suits the mood perfectly- shifting attention from 
tho grisly deaths and sideslopping any real moral objections. This 
is a cartoon game; dow to Tom and Jerry than la Femmo Nikita 

While you've initially developed The Ship as 
a PC title, are you interested in the 
opportunities suggested by Microsoft and 
Sony's on line plans? 
Defrnrtely yes. I think that people will want The 
Shrp when they are rn the mood for something 
drfferent. somethrng a hnle less twitchy, and a bit 
more stealthy. We hope to port the game to Xbox 
360 as this will be technically achievable. I don't 
think we can make the game run on the PS3, not 
without a total rewnte anyway' 

Were you concerned by the fact that while 
The Ship existed as an unsigned, free mod 
its concepts could be appropriated and used 
by other developers? 
We were slightly concerned that other people 
would steal parts of the idea, however, it's so 
unrque, rt's hard to steal parts of it. lmagrne Call Of 
Duty with needs ... it's not going work is it? By 
putting it in the public domain we were both 
staking our claim to the intellectual copyright. and 
showing that we had got there first. I think if the 
game relied on a couple of unique features, such 
as a deployable weapon, or physics cannon, 
something like that, then maybe we would have 
been a lot more cautious. Garners are a pretty 
sophisticated bunch now, certainly fa r removed 
from the old image of geeks in bedrooms. I know 
there is still a lot of that, but a lot of those geeks 
are now middle aged ... and while still passionate 
garners, they want what's next. Hopefully 
The Ship is part of what's next. 



Will Fight Night Round 3, Guitar 
Hero or Project Gotham Racing 3 
walk away with an award? The 
answer is in the hands of the public 

Golden Joystick Awards return 
TV broadcast debut and an MTV hostess 
help raise the profile of 2006's event 
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nnual updates may not often be cause for 
celebration, but that's prec1sely the idea 
behind the Golden Joyst1ck Awards. 

Running since 1982, this year's ceremony is taking 
place on Friday October 27 in the Park Lane Hilton, 
London. The GJA will be receiving its broadcast 
debut, too - the event is to be screened on ITV4 
on November 24 as part of an evening of game
themed programm•ng, and a live stream will be 
available VJa www.computerandv1deogames.com 

open for bus~ness at www.goldenjoystick.co.uk, 
and have been runn1ng since June 1. The 
categones include Ultimate Game of the Year, 
Soundtrack Award, One to Watch for 2007, Onl ine 
Game of the Year. Favourite Character Award and 
individual best-of-format awards for consoles (with 
the GameCube covered by Nintendo Game of the 
Year) and PC. 

MTV pr.senter and ex-model Emma Griffiths is to host the 
awards, a role formerly filled by Jonathan Ross and Jimmy Carr 

Nom1nees for each category aren't restncted 

What the Golden Joystick Awards offers first 
and foremost, however, is the chance for the public 
to choose the winners of each of the 17 gongs up 
for grabs. This year's on line booths are already 

to a select handfu of f•nahstS, but all games 
released between August 1 2005 and July 31 2006 
are admitted, and an email address ts prOVIded on 
the voting shp to submit any t1tles that you feel 
have been overlooked At the ume of wntlng, Xbox 

lrve Arcade titles aren't represented at all and GTA: 
San Andreas has snuck 10 once aga1n under the 
gUise of a 'special ed1t1on' re-release- so let the 
organ1sers know if you think that's unfa~r. In ..., 
any case, be sure to have your say. ~ 

THE XBOX 360 UNCLOAKED 
The inside track to the creation of Xbox 360 isn't as exciting 
as the creative chaos which generated its predecessor ------
Making his name with 2002's excellent Opening The Xbox, Dean 
Takahashi returns to pump his contacts for the sequel. But sadly for the 
San Jose Mercury News journalist, lightning doesn't strike twice. it's not 
really his fault of course. The first book was a genuine surprise, both in 
terms of details revealed as well as access to personalities such as Seamus 
Blackley who, with three eo-conspirators, plotted a gaming revolution. 
The Xbox's success has inevitably undermined that renegade spirit, and 
the result Is that the story of Its successor is more conservatively 
corporate and less entertainingly iconoclastic. Still, Takahashi does his 
best with the material at hand, with differences of opinion between 
Fries and Allard one of the more interesting angles. Heading up 
Microsoft's game studios until his departure in 2004, Fries found 
himself under pressure following the S37S million (£202 million) Rare 
purchase. The situation came to a head over Halo 2, with Fries' ' it's done, 
when it's done' attitude unpopular, particular w ith Bach, who argued the 
needs of the platform outweighed the needs of the franchise. Fries won 
that battle, but lost the war. Story apart. The Xbox 360 Undoaked isn' t 
helped by the lack of a good editor either. lt feels rushed and about 100 
pages too long, with chapters spent detailing the minutiae of design and 
tedious marketing decisions. Still, industry insiders will find it interesting 
-just not engrossing. 

JPOD 
The author of Generation X slips into self-referential smugness as 
he tries to make sense of the lives and loves of game developers 

You feel as if you should have some respect for Coupland's tenth novel, 
which starts with the line: "Oh God. I feel like a refugee from a Douglas 
Coupland novel," but it's hard to muster the effort. The loose sequel to 
Microserfs, his 1995 book about the slipping-down lives of Silicon Valley 
software workers, JPod is nothing if not self-referential. Not only does 
Coupland himself become a key character, but it's shot through with his 
characteristic op,.art fixation. Examples include lists such as the 972 three
letter words allowed in Scrabble, and the first 100,000 digits of Pi. These 
are given some context by the strange world of the six geeky inhabitants 
of JPod, a group of developers working on an extreme skating game into 
which management introduces a turtle. The company seems to be based 
loosely on EA. lt's based in Coupland's and EA's home town of Vancouver, 
for example, so you'd assume he's had contact with disgruntled 
employees. He doesn't really provide any killer insights into the psyche 
instead, protagonist Ethan and his workmates quickly become a tedious 
sketch, where non sequiturs such as Chinese people smugglers, suburban 
skunk production and easy real-estate deals fail to combine in anything 
like a satisfactory manner. But perhaps the most telling sign Coupland's 
heart isn't really in it is when his character makes a deal to get Ethan's 
laptop because his new book is due, and it's easier to steal Ethan's life 
story than actually create something. it's just too smug by half. 
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Halo 3 
FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: MICROSOFT 

Microsoft's downloadable exposes of its El presentations were a 
novel idea until the self-congratulatory tone made them an utter 
chore to watch. Halo's provided some eye candy, but few insights 

Phantasy St ar Universe 
FORMAT: 360, PC, PS2 PUBLISHER: SEGA 

The inflated ttxturts and sharp edges of the PC vemon should 
produce tolerable results on 360, but a glance at the flat·packed 
trees and marbled rodcs Is a quick I'Miinder of PS2 foundations 

Shadowrun 
FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: MICROSOFT 

With even Microsoh staff going public with the h<lte, you'd have 
thought FASA's controversial FPS would have retreated into its 
own dark corner. But it has held its ground and silenced critics 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Chaos Wars 
FORMAT: PS2 PUBLISHER: IDEA FACTORY 

Idea Factory's SRPG extends its draft to include characters from 
Sega, A !Ius and Aruze. But a contentious art style, and the prior 
example of Namco X Capcom, might ground it in its native land 

The Red Star 
FORMAT: PS2 PUBLISHER: XS GAMES 

One of -e<al orphans re1<ued from the fires of Acclaim, the 
shoot 'em up offspring of Studio Austin and comic book creator 
Archangel finally s1eps out of the shadows. if not out of beta 

Command & Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars 
FORMAT: PC PUBUSHER· EA 

The latest screens raise more questions than they answer, like 
how AI pathfinding will hold up amid heavily· furnished terrain, 
and how much destriK1ibility is suggtsted rather than modelled 

Half-Li fe 2: Episode Two 
FORMAT: PC PUBUSHER: VALVE 

Awarded for completion of Episode One, a preview of Valve's 
next ahermath. As fans of the series will now be aware, the 
scene for part two is substantially removed from its predecessor 

Mercenaries 2: World In Flames 
FORMAT: PS3 PUBLISHER: TBA 

Its badge of distinction is uninhibited excess, but Pandemic would 
do well to s1all W/Fs previews. Early in-game videos uphold the 
claims of wanton destiU<1ion, but suggest rickety architecture 

Hotel Dusk: Room 215 
FORMAT: OS PUBLISHER: NINTENOO 

Once entitled Wrsh Room. Cing's follow-up to the inventive and 
engrossing Another Code sketches an entirely new premise in an 
encouraging style, purposefully confusing graphics and graphite 

~power cubes wllkll. when..._. to 
their l"eep8ddw '- liMe, e1111end the non-stop CIOUnedown 
to the players' ~ICing death. 

lest plllyed with two he hun1Ms (a bold Idea In today's 
Lhe • ., but tn1st us). ~is a winning tor.lla of S1r0f1t 
design. hu- and glorious cartoon ultravlolence, with Hdl 
arena ending up caked In blood and the ~· diMmboclled 
hods, and Is a much·neecled example for the lncleptnelent 
~unity on how to transform inftuence Into Ingenuity. 



Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater {below), Dead 
Or Alive 4 {bottom) and Resident Evi/4 (right) 
are among the games given the new D rating 

An cdults cnl y rev o l ution 
Famitsu PS2's Koji Aizawa on Jopon's new games rating system 

orgive me if I start 
with a somewhat 
long explanation, 

but something important is 
happening this month: t he 
Japanese videogame rat ing 
system will be undergoing a 
major re-structuring. 

classes' are now renamed using letters of the 
alphabet: A for all ages, B for 12 years old or more, 
C for 1 5 years old or more, D for 17 years old or 
more and Z for 18 years old or more. 

The problem comes from the last class: z. lt 
designates games which have adult-oriented 
contents. These games will have difficulty finding a 
place where they can be displayed in game shops 

games, you might not be able to buy them In 
some prefectures, ID has to be shown when a 
person wants to buy a Z-rated game. This is not 
part of the CERO guidelines, but depends on the 
laws put in place by every prefecture in Japan. 

So the direct consequence is two separate 
worlds. The A-to-O-rated games will go 
mainstream and the Z-rated ones w ill be cornered 

In Japan, the age ratings of 
games are arranged by CESA, 
which stands for Computer 
Entertainment Supplier's 
Association. lt organises things 

lt is more important than ever to take the overseas market into the equation. 
Developers need to make games which will sell outside Japan. Mostly, this 
means they feature a high level of realism, often associated with violence 

like the Tokyo Game Show, but is also at the heart of the Japanese 
videogame industry - for consoles, at least. lt is also at the heart of 
the CERO rating system, which stands for Computer Entertainment 
Rating Organization. Yes, this is the Japanese official rating system. 
Until now, it was based on classes of age. 

This is going to be entire~ reshaped into a new system. The old 
'18 years old or more' rating is now divided into two: ' 17 years old or 
over' and ' 18 years old or more'. But what we used to know as 'age 
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from now on. Only two locations are allowed 
under the new C ERO guidance. These games can 
be placed in a Z-rated dedicated corner or behind 
the counter. In addition, shops need to display a 
clear sign warning users about the presence 6f Z· 
rated games on the shelf - and it has to be quite a 
size: the sign has to be clearly visible from at least 
1 . 5 metres away. But even if you can find the 

into special areas. These two categories will require 
different locations and retail practices. Already, 
stores are taking decisions about how to respond 
to these conditions. For instance, the major 
convenience stores in Japan have already made it 
clear they will not sell any Z -rated games. 

OK, but what is exactly a Z-rated game? For the 
moment it is unclear, even though 11 titles have 



been announced as Z-rated Among them you find 
familiar series - many of them western - hke GTA 
or The Getaway and Dnver 3, Max Payne, Killer 7, 
etc. .. can you see a difference between these 
games and the ones you can buy w1th a 0-rating, 
like Biohazard 4, MGS3, Dead Or Al1ve 4, Rumble 
Roses, God Of War, SOCOM and Splmter Celf? 

When a game company wants to release a 
game, it's seen as bad news 1f 1ts trtle receives a Z 
rating since 1t won't be so easy to sell t 1n Japan. 
But there IS another s1de to the problem 1t is more 
important than ever to take the overseas market 
(US and Europe) mto the equation. Developers 
need to make games wh1ch will sell outs1de Japan. 
Mostly, this means they have to feature a h1gh level 
of realism, often assooated with a certa1n level of 
violence. But these kmds of games are exactly the 
ones which w1ll attract a Z r~tlng mside Japan! Of 
course. the new system is designed to protect 
young people- and personally I thmk th 1s IS the 
right thing to do. But excessive limitations will have 

a negative impact as well, because 1t restncts 
developers' creativity as well as the ways in whiCh 
the media can support a game. I think a more 
flexible approach should be found. 

By the way, GTA: San Andreas IS not even 
released in Japan yet. it w1ll be 1nterest1ng to see 
what happens when 1t is 

The Z class is descnbed as be1ng for 18 years 
o d or more, but in practiCe 1t does not seem to be 
bemg used that way. it IS not about restnctlng 
access to adult -oriented games. In Japan, there IS 
a lot of adult-oriented content from mov1es to 
anime and manga. And, s1nce CERO only applies 
to videogames on consoles, this rating does not 
protect young gamers from games on other 
p atforms. So this new C ERO is not about adult 
content in the global sense of the term. I th1nk 
more explanations are required to define what thiS 
Z rating stands really for to ensure that game 
companies can keep making creative games ...,. 
for a global audience. ~ 

The Getaway: Black Monday (top right), 
GTA: San Andreas (bottom right) and 
Max Payne 2: The Fall Of Max Payne are 
among the games whose more dubious 
morality has earned them a Z rating 



Edge's most wanted 

Super Mario Galaxy 

Still the memory that burns 
brightest from El, it's impossible 
not to crave the moment when 
Mario's gala)(}' (and the Wii's 
implications) will be ours to explore 
Wio, MNl£'100 

Need For Speed Cllltlon 

Had the cops not taken occasional 
doughnut breaks when they should 
have been on your tail, the 360's 
Most Wanted would have excelled. 
Fingers crossed for tenth time lucky 
TBA EA 

Trauma Center: Second Opinion 

The OS original hardly sold the 
experience of being a doctoring 
hero short, but the possibility of 
doing it all again - big screen. and 
with an audience- is irresistible 
Wio, NINTENDO 

The future of electronic entertairvnent 

As canny as she looks 
An unexpected expedition leader 

M 
ary Smith, the virtual star 
of Quantic Dream's tech 
demo The Casting (see 

page SO) has a slightly wonky 
mouth, an unexpected fullness in 
her top lip that fuels the faint. 
uncomfortable awareness that 
she's a manufactured human, not a 
real one. But watch footage of the 
actress that inspired her, Aurelie 
Bancilhon, and you'll discover that 
it's not a failure on the part of the 
modellers. it's an idiosyncrasy of 
the beautiful face that inspired 
them. The uncanny valley -the 
dip where our response to human 
replicas becomes negative as they 
edge closer to perfection - can be 
very treacherous territory. 

Not least because there are two 
things that get forgotten about 
the theory (three. if you include 
the fact that the scientific rigour of 
the research behind it is still very 
much in question, even if the 
common-sensical obviousness of its 
findings isn't). The first is that 
there's nothing in the theory that 
says we can't cross it. Nothing to 
say that with enough technology, 
effort and talent we can't fill in the 
valley, and march across the top to 
truly believable unreality. 

But games may be worst placed 
to make that attempt, because the 

other forgotten thing is that 
movement dramatically amplifies 
the effect: an animated robot will 
unsettle a human audience much 
more dramatically than one that's 
still . And watching Mary Smith 
makes you very aware that there 
might be another curve that needs 
tracing on Professor Mori's famous 
chart- one that dips even more 
alarmingly: what about robots 
under your control? We may have 
very high expectations for replicas 
of other human beings, but we also 
have a built-in tolerance for their 
foibles, unpredictabilities and 
flaws. But each of us - every single 
one of us - already has the most 
sophisticated humanoid robot ever 
built under our command, 24 hours 
a day. We know it can turn on a 
pin, turn shaky tears to barbed 
jokes in the time it takes to say 
a word or, if no-one's about, 
combine chopping carrots with 
dancing to the radio. 

Quantic Dream - alongside many 
other animators and roboticists 
may be hammering in the first 
bolts for the ascent up the other 
side of the valley, but for games 
that might prove a false summit. 
Another peak may lurk behind 
that asks even more of 
developers than the first. 
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lord Of The Rings Online: 
Shadows Of Angmar 
PC 

The Ship 
PC 

Bit Generations 
GBA 

Experience 112 
PC 

Grand Theft Auto: 
Liberty City Stories 
PS2 

Test Drive Unlimited 
360, PC. PS2.. PSP 

B-Boy 
PS2, PSP 

Ultimate Ghosts 'N' Goblins 
PSP 

Miami Vice: The Game 
PSP 

Bliss Island 
PC 

Magical Vacation -
ltsutsu No Hoshi Ga 
Narabu Toki 
os 

Project Hacker 
os 
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God Hand FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 
DEVELOPER: CLOVER 

ORIGIN: JAPAN 
REUASE: AUTUMN (JAPAN), TBA (UK) 

PREVIOUSlY IN: E164 

Clover's Devil May Care makes an irresistible debut: an 
action game that wants to laugh with you, not at you 

Aside from the mat1er of charging up the God Hand's powers. landed hits fill up a f raction of the level 
meter surrounding its luminous. gurning skull. Each blow Jean takes will drastically drain it even on 
the Normal difficulty set1ing, however. indicating that skilled play will require avoiding such slip·ups 
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In true Capcom 20 beat 'em up style, God Hands chunky character 
models dominate the screen, with the extra dimension used to 
contort them as hits connect in Mikami's signature endless juggles 

hrough accidental delay or late
blooming design, the Japanese P52 
release schedule has ensured the 

machine's journey out of the generational 
spotlight is a chauffeur-driven one. Even if 
God Hancfs visuals punch below the weight 
of Yakuza. FFXIJ and Okami - its style may be 
impetuous. its defence impregnable, but its 

straightforward: recent action games have 
kept their comedy unintentional and their 
difficulty unfazed by an ice-breaking shared 
joke. Few who stepped up to God Hand at 
E3, from attendees to Capcom reps, didn't 
come away laughing - to the visible rel ief of 
Clover head Atsushi lnaba, making nervous 
circuits of his games' stands. And while we 

I So self-mockingly straightforward that its existence could 
have been an E3 mass hallucination, it 's a beat 'em up 
that starts fights w ith a grin and leaves them with a smile 

environments are boxy - it could well 
swagger up to a place among them as one 
of the machine's latter-day stars. So self
mockingly straightforward that its existence 
could have been an E3 mass hallucination, 
it's a beat 'em up that starts fights with a 
grin and leaves them with a smile. 

Then again. maybe it's not so 

won't claim that Shinji Mikami has gone soft 
- God Hand's own trailer sells itseif as ·ball
bustingly hard .. . but fair,' though the current 
demo refuses access to that Hard difficulty 
he's certainly lightened up a little. God Hand 
looks for the ridiculous in the action genre 
and embraces it, finding physica l comedy in 
full-contact and sight gags in power-ups. 



it's also aware that if you need to explain 
the joke 1t wasn't funny enough in the first 
place, keeping combat complexity to two 
attack buttons, a context-sensitive response 
(the context usually being protagomst Jean's 
foot in an enemy's sensitJVe area), and 
evas1on on the nght analogue Combos are 
player-arranged, each attack button cycling 
through four available slots which can be 
fi lled with devastating jabs and roundhouses, 
or equally devastating Pimp Slaps and Fists 
Of Justice. From punch-up to slap-down 1n a 
flurry of imbs, combat is hardly letsurely to 
beg1n Wlth- but unleashing the God Hand 
1tself puts the soundtrack, and Jean's f1ght•ng 
tempo, 1rit'o double-time, tipping the odds 
even more wildly in his favour. 

And yet that's not the ace up his metal
plated sleeve: the game's most outrageous 
features all line up in the Roulette 
Techniques, triggered by a shoulder-button 
press. Each result is a seemingly game
breakingly overpowered attack that at the 
very least obliterates its target, from a ktek 
between the legs to a punt over the honzon. 
Often clearing the screen of neighbouring 
enemies, shopfronts, furniture and 
windowpanes, they' re as much whoopee 
cushion as smart bomb, an endless stream of 
punchlines to 'a guy walks into a saloon' 
JOkes. Currently, however, this.demo plays 
with a fixed wheel - allowing you to choose 
your desired method of dispatch -whereas 
presumably the finished game's sp1n will 

prevent them going stale too fast, and 
add an element of risk: a Failure result 
unceremoniously dumps an iron washtub 
on Jean's head, staggering him. 

The lengthy move list that the demo 
offers from the outset 1s also Kely to be 
rattoned out tn the fu vers•on. thts betng 
more God Hand Party Ed z,on - whtch feels 
shghtly dtsappotntmg cons•denng how wel 
the game works when 1t lets you have your 

Jean's snow·hairtd, rtd·scarved concept was ~rllaps a little 
too similar to another Mikami hero, and his in-game model 
has been reworked to a browner scheme. He ~s share 
Dante's cockiness. though, and seemingly his voice actor 

pie and throw 1t too. But comedy, much like 
mechaniCally-exadmg action games, tS all 
about t1ming - and if God Hand IS to 
ma1ntain its cartoon ish excess over an ent1re 
game then it needs to observe the rules as 
well as lampoon them. Clover is a capable 
developer for the task, and its game a study 
in double-takes: irreverently dumb ch1efly by 
virtue of be•ng wickedly clever, ludiCrously 
violent yet never spilling a drop of blood. 

God Hand feels like a game bUilt for 1ts 
platform and tts time, with a sense that it's a 
farewell to arms, fists, knuckles and feet 
that next-generation costs Will mean games 
literally can't afford to not take themselves 
senously. and there's no place on the shelves 
for the ulttmate strangeness of the arcade 
That may not turn out to be the case. nor 
may God Hand be a particularly successful 
send-off- but at least Clover can say ......., 
the beat 'em up went out with a bang. ~ 

Comedy sound effects (including audience 
reaction) and animation that speeds up to 
match your button·pruses allow the violence 
to straddle impact and lightheartedness 
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FORMAT: 360, PSJ 
PUBUSHER: SEGA 

DEVHOPER· IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: WINTER 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E164 

Sonic's sections are fast and vertiginous, 
and do as good a job of recreating his 
classic charms as any 30 effort yet. Sadly, 
the controls aren't yet equal to the task 

likely to be a PS3 launch title. Sonic is not a 
particularly striking showcase for new 
hardware; beyond the display resolution, 
there's not much to distinguish it from the 
best-looking Xbox games.lt's a fair trade for 
the stunning speed it's capable of, thollgh 
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Sonic The Hedgehog 
Sonic gets to stretch his legs in a major home console title once 
more, but jostling eo-stars still threaten to run him off course 

I 
t was originally supposed to be 
back-to-basics; at least the title 
still1s. F1fteen years since the first 

game bore the same name, Sega has given 
the brand reset button a much-needed 
push, ban1shmg qualifications and eo-stars 
from marquee status and offering its blue 
mascot a headlining fresh start on a new 
generation of hardware. However, 

would be able make Son•c work as he should 
1n 3D; or that desp1te the remarkable staying 
power of h1s banered brand, the hedgehog 
d•dn't have the clout to carry a game on his 
own these days; or that h•s traditionally 
adolescent aud1ence now craved more 
vanety, destruct•on and thematic edginess 
than s1mply runnmg fast and jumping could 
prov1de. Whatever the reason, Son•c's first 

Crucially, it's blindingly fast and essentially linear, 
although exploration and experimentation will 
uncover some alternative routes and shortcuts 

somewhere along the line, it lost all the 
courage of 1ts on-paper convictions. 

Perhaps it was just that the clamour for 
a return to the s1mple, dazzling sprints of 
Sonic's youth, loud as 1t has been, got 
drowned out by the astonishing sales success 
of hotchpotch ensemble piece Sonic Heroes 
Perhaps it was fear that Sonic Team never 

solo appearance 1n years w1ll now be in the 
Wu rol ercoaster nde Sonic Wildfire, wh1le 
th1s maJOr relaunch forces him to share the 
I me •ght and split the gameplay styles with 
anu-hero Shadow and a new character, 
te'e<•nettc hedgehog-from-the-future Silver. 

On the basis of current code, however, 
tne cause of the Sonic purist is not enttrely 
lost it may k•ck up a fatr few concerns, but 
Somc·s half of th1s demo (the other being 
S lver"s. w1th Shadow yet to be shown) 1s still 
the most convincing stab at recreating the 
Soruc rush in full 30 to date, perhaps 
exclud1ng the first glimpses of Wildfire. 
Cruoally, it's bhnd1ngly fast and essentially 
lmear, although exploration and 
expenmentatlon will uncover some 
alternative routes and shortcuts. The first 
half of the level allows free movement, but 
a guid1ng hand is never far away, be it in the 
shape of a grind ra1l, an air chute or even 
those familiar trails of coms. (A tap of the 
X button - also used for a sliding, spinning 
attack - sucks Sonic along a coin path in a 
blip of surreal speed; an exhilarating and 

Wall-running is a rather obvious extension of Sonic's 
natural speed, and it looks likely to form a central part 
of the on-rails. tunnel-style levels as well as providing 
tougher, bigger-scoring shortcuts in free-roaming play. 
The thinking behind when and where it is and isn' t 
possible seems a little fuuy in the demo levels. however 

useful touch, especially handy in midair.) 
These steers are a very necessary 
counterbalance, though, to controls that 
are fi rmly on the wrong side of precarious. 
Direction-change sensitivity at speed is far 
too high, while the camera somehow 
manages to be both sluggish and wildly 
unpredictable, resulting in many unnecessary 
falls. Combat, featuring the now-familiar and 
still-satisfying homing jump attack as well as 
the all-too-slippery slide, also needs a much 
more stable camera to prevent haywtre 
moments of madness. 

Even discounting frustrating deaths by 
bhps and glitches - which can, hopefully, be 
ironed out - it's a surpnsingly tough level, 
and sometimes hard to read. These are 
largely unavoidable side-effects of the speed 
of play and old-school spint, and do mean 
that unlike most modern platformers, these 
sections of Sonic The Hedgehog should be 
more enjoyable the better you know them, 
encouraging repeated score-attack play. A 
second Sonic stage has the hedgehog 
running automatically - once again at a 
terrific lick - along the floor and walls of a 
dreamlike, mist-shrouded tunnel of water. 
With much more smoothly modulated 
controls and focused design, it's a relative 



Ten areas are promised, with tacll of the three characte~ 
making their way through them in their own style; with 
level design matched closely to character, it's likely their 
paths will ~ ~parate. lt will ~possible to complete the 
game playing as Sonic aloM. but only superftcially so 

breeze, but some scripted wall-jumping 
sections don't conv1nce. and it's questionable 
whether these atmospheric and thrilling 
interludes will have the same replay value. 

There's compromised promise here, a 
sense that Sega is at last prepared to play to 
its most famous character's strengths once 
more, even if it's going to ask difficult 
questions about theer suitability for a modern 
action game in the process. There's certainly 
much more to say for it than the Silver level 
included in the demo. This is a bland, 
characterless and distinctly unpolished trek 
through the rubble of an identikit ruined city; 
beyond the trademark rings and some 
appealing mechan1sed crabs. there's nothing 
to say you're playing a Sonic game. and little 
to suggest you're playing it on powerful new 

hardware. Silver progresses by hurling debns 
and crates at enemies with his psychiC 
powers - or throwing their own m1ss1les back 
at them -as well as using his telekineSIS at 
entirely scripted, predetermined and bluntly 
marked points to raise platforms or turning 
girders into springs. The control scheme is 
simple and logical (hold R to raise objects. 
press X to throw them). but as it stands. 
without any target indication or selection 
and precious little sensory feedback. and 
hm1ted opportunities for creativity built into 
the level design, it feels vague and holds 
httle Interest. The physics are merely 
adequate. and the whole doesn't seem 
like an advance on - in fact, feels more 
like a retreat from - the last-gen likes of 
Psi-Ops and Second Sight. 

Shadow's portions of the game might yet 
prove to be more assured than Silver's, but 
with Sonic's sinister twin appearing to spend 
most of his time behmd the wheel of a 
heavily-armoured jeep, they aren't likely to 
be any more in keeping with the series· 
original style. The confirmed presence of a 
town area, where Sonic will interact with 
NPCs in pseudo-RPG fashion, seems to 
indicate further dilution of thes Initially valiant 
attempt to get the franchise back on a 
purpose-built, high-speed track. lt may be 
time for the faithful to fenally surrender 
ownership of Sonic to a generation who 
have grown up with him as a brash, sociable 
cartoon star, not a solo 16bit icon. But not, 
we suspect, before they've g1ven him ....., 
one last wild, unpredictable spin. ~ 

tiYPE ~ 

The hedgehogs' appearance has now reached 
a stylistic extreme beyond anthropomorphism 
and into the just plain weird. lt's in stark 
contrast to an inaeasingly conventional 
approach to environment and enemy design 
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Stt'i!fel denies any direct inlluen<e from the 
films on the game's look: "If you take really 
good artists and you give them source 
material which is so .. plicit about the way 
things look. you're going to end up with 
things that look pretty much the same • 

FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: CODEMASTERS ONLINE 

GAMING 
DEVElOPER TURBINE 

ORIGIN US 
RELEASE WINTER 2006 

"· •a· ..... f> ~ "'" 
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Conflicting interests 

Although Turbine ......... 
at El that LOTRO _,.., 
allow player versus ..,_ 
comt.t. it hasn't yet 
revealed how it wtn 
massage it into the lore, 
coris1dering the four player 
races it has announced 
dwwf, elf. hobblt end man 
- are allied. Both Turbine 
and the Tolkeln estat1t -
reluctMt to ..... 
a~-IUdlas 
the ora..,....._ Mllng 
they ledllntlllld: end 
i~Ondlls ..... 
Turbine's - • Mad 
to be more sopllislk8lllll 
lhan what StMhl ells .... 
'semantic' solutions lt ... 
came .. with for dNth t• 
termed 'defeat.' and hNith 
·- •· with the benefit of 
being refiled In unusual 
w.ys) and IUflk. "There
five wizerdl ln Middle-earth 
-.· notes~. "You .. 
cannot be e wizard. W. jUst 
need to recMflne why the 
INgic occurs. • 

To make combat more dynamic. some skills will only become 
available when an opponent Is In a certain state or stance; 
manipulating mobs to open them to attacks is likely to be key 

Lord Of The Rings Online: Shadows Of Angmar 
Turbine's traditionalist Middle-earth MMO trades on the reassuringly 
familiar to mount t he f irst serious bid for World Of WarCraft's crown 

H 
igh-proflle licensing is no guarantee 
of w1despread success for MMOs, 
as Star Wars Galaxies proved. Being 

faithful to the source can restrict the 
evolut onary freedom a virtual world needs; 
on the other hand, a fully-developed 
franch1se can provide a well of detail that's 
Invaluable in slak,ng these games· ceaseless 
th,rst for content. In th1s respect, LOTRO 
producer Jeffrey Steefel is confident he's 
s1tMg on a goldmine. "I could spend all the 
money in the world to find the best writers, 
the best designers. the best artists. and they 
could never dev1se a world as rich and deep 
and cons1stent as Tolkien did. " 

Hav1ng the luxury of dealing direct with 
the "mcred1bly flexible" Tolkien estate since 

Vivend' surrendered the licence, Turbine IS 
wel -placed to find soluuons to thorny 
contextual problems such as mag1c use, 
death and player versus player combat (see 
'Confhctmg mterests') it has even been 
a iovlled to anachronistically resurrect the 
W1tch K1ng's realm of Angmar at the time of 
the War of the Ring to present a parallel 
threat to that faced by the Fellowship. The 
1n1tJa release w1ll be conSIStent with the first 
book n t1me and place. the world later 
ex.pand1ng to 1nclude the likes of the 
Rohan1m (and w1th them. mounted combat). 
lt wtll be one contiguous space. w1th stable 
networks providmg instantaneous transport; 
45 levels of adventuring will culminate in a 
strong endgame. 

The seven classes are available 10 all races: 
Hunler. Burglar, Champion (a melee warrior) 
Guardian (the 'tank'), Loremaster and Minstrel 
{magical damage dealers and healers) and the 
Captain, whose banners give positive buffs 

Aware that the licence IS likely to provide 
a draw to many new and casual players. 
Turbine is playing it safe "We want people 
who are playing popular MMOs today to feel 
comfortable," says Steefel. but 1t's a 
disingenuous plural, because of course 
LOTRO's design bears a strong resemblance 
to World Of WarCrafrs ref1ned conservatism. 
There are, however, encouragmg s1gns that 
Turbine's pursuit of accessibility extends 1nto 
a few small innovations. 

'Persistent instancing' means that key, 
showstopping group encounters won't be 
repeatable by any mdividual. granting players 
the sense of personal influence and narrative 
coherence they' re used to from offline 
adventuring. Then there are Traits, a system 
of achievement medals that grant more than 
bragging rights, feeding back into your 
character with skill and crafting modi f1ers. it's 
a smart application of familiar mainstream 
design to the particular demands of MMOs 
(in this case, the need to md1vidualise); the 
same is true of the intriguing, but not yet 
demonstrated Conjunctions. These are 
effectively quick-fire, button-h1ttmg QTE 
combos that occur wtth1n group play, and 
that could bring immediacy to the 
occasiorally obscure world of MMO 
group dynamics (helped by voice chat 
support as standard). 

These may be little more than 
embellishments on a proven template. but 
in a market that has been slow to capitalise 
on WOW's success - following it with a slew 
of strange imports and niche experiments -
LOTRO's matured, formulaic approach IS 
almost as strong an asset as that licence. 
Combined, they could qu1te plausibly make 
it the next - the second - truly 
massmarket western MMO. 



Mercury Meltdown 
Poisonous metals turn friendly as Mercury rolls back into 
view, determined to make a name for itself this time round 

"1': wo points are 1mmed•ately apparent 
l l upon playmg the seque to Archer 

Maclean's Mercury The f•rst IS that 
the anachronistic Am1ga-styled VISuals are 
gone, replaced with a sharp cartoon des•gn. 
The second is that 1t's not Archer Maclean's 
Mercury any more. 

Of these two changes, the latter IS the 
most controversial. "The f1rst we knew about 
Archer qUitting was when we turned up to 
work and were told he'd res1gned. • cla•ms 
Ed Bradley, Awesome's stud1o manager "I 
don't have the first 1dea what happened • As 
to the extent of Maclean's involvement w1th 
the sequel? "Trace elements at best.· 

Cause for concern? Perhaps the answer 

hes with the first change. Rather than a 
superf1cial aesthetic choice, the move 
towards something approaching cel-shadmg 
is emblematic of the team's desire to reta•n 
the basics of the onginal Mercury, but 
presented in a more accessible manner. 

lt's a trend that permeates deep mto the 
game. Meltdown has eight worlds (now 
known as labs). each with 17 levels. While 
these levels range in difficulty, they are now 
playable 1n any order. Progression to the next 
lab 1s achieved by 'saving' 50 per cent of the 
ava1lable mercury. but a more flexible 
approach means that you can collect it any 
way you wish - 100 per cent from half of the 
levels, for example, wi ll do the trick if the 
others prove too daunting. As a means of 
allow1ng a kinder progression while still 
provid1ng something for the hardcore gamer, 
1t's an elegant solution. 

Changes elsewhere are similarly skewed 
to tromng out the original game's difficulty 
sp1kes. A 'free look' mode allows players to 
pause proceed1ngs and scan the enttre maze; 
equally, even if the time limit runs out, you 

Responding to the request for a level editor, Bradley explains 
that "if yoo saw how complicated oor editor is. yo11 wouldn't 
ask that.• lnstud. the package will indude a ' playground' 
that will allow players to explore most of the level objects 

Desplt•IM shift towards friendlier visuals. the mazes 
...._. lost MM of their intricacy. As most players choose 
1M top-down ~ all level objects have been 
redtiigMd to make them identifiable from above 

can st•ll complete the level, save the mercury 
and collect bonuses- you just won't be able 
to beat the h1gh score challenges. 

As for the levels themselves, those shown 
are a m1x of the fam1har and the pleasingly 
ong1nal. The game IS st1ll as much a test of 
tacucs as 1t 1s of careful platforming. There 
are new level objects, d1fferent floor types 
and 'state changes', which can see the 
mercury heating up and becoming harder to 
control, or freezing into a ball bearing. Five 
party games are now available, offering a 
vanety of challenges from s1mple races to an 
Intricate block puzzler. Players will also be 
able to download entirely new labs via wifi 
(pricing and delivery method are still being 
d1scussed). Technical1ssues, such as loading 
times, have been addressed, but the fabled 
use tilt sensor w1ll not be making a late 
appearance. Even though there's a fully
funcuonmg prototype "in a box somevvhere• 
1n Awesome's SUitably maze-like building, the 
difficulties 1nherent with packaging and 
selling a thirdparty peripheral are simply too 
great to overcome. 

While hardly revolutionary, Meltdown 
looks to be a generous package, with double 
the levels of the original. it's too early to tell 
if Awesome's alchemy has produced gold 
second t1me around, but the result ._, 
certainly seems to be finely polished. ~ 

HYPE~ 

Colour puzzles play a large part in Melrdown 
- but this time Awesome has included a 
mixing chart in the top right·hand corner 

fORMAT: PSP 
PUBLISHER: IGNITION ENT£RTAINMENT 
OEVUOPER: AWESOME STUDIOS 
ORIGI~: UK 
REUASE: SEPTEMIER 
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FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: MINDSCAPE 

DEVELOPER: OUTERLIGHT 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: JULY 11 (ONLINE) 
SEPTEMBER 15 (RETAIL) 

When seeing to base 'needs' you're 
uniquely vulnerable. You can be 
literally caught with your pants down 
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The Ship 
Now boarding: one steam liner, for frolics, 
murder and the trip of a (short) lifetime 

t's when your target pulls a gun, and 
is arrested for it, that it strikes home. 
The Ship is not like any multiplayer 

game you've played. And when you wait 
outside the brig, axe in hand, ready to put 
the blade between his shoulders, that you 
have a second realisation. like the 
octogenarians that live aboard the QE2, you 
could call this place home. 

Esoteric multiplayer games are rare -
they need a base of support, or they go 
unplayed. So a game that does not conform, 
that does not attract garners purely because 
they know they'll enjoy it, must be very good 
indeed to prove a draw. The Ship, once a 
Half-Life mod, now a budget on line release, 
has the advantage of being every bit as good 
as it is inventive. 

The set-up is unlike any other multiplayer 
game. Players are 'invited' by a mysterious 
Mr X to board a cruise liner. There, you 
discover that you are not on board to enjoy 
the canapes and swimming pool, but instead 

to assassinate your fellow passengers. One 
by one, you'll stalk the corridors, searching 
for your prey. Then, when you have them 
cornered, you'll use whatever comes to hand 
to fulfil your contract - be it golf club, flare 
gun or mannequin arm. 

Sound simple? Well, for al l that you're 
stalking, you're also being sta lked - you've 
also been marked for death. While you're 
hunting, you're being hunted.lt means 
there's an intense kind of paranoia about 
playing The Ship. Identifying players means 
walking up to them to chat, each time 
exposing you to a possible kill. Everyone 
moves at walking speed, roving from room 
to room, picking up weapons and seeing to 
their 'needs' (See 'Today's activities'). Any 
slight deviation from a prescribed path - a 
sudden jolt, a second glance, maybe even 
the drawing of a knife - leads to panic and 
rapid improvisation. There are some safe 
areas: the jail is weapon free, whi le guards 
stationed around the ship will rapidly arrest 
someone if they're caught with a weapon in 
plain sight. They can be bribed - each player 
starts with a considerable stipend that can be 
spent on clothes, food, booze and comedy 
monocles. Losing an on line foe by donning 
an Abe Lincoln top-hat before nipping into 
the lavatory is a gaming moment you're 
unlikely to forget. 

One question remains. Will The Ship be 
filled to capacity? To really work, servers 
need to be filled. The Half-Life release of The 

There's cut·throat competition on·board The Ship. Turn 
your back at any moment, and you may fond a razorblade, 
or any other kind of edged weapon, poised at your throat 

Drinks and food can be bought at the ship's lounge bars. 
They will satisfy your hunger and thirst but will shortly 
force you to head to nearest loo- and possibly into the 
path of a killer armed with a frying pan. The game's new 
look is a considerable step up from the Half· Life original 

Ship saw a steady flow of curious players 
but will that audience return? Although AI 
bots are provided, they're rarely satisfying 
to play against. Filling the ship requi res 
thousands of players to buy into Outer! ight's 
vision, and it's not yet clear if that many are 
ready to sign up for a cruise. We'll know in 
July, when The Ship departs on Valve's ....., 
Steam delivery system. ~ 

Weapons are culled from the ship's manifest or by 
rooting through other people's cabins. You can find 
hammers and fire·axes in toolboxes along corridors 



Bit Generations 
Can Nintendo save its last-gen hardware by bringing 
minigame bits and beats to a new generation? 

One of the most visually striking of the series, Oigidrive's 
limited palette and vehicular abstractions make a simple 
reading of the screen and its intended goals near impossible 

I 
n a sense, the great d1sappeanngf 
reappeanng act of Bit Generat1ons 
senes has mirrored the progress of 

Nintendo's famed second pillar. Revealed 
alongside the Game Boy Micro at E3 2005, 
the games - then known as the D1g1tyhsh 
series- took something of a second stage to 
the hardware, untitled and unplayable as 
they were but for a mostly-unseen 111deo loop 
Circulated sparsely across the net 

A year on in that hardware's hfespan, 
Nintendo finds itself facing a challenge. 1ts 
third pillar has, unexpectedly, become 1ts 
primary one. And, with the Micro's m111ally 
promising uptake dwindling, and developer 
support all but dry1ng up, even Nmtendo's 
own hardware designers are keep1ng the 

company's handheld legacy shrouded behmd 
the DS Lite's cart -slot plug, malong e egant 
des1gn the ma1n pnority, rather than 
backward compatibility. 

In response, Nintendo has brought the 
Dig1tylish games back to the fore, hop1ng 
both that DS developers have cleared enough 
publoc m1ndshare With games Ke WanoWare 
and Rub Rabb•ts to make s1mple. mdMdual 
m•n•games a VJab e purchase and that the 
games ng d emphas1s on pure colour and 
sound over comp'ex1ty add an a•r of techno
fet1sh1sm m harmony With the M1cro's own. 

Developed by a small handful of select 
partner studiOS, tncludmg Star Fox Command 
developers Q-games and Chtbi Robo creators 
Skip Ltd, each game Will be offered at a cut 
rate ¥2,000 1£9 and wil be released as part 
of a collect1ble senes. The first senes' line-up 

Dial Hex appears to be built on 
one of the most conventional 
foundations of the lin~up, 
whereas Soundvoyager (~bove 
left) is defiantly ~~nt·garde 

Ootstream's (above) Tron influences are 
dear, as is Boundish's (top) l'ong 
inspiration, Coloris (top right), Is a more 
traditional colour matcher and Orbital 
(right) models gravitatonal forces 

Will tnclude Dorstream, a sparse y des1gned 
raong game s•m•lar to Tron's light-cycles, 
Boundtsh, a mult1player Pong-insp1red 
collect1on of f1ve tennis games; and Dial 
Hex, a puzzle game where players form 
hexagons of coloured triangles to clear 
them from the field. 

The second series will consist of Coloris, 
another colour-arranging puzzle game played 
out over a field of squares; Digidrtve, a 
uniquely des1gned puzzler centnng around 
roadsigns and traffiC control; Orb1tal, 1n 
which players manipulate grav1tat1onal pull 
to change the trajectory of objects; and 
Soundvoyager, the most emgmabc of the 
seven titles, wh1ch uses sound to d1rect the 
player through the game with 1ts VISual 
component takmg a back seat. 

The questiOn, of cou·se, is whether 
creatmg a bout1que line of comparatively 
inaccess1ble art games will help flagging 
sales, but with Nintendo's track record of 
bring1ng new styles of simplicity to a market 
pushmg anything but. the games may ~ 
just be the retro-chtC ace up its sleeve. ~ 

FORMAT: GBA 
PUBLISHER. NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: VARIOUS 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: JULY (JAPAN) 
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FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: MICRO APPLICATION 

DEVELOPER: LEXIS NUMtRIQUE 
ORIGIN: FRANCE 

RELEASE: Qt 2007 

Like Yorda in Ieo, heroine Lea isn't the 
superwoman kind, but she gets better at 
handling herself as the game progresses 

~i:i=-~~~.=::r 
l l ... ----.. - · -··-· --.~-.. ··-----· .. ---· :.;-::..;..;:::;:;;;;:== I:::.:._ 

INTENSiiE LtJM».:EUSE 

Through the base's intranet, you'll gain access to background information, and clearance codes too; the use of mundane 
browsing and email software is reminiscent of In Memoriam, although it's a step short of that game's real-world integration 

Experience 112 
The arthouse adventurers behind In Memoriam mix 
empowerment and frustration in this CCTV thri ller 

li 
he founders of French studio Lexis 
Numerique have wide-ranging 
backgrounds - both technical and 

artistic- and their experiments in interaction 
span everything from casual and 
advergaming to serious adventures. And, as 
a consequence, it's no surprise that their 
approach to game design produces 
experiences a little different from the norm. 

The latest of these (could it really be their 
112th ?} came into being when l exis tried, 
near the end of development, to add 
surveillance cameras to its multimedia 

abduction mystery In Memoriam. The burden 
of introducing a whole new gameplay style 
and associated technologies led to the idea 
being dismissed, but one team member, 
Nicolas Delaye, decided to explore the 
concept's possibilities further. What resulted 
was Lea, an AI character who the player 
'controls' through surveillance cameras, or 
rather, tries to influence: her motivation, 
actions and goals are totally independent. 
What links you is that she happens to be 
trapped in a military base, and you happen 
to be sat at its control desk. 

INTCNSITE U.CI~USE 

it's essentially a game of communication 
and exposition; finding ways to interact with 
her, discover who she is, who you are and 
why you're both where you are. You can 
hear her speak, but can only respond by 
operating doors, light switches, cameras and 
computers, as well as manipulating a few 
robots. She suggests communication codes, 
asks for what she needs and moves forvvard 
with your help. But you can't get from her 
more than she is will ing to give, and there's a 
deliberate frustration born of the fact that 
you can't talk to her, even to protect her 
from a danger you're well aware of. Delaye's 
main inspiration for these mixed feelings of 
voyeurism and helplessness was, as is 
perhaps evident, Big Brother. 
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By contrast, the player will have 
considerable power to prevent l ea from 
achieving her own goals, and will be free to 
exercise it as they see fit. As the game 
unfolds, so does network access across more 
computers in more offices - l ea physically 
unlocking systems along her way - and with 

F 

Q.~,IL~ ~ ROBOlS 
- PORTES • OROINATEURS 
Q_ !-UMIERES ~ DIODES 

The map at the bottom right shows what's on (in red) 
and what's oH (in blue). it's fully interactive: it takes just 
a click to have the camera screens change in realtime 

this access comes new abilit ies. At the start 
you can only see through one camera, then 
up to three at the same time, then you'll be 
able to zoom, then to rotate vertically and 
horizontally (allowing mimicry of nods and 
shakes of the head}, then to detect heat 
signatures, then to analyse lip movements ... 
And so, while you'll eventually gain total 
control over the base, in the traditional 
videogame sense - manipulating the actions 
of an avatar - control is withheld completely. 

lt's a novel idea with fascinating 
ramifications, both emotionally and 
practically. Its success will almost entirely 
depend on the strength of Lea's AI and 
characterisation: she'll need to be 
exceptionally engaging to compensate 
gamers for the loss of their 
accustomed control. 



The law enforcement community is more aggressive in this eartier, late· '90s rendition of liberty City. At just half of the 
maximum wanted level, street beat cops throw out tyre-ruining spike strips. turning cars into awkward, juddering hovercraft 

Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories 
Eight months after hitting PSP, the younger, leaner 
GTA Ill prologue gets ported to an older, wiser console 

While the familiarity of liberty City may breed contempt 
in those players who want to see GTA evolve. lt holds an 
almost domestic bliss for those who are glad to roturn 

o much has been said about the 
worth of converting PS2 franch1ses 
to PSP. the limitations of a fltt•ng a 

large foot mto a small shoe, and the ult•mate 
benefn o' so much regurgitat•on The 
judgements have often found such games to 
be ultimately 1nnocent of swindling garners
witness Burnout Legends' comp1lat1on, or 
Dynasty Warriors' attempts to re·Jig 1ts 
format- but they rarely get off Without a 
fine of some description. 

Uberty City Stories is the f1rst t•me that 1t 

goes the other way, the first game to have 

As is to be expected from the conversion process. the missions are shorter than typical GTA fare. This doesn't feel like a 
drawback, but it means that the storyline can move along at a more energetic pace than in any previous GTA title 

jumped back to PS2. Arguably, it's one of 
few franchises robust enough to make 
such a leap, to take a limited re-1magmmg 
and bnng •t back onto the more established 
and better-supported PS2, but Uberty City 
scones has both the brand oomph and 1ts 
strongest ach1evement - that it's a fully· 
fledged GTA runnmg on a PSP- working 
in its favour. And the generic critiCISms 
that heckle a PSP conversion 10 light of ;ts 
b•g·screen re at•on - product1on values 
that cant keep pace with the ref•ned 
oo<S of present-day tttles, and a more 
lim•ted feature set - remain m effect, 
acknowledged somewhat by the budget 
RRP. Its looks are cleaner, however, even if 
its framerate is still unflattering. 

In terms of content, nothing has been 
added in the return journey to the home 
console (apart from a modified class1c Liberty 
City Easter egg}, and it simply remams an 
accomplished marriage of gunplay, on-foot 
explorat1on, gritty city life and vehicle action. 
Something has been lost, though, specifically 
PSP's multiplayer skirmishes; then again, 
something has been added thanks to an 
expanded, and hence superior, control 
system. Camera movement is now on a par 
with San Andreas' freedom, allowmg players 
to look around while on the move. but the 
manual a•ming function is still laboured, 
requiring the left stick to be clicked down 
in conjunction with the lock-on button. 

Still, this is a more sol id homecoming 
episode for 3D GTA than its portable genesis 
managed to be, a game that, for 1ts critiCS, 
truly IS more of the same but. for 1ts fans, IS 
an enjoyable expansion-pack perspecttve on 
the landmark stomping grounds that ~ 
shaped the series. ~ 

HYPE~ 

FORMAT: PS2 
PUBl iSHER: ROCKS TAR GAMES 
DEVElOPER· ROCKSTAR lEE OS 
ORIGIN: UK 
RELEASE: OUT NOW 
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FORMAT; 360, PC, PS2, PSP 
PUBLISHER: AT AAI 

DEVELOPER: EDEN STUDIOS 
ORIGIN: FRANCE 

RElEASE: SEPTEMBER (360) Q4 (OTHERS) 
PREVIOUSlY IN: E153, E157, E164 

Test Drive Unlimited 
An extensive hands-on aloha with Eden's sunny-side up racer 
unearths some daring driving that escapes first impressions 

wning to sit in a CAr, fiddle with the windows. adjust the 
sea~ ~P the horn and rev the engine are unremarkable 
bullet points. but they work to strengthen Unlimited as a car 
ownership experience. and a refreshingly cheerful one at that 

W 
hen 360's tentative launch range 
was first published, it groaned as 
much as those readtng it under the 

weight of driving games. But the reality of 
those titles - Ridge Racer. Project Gotham 
and Need For Speed- has proven to be 
something far more diverse than such a blunt 
pigeonhole could capture. Not least Test 
Drive Unlimited's attempt to replicate the 
real-world Hawaiian island paradise of Oahu 
in a driving game whose lifestyle framing ts 
focused on affluent adults mstead of JOusting 
alpha males. 

The near-final game world presented ts, 
despite the preview wnnkles, an achievement 
in its own right: a streaming, physically 
enormous landscape that dwarfs the 
cavernous planes of both San Andreas and 
Oblivion in terms of scale (but not possibility, 
obviously) crossed by a network of roads that 
takes around ao hour to orbit in a low-dass 
car via rts continuous coastal routes. 
Circumscribing the island ts an act that's hard 
to avoid for those hoping to experience the 
game's motorbikes out of the box - every car 

showroom has to be vtstted before players 
are allowed access to them. an odious task 
that's in danger of makong the bike aspect 
feel periphera •t coold turn out to be a 
shame. as tnma ompresstons potnt to them 
being a solidly entertatntng ftrstperson nde. 

Travelling around from showroom to 
showroom, if you choose. does ram two 
things home, however. The handling needs 
to be tweaked, but tt's wtthtn the player's 
grasp - refllO\.' ng dnvtng aids and raising the 
steering sensolnloty helps bnng each vehicle to 
hfe. Also, rt retnforces JUst how much of 
Oahu's tarmac 1s JUSt stratght road. stretches 
that feel stunningly characterless to begin 
wtth. But tt soon becomes clear that it can 
still work as a race course. whose thrills come 
from the slow slalom in between the 
medium-speed traffic that's avoidable only 
Wlth concentratoon, as well as the fact that 
when a bend, junctton or even just a dip in 
the track approaches, you'll be hitting it at 
top speed, givtng tt a surpnsingly fresh
feeling daredevil aspect. Roads cover just a 
fraction of the island, but they're stretched 

Once a building or challengo is found, it can be visited 
at any time from the map. a CAmera pullbadc that can lit 
the whole island on saeen. What makes this feel sticky, 
though, is the game's insistence on autosaving every time 

PGRJ offered in·car players the chance to snatch a quick 
left·to·right gawp at the game world flying past them, 
but in Test Drive Un/imit&d it's almost an obligation to 
ease off the pedal and drink in some of the scenery 

out over the whole landmass. and it feels like 
there's a phenomenal amount of ground to 
be covered. Each explored road is highlighted 
with a bright blue trace, and an exhausting 
Achievement is offered for traversing every 
portion of it. 

There's also a police presence that feels 
somewhat unnecessary, gtven that there's 
virtually no reward for recldess driving - bar 
the odd photo opportunity- and there are 
numerous challenges that do a sol id job of 
enforcing a sense of civil obedience. 
Shopaholics need to be taxied home within a 
time limit, but have a very limited tolerance 
for rough driving. Car-delivery side quests are 
also available, a chance for budding players 
to get their hands on a supercar early on, 
along with hefty cash rewards for safe and 
careful completion rather than Ferris Bueller
style 'babysitting'. 

After those first few hours of play. it 
becomes clear that the Xbox Live demo 
JUSt wasn't enough of a taster to mull 
over, despite tt leaving some sour. There's 
still plenty of potenttal here for that slow
burning holiday love affa1r with driving 
to blossom. albett one that might not ~ 
happen at first play. ~ 
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FORMAT: PS2, PSP 
PUBliSHER: SCEE 

DEVELOPER: FREESTYLE GAMES 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 

In addition to an alement of 
- building, aspects of 
your performance can earn 
trophies. A number of 
an:ade modes are dedicated 
to earning •udt P'-udiiS, 
whldt Include unbroken 
chains, deft 'follndalon 
worlc.. good .... timing and 
tnlltive variety, wllh elldl 
mMCM~Uvre '*ring a cool
down period with ....... 
to the llmK Only one 
person can take an award. 
though,~Maftint that 
poadtlng trophies from ... 
op~ is one of the 
best ways to wm the tide. 

B-Boy 
A dance-combat game that's not so much 
turn-based as headstand, toprock and spin-based 

he breakdance-offs that make up 
8-8oy may seem to settle snugly into 
the realm of rhythm-action, but in 

reality they' re more about the combo-string 
skill of a beat 'em up- with a few key 
differences. There's far less button tapping to 
be done than in a typical fighting game. for 
one. but accuracy and forward planning are 
key. And it isn't so much one-on-one as one
by-one, with each player given the spotlight 
in turn while opponents stand on the 
sideline. jigging patiently. 

There are four base moves, each mapped 
to a face button: Toprock, Babyfreeze, 
Windmill and Sixstep. These govern each of 
the four main categories of specials avai lable. 
and you'll need to be performing a base in 
order to explore the more complex 
possibilities within each category, accessed 
through multiple D-pad presses. Some moves 
soak up power and can only be performed 

The PSP iteration is virtually identical, even down to the control scheme and placeholder screens, and handles well. If the 
balance meters were more demanding and required more fiddling with the shoulder buttons, it would be a different story 

The 'diss' and other special moves can be activated once 
you've awued enough hype. Hopefully, the goading 
commentator can be deactivated in the final version 

for a limited period of t ime, while balances 
need to be kept in check with L 1 /R 1 via a 
meter. More demanding bar prompts appear 
for transitions between the more advanced 
pieces of mat work and failing to hold your 
balance or quit before power runs dry can 
leave you collapsed on the floor. You'll need 
each move to kick in and play out before 
switching to the next, hence the less furious 
pace than the typical rat-tat-tat of bemani, 
and the need for forethought over which 
base or extension to segue into next. Simply 
stepping around the floor in t ime with the 
beat can be chained as part of routine. too. 

While the game's tutorial offers an 
explanation of the most basic of the basics, 
as it stands it provides poor-to-no coverage 
of such details as the unlocking, chaining 
and upgrading of moves, or indeed the 
scoring system, meaning that the career 
mode feels intimidating and nigh-on 
impenetrable. As things stand - a litt le 
worryingly, given the rapidly approaching 
launch date - jumping in at the deep end 
of arcade mode's practice arena with a 
preestablished breaker and simply 
experimenting proves to be the best teacher. 

Otherwise. it's home to a groove-ridden 
jukebox of tunes and some eloquent 
animation, especially during freeze balances. 
Splats of graffiti bloom on the floor when 
the footwork starts flowing, and increasingly 
swish trails follow movements as more and 
more hype is built up during a strong 
performance; the latter offers feedback, but 
can obscure the finer movements of the 
player's avatar when in full effect. 

it's a pleasure to see a rhythm-based 
experience that's not dependent on button
matching a string of prompts, but 8-8oy's in 
need of some heavy touch-ups in interface, 
camera and career mode before it can think 
of joining the A-list. lt does. however, conta in 
the kind of pace, fla ir and soundtrack that 
could make it matter. and it would be ...., 
a shame to see it unfulfilled. ~ 



FORMAT· PSP 
PUBLISMER: CAPCOM 

DEVElOPER: IN· HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: SEPTEMIER 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E16l, E156 

Ultimate Ghosts 'n' Goblins 
The tears are gone, but the sweat 
and blood remains. Arise, Sir Arthur 

A de<eptively nostalgic opening builds towards a euphoric climax. tM 30 engine prizing itself- furth« 
from the disciplined 20 plane. This boss is conjured out of pollen as it's shalten from lovingly-animoted gtass 
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ear has long been regarded as the 
series' lifeblood. but thanks to a 
ballsy shift in the balance of player 

abilit1es versus intensity (by which we mean 
the player has sharper claws while the game 
rema,ns malicious), Ulttmate Ghosts ·n· 
Goblins finally offers a chance to be mtrep1d 
rather than scared. 

You can still wage that traditional war of 
attn!IOn 1f you want, stumbling through a 
thousand continues before collapsing over 
the fm1sh line. But grven that the timmg of 
every swirling axe and gob of acidic bile has 
now been tweaked to encourage almost 
suicidal play. you'd make a poor Arthur if you 
did. And he, more than ever. is the charader 
that Fujiwara and fnends want you to 
become. His absurd hero1sm 1sn't a comiC 

Easy, Normal and Ultimate difficulty levels each affect a 
number of dynamics. from lives 10 power-up placemenU 

As much as you'll curse it for springing a wizard right next to 
a major entmy spawn, you can guarantee that Ultimate will 
do so at every opportunity. You can almost hear the chuckling 

illustration any more, but a code of condud, 
the game ba1t.ng you into squaring your jaw, 
hurdling 1nto the mouth of death and 
thinkmg noth1ng of the times when only your 
dignity remams armoured. 

Each enemy encounter h1des a unique 
pattern of balls-to-the-wall leaps, timely 
dodges and opportune strikes that will get 
you through unscathed, and the prosped of 
findmg and exploiting every one leaves few 
doubts over the game's long-term appeal. 
Though ts overriding theme IS death - a 
glorious tombola of death - Ultimate itself 
wants to lrve. lt wants to be played, replayed, 
charted, confronted, defied ... and only then 
defeated. Secret items are woven craftily into 
the fabric of every stage, hidden from all but 
eagle eyes and available only to the procurers 
of various upgraded abilit•es. 

With 1ts new shields and spells, G'n'G has 
completed a double jump from arcade to 
console. The first hop to Megadrive brought 
infinite continues and a realistic chance of 
completion. This second to PSP brings a far 
greater change of tack, capitalising on 
opportuntttes that conservatiVe inst1nct 
previously d1smissed. So where the coin-op 
template prohibited time-outs and strategy 

play, now there's a sizeable pop-up inventory. 
The charge and blast system of previous 
armours has given way to a more 
incremental power-up gauge, which cycles 
continuously thanks to liberally scattered 
potion bottles. 

But some things never change, and 
Fujiwara is far too attuned to h1s game's 
appeal to think we'd ever want them to. The 
nefarious wizard still lurks in his outer 
dimension, crossing over at the most 
inconvenient times to turn you into a 
chicken, grasshopper, crone or skeleton, 
while the default jumping mechanic is rooted 
in tradition, committing you to whichever 
trajectory you chose when you left the 
ground. Zealously grabbing weapons as 
they materialise rematns the novice mistake 
(the mortar weapons are as pitiful as ever), 
and boss encounters revel in trouncmg 
the ill-prepared. 

Ultimate has had the stamp of approval 
held over it now for longer than we'd 
expected, but it's clear that an irasc ble 
framerate is all that's keeping it aloft. When 
it finally falls and sets production lines 1n 
motion, it's hard to 1magine anyone 
begrudging the delay. 



FORMAT: PSP 
PUBLISHER: VIVENDI 

DEVELOPER; REBELLION 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: JULY 21 

Good use of cover is key, and the context 
sensitivity of your moves adapts well 
to boxes. sofas, bars and doorfra~s. 
Enemies are just as keen on hiding away, 
but some cover - like giant plant-pots 
can be shot away to expose them 

Miami Vice: The Game 
Suprises all round: it's made by Rebellion, it's PSP 
only, and it's an action game that works on a handheld 

M 
iami Vice opens with an option 
screen that says as much about 
gaming's potential for wish 

fulfrlment in four words as you could m 
40,000: 'Please Select: CrocketVTubbs'. 
Rebell ron has taken the deftness for source 
matenalrt showed with Rogue Trooper and 
applied rt to Michael Mann's series {and now 
frlm} Wlth a fizz of neon and a flare of 
cocktail-pink sunsets. 

Much less perfunctory than you might 
expect of a hand held movie tie-in, Miamt 
Vice rs nonetheless a strarghtforward game 
of krlling perps and busting drugs, but its 
srmple pattern of run, duck and gun has 
been smartly honed for the PSP's 
unaccommodating controls. With a wholly 
automatic camera, holding the right shoulder 
button switches the nub from movement 
control to laser-sighted aim control. meanmg 
that rt's essential to steer Crockett {or. of 
course, Tubbs) behind some cover before you 
start to fire. Happily, almost every object in 
the game can be hidden behind and shot 
round, which perfectly recreates both the 
look of the shoot-outs you remember from 

the series and the methodical satisfaction of 
a decent lrght-gun game. This pleasure is 
amplified by the inclusion of a wifi twoplayer 
mode, which provides instant camaraderie as 
Crockett and Tubbs hole up behrnd a bar in a 
dealer-infested nightclub and pop their heads 
up Punch-and-Judy style as one takes aim 
while the other reloads. lt may be that the 
singleplayer's appeal palls more quickly than 
you'd want, but it already seems clear 
that co-op offers a convivial thrill still .._, 
mostly mrssing from the PSP's lrbrary. ~ 

Bliss Island 

Beyond the traditional shoot-outs, the main hub includes 
a trading minigame that allows you to play local drug 
dealers off against each other to get the best price for 
your confiscated stash. Money earned in this somewhat 
dubious way can be spent on new suits and bener guns 

While Mutant Storm is being properly reloaded for a sequel, 
here's a game that's more suited to PomPom's name 

FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: CODEMASTERS 

DEVELOPER: POMPOM 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: JULY 
PREVIOUSLY IN: El 53 

H 
oshi is a Zwooph!" begins Bliss 
Island's story, exclamation mark and 
all. The only exclamations you'd 

notice in twin-stick shooter Mutant Storm 

were those that spurted out your mouth as 
you struggled to survive the onslaught, and 
the only story was a deafenrng loop of 'you 
can't run, nor can you hide'. Bliss Island is 
like some kind of karmic compensation for 
the unrelentingly hostile and suffocating 
audio-visual styling that made up Mutant 
Storm: rt's a garish and jolly plaything that's 
part pinball and part basketball. 

pornts when struck, and spiders soon turn up 
to hamper the collisions - they need to be 
herded into holes and away from the Jigoka 
mouths to avord losing points. 

Minigames are promised, along Wlth the 
opportunrty to compete with other Zwoophs 
as Hoshi savours his day off, but no mention 
has yet been made of Xbox Live Arcade. 
Hopefully it'll make that particular transition 
since. even considering the gentle pace of 
the current PC demo, it already feels .._, 
supenor to the likes of Feeding Frenzy. ~ 

The PC demo of Bliss Island is simple, undemanding and only hints at the complexity that's possible. A PSP 
version is set to 'evolve' the formula, geared more towards traditional garners than the casual market 

Zwoophs use their powerful trunks to 
make clouds over Bliss Island which provide 
rain for the land. but it's a dull enough 
vocation for them to get Fridays off Which is 
where Hoshi's story comes rn. as he amuses 
himself by using super-powered puffs of air 
to blow spiders and smiley-faced fruit around 
the screen. The fruit are the key currency 
here - feeding them into the gaping mouths 
of the Jigoka Monsters ups the score 
multiplier. which is lost if a fruit falls off the 
bottom of the screen, succumbing to gravity. 
Grinning flowers act as bumpers and offer 

Hoshi sits at the bottom of the screen. He's not controlled 
directly, but scrolls to keep up with the player's reticule 
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Magical Vacation: ltsutsu No Hoshi Ga Narabu Toki 
A reprise for the tale of plucky pupils on a road trip 
to rescue their headmistress - this time, in space 

S 
ometimes, a developer's name 1s 
enough for you to gauge whether 
you'll warm to its t1tles, and Brown1e 

Brown IS one such developer. Formed from 
ex-Square. ex-Secret Of Mana staff, its 2001 
G BA t1tle Magical Vacation was all lush pastel 
colour and a cast like a list of 1ce-creams as 
one of Nintendo's 'communiCation RPGs', 
each link-up session would spawn an Am1go 
companion for use in the game. 

Though never released in the west (a 
fate also befall ing Skip's GameCube 

After Brownie Brown's simple but personable work on 
Moth~r J,MV11ets the developer's graphical hair down 

Project Hacker 

communicatiOn RPG, Giftpta). the game's 
strong loca and 1mporr following has waited 
f1ve years for th1s sequel, suitably subtitled 
'When The F1ve Stars Are Aligned'. The shift 
to DS seems aware of both the hardware and 
the audience the former addressed with 
stylus control for every aspect of gameplay, 
and expanded communication options both 
for Am1go generation and mult1player 
dungeon exploration. 

As for the audience, that aspect may 
prove more troublesome for fans of the first 
game's intncacy. Brownie Brown cla1ms MV2 
IS an RPG for anyone. even newcomers to 
the genre, and so the original's hefty list of 
elemental magics has been scaled back to 
only seven. The game takes place across a 
galaxy of five stars (with supplemental 
Darkness and L1ght stars). each representing 
an element. the heroes also have elemental 
affimt1es, boosted under the matchmg star. 

MV2's t1m1ng has also had the Side-effect 
of 1t followmg Square Enix's own Children Of 
Mana on DS - comparing the two may 
1nd1cate that the true children of Mana ..._, 
have been holidaying elsevvhere ~ 

Nintendo and Red give players the chance to tap 
into network security by tapping their OS screens 

As Hollywood has taught us. 1nd Hadcer now confirms, 
gaining access to protected computer sy.tems is a tirM
critical process of reaction·blsed graphic puzzles and 
otherwise nicely rendered and quite entertaining games 

I 
n a turn of e~ents that most cou dn t 
have pred1cted, the amval of the DS 
has ushered in a western aud1ence 

for one of the most tradit1onal Japanese 
genres, the graph1c adventure A ma nstay 
of the eastern d•et s1nce console and PC 
gaming's beg1nn1ngs, warm receptiOns for 
Capcom's Phoenrx Wright and C1ng's Another 
Code seem to have convmced Nintendo of 
the genre's portable v•ab11ity, evidenced 1n its 
publishing of C1ng's forthcom1ng Hotel Dusk. 
and its enlistment of adventure vets Red to 
create ProjeCt Hacker. 

Hacker follows the exploits (no pun 
intended) of Satoru and Rina. investigators 
with cyber-crime police unit GIS, as they 
work t1relessly to track down and fend off a 
dark net teem1ng with internet cnmmals. Its 
structure, s1m1lar to fellow adventure Phoenix 
Wright, will see the detectives through an 
investigation phase, gathering evidence both 
through trad1t1onal conversational means as 
well as by utllismg the net itself through 
websites. email and anonymous BBSs, 
and us1ng the•r DS as a bespoke PDA by 
reviewing case ev1dence on the upper screen 

Like most Japanese ad'tentures. H.Jdcer is played out in 
a seriH of 20 setpiecH With occasional 30 flourishes 

wh1le scribbling notes and clues on the 
bottom. Once conf1dent enough in the1r 
d1rect•on. the true hackmg begms, tappmg 
1nto secumy systems and breaking through 
f1rewalls via a senes of stylus based puzzles 
and m1mgames, bnngmg more action-based 
thnlls to the otherw1se leisurely experience. 

Less a ternate-reality based than its 
obv1ous kindred spint, Up/ink, Project Hacker 
looks mstead s1mply to do for cyberspace 
what Trauma Center d1d for surgery Though 
at this point 1t seems unlikely to make use of 
the relative unpredictability of wifi to bring its 
otherwise linear story further to life. g1ven 
the proper localisation 1t m1ght, at very least, 
be another welcome look at the style 
Japanese adventurers have been 
enjoying for decades. 

HYPE~ 
FORMAT: DS 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
DEVElOPER: BROWNIE BROWN 
ORIGIN. JAPAN 
RELEASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), T8A (UK) 

With exclusive stylus control, MVls 
moving paru are staged on the bottom 
screen 1nd the top reserved for statistics, 
conversations and artworlc - including 
screen·spaMing presentation for 
entering important areas. or squaring 
off against the oversized bosses (left) 

FORMAT DS 
PUBLISHER. NINTENDO 
DEVElOPER: RED ENTERTAINMENT 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: JUlY 13 (JAPAN) 

~~f;la';ar,j~~ ~~·tf• 
\'~lilt. ..... , ... 
, • .,.ft ... 
'!alle:, .. ,,. ... 
ft~~~f?UII: 
v~mz... ... r~ .. M••• 

4 t " ... ,,, . I 11 t )( 1 t 

CluH to the identity and passwords of 
perpetrators can be found in 885 entries. 
where we can only hope they might be 
spelled out in overly-elaborate ASCII 
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avid Cage founded his stud1o, QuantiC 
Dream, nearly ten years ago, and in that 
decade has pursued his vis1on of gamingls 

potential to 1nterconnect with film and musiC, and 
deliver emotional experiences whose depth and 
subtlety matches- or betters -established media. 
H1s agenda evolved from Nomad Sours 
of 1dentity, through Fahrenheirs exammat1on of 
consequence, and IS currently benchrnarl:ed by The 
Casting. Showc:ased by Sony at E3 as teaser for 
Quantic's upcommg Heavy Ram (also being 
developed for 360 and PC). this four-minute demo
all dialogue, all emot10n, no action- showed a 
different face for how videogames may evolve. We 
caught up w1th h1m straight off a flight from Canada 
to ask what he's learned in the last ten years, and 
what he intends to accomplish in the next. 

You' re passionate about games needing better 
stories, and to do that it's clear they need to 
have stronger, more complex characters -
which, for many game makers, means trying to 
make more realistic human characters. But why 
do strong characters have to be people, and 
why do they have to look real? 
There are d1fferent aspects an creating believable 
complex characters- thelf vasual appearance 1s Just 
one of them Their charactensation 1n the scr1pt. the 
way they move, the way they react, the way the 
player can interact with thern - these are just as 
important as how they look. So I don't thmk that 
hyper-realisrn m Itself as the ultimate goal- at is only 
a good choice when it fats what you want to say. lt IS 

like the dafferent styles you can have in a pa1ntmg -
some are realistic, others are abstract, the only thmg 
that really matters IS the vis1on of the artist behtnd it 
and the emotiOnal power of h1s art. 

Certainly a character doesn't have to be realistic 
to generate empathy - many non realistic 

, videogames have demonstrated that, and 1t as also 
true that it 1s definitely more dafficult to create 
realistiC characters. But it IS also a very Interesting 
challenge to analyse how an actor creates emotion 
and then to try to recreate it on a virtual character. I 
personally learn a lot JUSt trymg to understand where 

emotiOn comes from and how to generate 11. 10 
~ealism is the first step 1n better understanding 

___ ,,_.,_.,,What we learn will help us to create bettl!f 

1;!. '!· ~te:rHeali,stic characters 1n the future 
on the other hand, I also believe that 

•smrna,xes our media more Instantly accessible to 
..,. • ..,.,....,_ A lot of people have found lt hard 

i~·:•eft!!ited in characters that don't relate 
·ill!diN!l• to what they l:now. 

....._ thM try to tell complex and subtle 
stories nurty always have to limit the player's 
frMdom of control and range of actions. Will 
there ever be a game with a sophisticated story 
which iho offers real freedom of movement 
and a wide range of interaction? 
The problem is quite simple· most games are based 
on repl!titive patterns of controls assagned to a 
limited banl: of animations - shooting, crouch1ng, 
runnil'lg, jumping, hiding, etc. So far, this IS how 
most games are designed, for reasons related to 
interface and interactivity constramts. But storytelling 
hates patterns. A story where the hero could only do 
ten different actions would be quate boring. This is 
one of the many reasons why telling a good 
interactive story is such a challenge, because thas 
structuralassue has to be solved m a satisfying way. 

The other issue is that a good story as all about 
pacing, surprises, twists and turns. If you gtve total 
freedom to the player, you give him control of the 
paong of the storytelling, which may be fine in some 
experiences, bUt totally ruin others. I tried different 
solutions m Nomad Soul and Fahtenhed. and I felt 
that keepang control of the pacing in Fahrenheit was 
generally beneficial to the quality of the experiel'a. 
In Nomad Soul, the large degree of 1reedom was 
sometimes an obstacle to the padng of the ~qry. 

This compromise between freedom and 
storytelling is one of the biggest challenges we 
face. I guess we are all trying to react! the Holy Grail 
of emergent storytelling, a natrative ~ 
where the story would not be Written by .-.,one 
but would naturally emerge from in1er~ :1 
believe rt will happen in the future. but Ml ~ 
time soon. 

very rare to find a game with a strong 
Do you think that's because the people 

pnes don't have stories of their own 
looking for a new way to tell, but 

trying to come up with stories to fill 
!:JIIIIIII~"""•In the middle of their game? How can 

'I!'II' .. ...,R .......-story-tellers to games unless 
_ _. d•anstrate that games are a good 
.... to Ill stories in the first plac:e? 
VWIIt IS in1Jortant to understand is that mteractMty 
still needs fiO cisoover its own language. lt is st1ll very 
difficult to create an experience merging mteractiv1ty 
and st~ Th!!!e are major issues, especially 
ntgrardng interface, that still have to be solved. lt IS 
diflialtt llo Invent a language When there is no pen 
and when a new~ of paper is being .......,..,week.. 

The qually of 1111! story has ne~~er been a real 
priority in this induslry. Vldeogames were onginally 
~ ~ progr.nnwn, before artists and level 
designlts t(lat the IMCI. Very few companies have a 
writer i'l thet c:ore team because it is stall not 
ccnsiden!cl a& an~ element of a game -
impOrtant in the !$lli81Nt it will sell more copies 

I liMe been aCXIfllllltant for a faroous publisher 
llo help talentied Hollywood writers to write for 
games, and it left me with two thoughts: the first 
one was tNt in this industry we are generally a long 
W1f1 off the~ ~f the gQOd movie writers, We are 
o.arrently Jum ltili; playing in the schoolyard. But my 
~ thought mav sewn contradictory. 1n my 
opnion, it is not the~ SIOiution tQ lool: for 
Hollywood tll!nt fiO Write storieS for games. Our 
~m5WM~·~i~;~~-~~GW». 

~~k~·~~--~~~:~~ 
unique. ft is not 
ma~e hi1n 
olldefstand 
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take t1me. they will probably make mistakes wh1le 
they learn, but I am conf1dent that these people will 
take the Interactive media to the next stage and 
influence cinema and literature with their new v1sion. 

In your games, how do you expect the player 
to relate to the game character? Do you want 
them to be able to step completely into the 
shoes of the character, so that they feel they are 
that person in the game, or do you think there 
must always be distance between the player 
and the avatar? 
The relationship between the audience and 
characters 1n narrative IS extremely complex 
Although :t has been masstVely stud•ed m IT10IIies. 
I am still not sure th1s strange phenomenon IS 

fully understood. lnteract1vity adds another layer 
of complexity. 

My approach is to rely entirely on empathy. As a 
player or a spectator, once you care for a character, 
you project yourself emotionally onto this character 
and you feel what he feels. You don't have to make 
the player believe he is thts character - I Just try to 
create a strong sense of 1dentrftcation through 
empathy. it's a stronger way to do 1t, because then 

the player can play d1fferent characters .n the same 
experience and still project himself on all of them. 
Th1s IS something movtes have done for years w1th 
great success. They demonstrated that ident1f1cation 
and empathy could be created 10 a couple of seconds 
With any character on screen. Thmk about the classic 
horror movies, like Evil Dead for example. The 
audience cares for every smgle character and feels 
the1r fear and their horror. although they are dearly 
not the inain characters and we know that they 
probably won't reach the end of the movie. 

To come back to your question, there is a 
dtstance between the player and his characte•. but 
there IS an emotronalltnk that can be established 
that will allow the player to feel what h•s character 
feels. I see this process as a more interesting and 
powerful way to access the player's emottons 
because I can directly relate to his emotions- his 
1nner self - without havmg to go through hts ego -
h•s perception of himself. 

In your games, it's clear you draw inspiration 
from film and TV. Do you think films can learn 
anything from games? 
Definitely. And this is sometfling currently underway. 
There are more and more creators in the games 
industry who have a untque vtsion and someth•ng to 
say. Fum1to Ueda, for example, seems to have 

created a world that IS truly unique and that goes 
beyond the game media. I spent a lot of t1rne 1n 
Hollywood over the past year, enough to tell you that 
the movte industry is showing a growing interest in 
game creators, because they believe that we are 
mventing new stones, new ways of telling them and 
new v1sual ideas. And this is absolutely true. Games 
are probably one of the most fascinating med1a 
today - the most interestmg exploratory field for 
new talents - and there is no doubt in my mmd that 
some btg names in the movie industry will come 
from v1deogames in the coming years. 

How should films and games inter-relate? 
Where do you see the relationship between 
films and games ending up? 
I see the relationships between films and games as 
a mass1ve disaster resulting from a deep 
misunderstanding. This relationship has been ma1nly 
dnven by markettng so far. which is definttely a 
mistake. I believe that creatiVe people should have 
the 1nttiat1ve and control Th1s situation IS defmitely 
gomg to change in the coming years because the 
new generation of decision makers in movie studios 
- directors, writers and actors - are garners 

themselves. They totally understand what makes thrs 
med1um umque, and they Will want to use 1t m a 
cleverer way than just as a licensed product of the 
movie to generate extra revenue. 

Films and games should be conceived at the 
same time, so that they are not 'the ll10Vle of the 
game' or 'the game of the movie,' but a whole 
experience on two d1fferent but complementary 
platforms. The game should be an added expanded 
dimension to the movie. The only way to create this 
jotnt movie/game experience IS to give the lead to 
creattve people and have as much respect for the 
game as for the mov•e at all levels. Games should 
not be treated as a denvattVe product. but as an 
equally powerful and creattve med1um. 

1t used to be possible to make very ambitious 
games with very basic technology - things like 
Elite and Midwinter - because you could 
represent complex things very simply. Now, it's 
much harder to make games with such a big 
scope, because players expect everything to be 
fully modelled and fully interactive. Is today's 
technology actually acting as a barrier to 
ambitious games rather than enabling them? 
I don't think so. Again, each game fmds 1ts ovvn 
answer. Games like Spore or World Of WarCraft. 
offer a very large scope. I thmk that it comes down 

to the level of granularity the designer wants for his 
game and where he wants the focus to be. I 
absolutely loved Mtdwinter and I th1nk that th1s type 
of game would still be feas1ble today. But I am 
personally very attached to the notion of a 'contract' 
with the player. The player can accept any rules if 
they are clearly established and consistent through 
the game. The same idea applies to granulanty. With 
Fahrenheit, I started exploring the idea of havtng a 
lot of actions m very small and confined 
enwonments. which means a very fine granularity. 

I also like the idea of putting a high level of detail 
in a limited space, the way we did m the kitchen of 
the demo, with the tree branches moving outside or 
the ra1ndrops on the w1ndow lt gives the possibility 
to create so much hfe tn the background and to pay 
attent•on to deta1ls. instead of having to copy and 
paste blocks of buildings to create a full City. Again, I 
don't think there are any rules - it entirely depends 
on the focus of the game design. 

What do you feel you understand about game 
design and game storytelling that you didn't 
understand five years ago? 
Writing Fahrenheit deeply changed my v1sion of 

game destgn and interactive storytelling. Or to be 
more speoftC, it made me have a vision. 1 realised 
that inter activity was not necessarily about kdling 
monsters, but that its true essence was about 
maktng choices Some of my favourite scenes of 
Fahrenheit are the less spectacular ones- those were 
the ones where I felt emotionally engaged. I realised 
that the pleasure vve feel1n front of any artform does 
not come from our external senses but from the 
emotions they provoke 1nside us. I discovered that 
there were ways of triggering these emotions for 
the player and that the pleasure of the experience 
would then be Increased. Emotions could go far 
beyond the traditional ones usually found tn games -
power. frustration, anger. pride - they could be as 
dtverse as those we expenence in real life, without 
limitations. We just need to find the right words in 
our language. 

Finally, I discovered the importance of fighting for 
what I believed in, while remaining open to others. If 
you are sincere, passionate and dedicated to what 
you are doing, sooner or later the audtence will feel 
1t. I've believed in emotions and storytelling for ten 
years, at times where no one in this industry was 
talk1ng about anythtng else but shooting or dnving. 
T1mes are changing and what we fight for at Quantic 
Dream - emotion - may fmally be becom•ng the 
future of this industry. 



The Casting is a tech demo for Quantic Dream's new 
franchise Heavy Rain, due in 2008. Presented as an audition 
tape from an aspiring performer, its focus is a four-minute 
monologue from a virtual character, scripted by Cage and 
based on a performance by actress Aurelie Bancilhon. How 
did it come about? 
Tl'1s demo was initially an internal prototype a1mmg to determ•ne 
if we could recreate not only the likeness of a real actress but also 
her acting performance in 1ts emotional dimension. We wanted 
her to go through d•fferent subtle emotions in a limited amount 
of t1me to see which emot1ons the prototype would be able to 
convey. The idea was to experiment with different technologies 
regarding a lot of po•nts that were known to be particularly 
diffiCUlt, hke body language, facia animation. tongue, long hair, 
animated fmgers, lighting, eyes, etc. The demo had to run in 
realt1me 3D on PfayStat1on 3. 

wtlen we told Sony about what we wanted to do, they asked 
us if they could have the demo at E3 on the1r booth. We knew 
that we would not have a final result at the time. but we decided 
to present our work at 1ts actual stage. I must say • was a little b1t 
scared of show•ng a g1rl talking for four minutes 1n a k1tchen 
facing the camera at E3, where I knew most games would show 
armies of sold1ers with tons of spec1al effects. 

In fact. we have been quite amazed by the feedback we 
receiVed after th1s demo - tt has been downloaded more than 
800.000 times on the internet. I think it demonstrates that 
gamers have different expectat1ons regard•ng next-gen t1tles. 
They don't want JUSt the same games wrth more polys- they are 
really lookmg for next-gen concepts. Our demo was so different 
from other games at E3 that it probably intngued a lot of people 
and drew the1r attent1on. Of course, we st1ll have a lot of work to 
do to reach the quality we are a1mmg for, but g1ven th1s demo 
was made entirely from scratch on a new console in a very short 
t1me, we are opt1mistic about our ability to stgmficantly •ncrease 
the quality for the game. 

The most interesting aspect of this demo IS that I believe we 
took the f1rst step out of the uncanny valley. When I present this 
demo. I watcl'l the aud•ence. As soon as the actress appears, 
people listen to her They find her shy and awkward at the 
begu1ning, listen with a smile to the story about her romance, are 
intrigued when she stands up and slowly goes 1nto the dramatic 
part They hold their breath wl'len she puts the gun of" her head 
and when the ftrst tear falls. smile when she changes her mind 

When the demo is finished, they've listened for four minutes 
to a character that does not eXIst and they cared for her A lot 
of th1ngs can be 1mproved in this demo from a technical pomt 
of view, but f think we really succeeded in creating a virtual 
actress expressmg complex emotions and the subtle 
transitions between them 
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A forgotten superpower is on the march again. 
Outdone only by Japan and the US, is France 
setting the fashion for the future of the industry? 

t t imes it can seem like the games 
industry still exists in a state of 
cold war, mirroring the world 

climate it was born in: a standoff between 
two great superpowers in east and west, 
Japan and the US, with their vast 
domestic markets. platform holders, 
publishing titans and development armies. 
Great videogames are made across the 
world, of course - not least in the UK -
and the combmed European market has 
tremendous size and influence. But in 
every other country there is a m1ssing hnl<, 
and that link is publishers, compames 
with the clout, vision and internal. 
homegrown understanding of game 
produd1on of a Capcom or an Electromc 

Arts. In every country that is, except 
one: France. 

On paper, France could lay cla1m to 
the title of th~rd videogame superpower. 
Three of the world's b1ggest publishers, 
Atan (In its current incarnation as a brand 
front for lnfogrames}, V1vendi Universal 
Games and Ub1soft have their roots there. 
In reahty, that pidure IS a good deal less 
clear. V1vend1 1S a multinational 
conglomerate with mterests far bigger 
than 1ts gammg arm, IS run from the 
US and has hnle or no Investment in 
nurtunng development 1n rts country 
of b1rth. Atan takes 1ts decisions on the 
other s1de of the AtlantiC now too, is in a 
uncertam state financially and sold off 
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The French touch 
There's a simple stereotype of a French game, but the 
reality is much more complex. Alongside artistic 
ambitions and niche experiments are trends which 
include a pragmatic approach to the huge industry of 
sports games, and a talent for sneaking real 
innovations into otherwise conservative franchises. 
Read on for the six games which best represent the 
real face of French gaming. 

Nadeo proudly boasts that Its simple, narrowband
friendly and free-to-play series of online stunt racers, 
with track-building options. has millions of players 
online worldwide - more than any single Xbox live 
title. it's the product of a staff of just 12- haH of 
whom are friends from the computer club creator 
Castelnerac formed in his schooldays - and an 
idiosyncratic development methodology based on an 
extremely fast iterative process. •our dream Is to be 
able to make a new version every three months, and 
the problem is that we work so hard for this that we 
don't make any new games,• laments Castelnerac. 

most of its French assets some time ago, 
although it does maintain ties with its 
homeland (notably by publishing Quantic 
Dream's Fahrenheit, and through its 
ownership of Lyon's Eden Games, 
currently developing Test Drive Unlimited 
and the next Alone In The Dark). 

But that still leaves Ubisoft. The third 
most successful publisher in the European 
market and the fifth in the American. 
with an in-house development staff 
second in the world only to EA's, in 
practical terms there is no other game 
company of its stature outside Japan or 
the US. Founder, president and CEO Yves 
Guillemot considers it "an international 
company" - with some authority when 
you consider its major studios in 
Montreal, Shanghai and across Europe, 
North Ame~ica and north Africa But it is 
headquartered in France, on the outskirts 
of Paris, where Frenchmen like Guillemot 

Oavid Cage of Quanlic DfNm. 
the writer-director of Fahr.nMff 

Oavid Cohen Corval, former 
creative director at Nevrax 

and hugely influential chief creative officer 
Serge Hascoet lead a surprisingly unified 
and distinctive vision for the publisher and 
super-developer. it maintains three 
important studios in the country too, 
including the Montpellier home of its star 
Michel An eel, and has enough French 
third party commitments to bring its tally 
of homegrown games currently under 
development to eight. 

What's strange is that France's 
traditional strength in publishing hasn't 
always been matched by a flourishing 
development scene. After a 16bit heyday 
in which they became famous for 
producing graphically beautiful, narrative
driven adventure games, French 
developers suffered badly when the tech 
bubble burst. But the beginnings of a 
renaissance are evident, with developers 
like Quantic, Eden and Arkane Studios 
(currently working on Dark Messiah Of 
Might And Magic for Ubisoh) showing 
games that seem to deftly toe the line 
between commercial appeal and genre
blurring innovation. The question is. can 
these developers meet the demands of an 
increasingly global and competitive 
videogame marketplace, yet retain the 
distinctive regional flavour of their work in 
the same way that their colleagues in the 
fiercely protected and individualistic 
French film and comic book industries 
have done? Is it even a bad thing if they 
can't? Indeed, does such a thing as a 
French game still exist/ Over the next 
few pages, we speak to a cross-section 

taking an innovative, democratic 
approach to online gaming 

Trade Mania creator Castelnerac sees his game as 
proof that networks like Xbox Live aren't the key 
to online success, and that creativity is important 

of the French industry- from publishing 
executives and star designers to indie 
creators - and build up a suprising picture 
of this powerful, but contradictory, 
creative force. 

The obvious place to start is at the 
beginning, and Nicolas Gaume is the 
man with the perspective to explain it A 
bedroom programmer since his early 
teens, he founded Kalisto, developers of 
Dark Earth and Nightmare Creatures, in 
1990 at the age of 19. When the 
company sank in the stock market turmoi l 
of 2002 he moved on to consultancy, and 
now heads the new mobile games 
division at media group Lagardere. 

" I think it was quite different from the 
UK industry in the '80s, " he says. "The 
industry started way earlier in the UK, 
with producers coming over from the 
music and entertainment fields. And in 
the UK you had very dynamic hardware 
designers like Sinclair that drove content 
creation. There were people in between 
distribution and development - producers, 
facil itators - much earl ier in the UK than 
in France, and in the US also. lt was EA 
that invented the term producer; the core 
of their business model was to find a link 
between the business of selling and the 
art of making software. 

"But in France, art and business have 
always been extremely segregated. We 
have a complicated relationship with 
money, and art is seen as an end in itself. 
it meant there was a very clear 
segmentation between the developing 
world and the publishing world. I tend to 
believe that these publishers became 



Nadal says the setting of the next Alone In The Darlc 
in Central Park isn't a sop to the American market. He 
identified it as an ideal game IO<ation six years ago 

stronger because they had to develop 
their publishing structure and didn't take 
so many risks in development. Also they 
went public much earlier. On the one 
hand it didn't really stimulate the creative 
scene in France, on the other it got more 
exposure to the favoured ones - like 
Alone In The Dark. But it meant less 
independent developers, and that's still 
the case today." 

The readiness with which Gaume uses 
the term 'art' to refer to game creation is 
telling, and indicative of the attitude to 
the new form among French developers 
at the time. There was an abundance of 
adventure games with highly-developed 
narratives, worlds realised with surprising 
depth, striking visuals and, often enough, 
remarkable technology behind them -

"An important role was played by 
the Franco-Belgian comics," says Rayman 
and Beyond Good & Evil creator Ancel. 
"The French comics' authors are very 
creative. When I was young, I liked 
Asterix and Gaston lagaffe a lot. 
Authors like Franquin can be named as 
influences for our games. I pay a lot of 
attention to the French comic books. it 's 
one of the last places where one can 
find amazing authors. There are less and 
less media that allow such a great deal 
of creative freedom." 

"Adventure games grasped this 
interest we French have in art," says 
Gaume. "We have a very strong comic 
book industry, and strong government 
subsidies for movie production. The visual 
arts in general in fact - maybe it's rooted 

"For anything related to visuals and graphics, comic books 

and animation, we have very strong schools at a high level. 
We had a good available skillset, a good technical focus" 

games like Captain Blood, Mortville 
Manor and BAT from companies like 
Cryo, Lankhor, and Delphine. There was 
even a name for the phenomenon: 'the 
French touch' . French creators were 
unusually receptive to influence from 
other media which, in France, had a 
strong local flavour and a powerfully 
independent spirit. 

in paintings, the Impressionists, and early 
movie directors like Melies For anything 
related to visuals and graphics, comic 
books and animation, we have very 
strong schools at a high level. That meant 
we had a very good available skillset, a 
good technical focus. Where we were 
always weaker was in bridging the gap 
between the elements of the game." 

Arkane's Colantonio fell in love with Ultima when he was nine years old; he's always b~n more interested in 
American RPGs than French games, and this is reflected in his latest title, Dark Messiah Of Might And Magic 

Eden's Oavid Nadal is currently 
helming Test Drive and AlTO 

Oavid Cohen Corval, creator of 
MMO Ryzom, says his French 
staff were very creative but 
lacked American-style discipline 

lt's a diplomatic way of saying that -
although this era birthed several bona fide 
classics, including Delphine's Another 
World, and culminating in Alone In The 
Dark - a lot of 'French touch' games 
featured distinctly lacklustre gameplay 
beneath their mature technology and 
presentation. What had been a sell ing 
point quickly became an albatross around 
the industry's neck, and the current 
generation of creators are quick to 
distance themselves from it. " I don't like 
those words," says David Nadal, co
founder and game director at Eden, a 
younger company that made its name in 
a very different f ield with the V-Rally 
series. "The 'French touch' expression, for 
me, became pejorative." Emmanuel 
Forsans, a veteran of Cryo now running 

Top Spin (PAM. 2003) 
~sports 

Thanks to Its relatl1lely high-profile subject matter, 
PAM's excellent tennis simulation Is the most visible 
sports game to come from France, but it's the tip of 
a surprisingly sizeable keberg. Nkhe sports are 
something of a specialist subject for the French games 
Industry, especially -g lndles looking to flesh out 
their revenues: Nadeo has sailing slm series Virtual 
Skipper, Lexis the Pippa Funnel adventures In 
equestrianism and cyanide earns a crust from Cycling 
Manager and the Winter Challenge snowsports games. 
Eden, howevet', eventually got frustrated with the 
mostly European appeal of this market. as David Nadal 
says: "I'd go to the States and talk about V-Rally and 
they'd say 'V-what?'" 
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the French development portal and 
resource AFJV (Agence Fran<;aise pour le 
Jeu Video), agrees. "it definitely was seen 
as too much of an art before. it's easy for 
me to say, because I was I ike that. The 
first thing was to be famous, to make 
games for yourself. Today people are 
working to make money, which is a new 
thing and a good thing I think." 

An over-eager financial market didn't 
help, as Forsans explains. " it was very, 
very easy to find lots of money with 

Splinter Cell: Pandora 
Tomorrow (Ubisoft, 2004) 
The Ubi differen<e 

Splinter Cell may have been born in Mont real, and this 
second instalment 's singleplayer crafted in Shanghai, 
but the arresting multlplayer mode that pit two 
radically different gameplay styles against eadl other
spies versus mercenaries, thirdperson versus 
firstperson, agility versus technology, stealth versus 

·force- was all Fren<h, designed by Gunther Galipot 
and Ubisoft's Annecy team. lt's testament to the 
company's willingness to Innovate within the self
imposed restraints of licences and yearly franchise 
updates: •our goal is that a game can be innovative 
and bring something new-to a franchise. a real 
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creation in its own right that can cont ribute something 
to a brand, • says Guillemot. 

Nadeo founder and Tracl<Mania 
creator Florent Castelnerac 

venture capitalists. Most companies spent 
their time making business plans, and 
they forget their first job, which was to 
create good games and not dreams for 
the market." Raphael Colantonio, CEO 
and creative director of Arka ne, 
summarises their plight: "We were really 
suffering from a bad image, the games 
made here were said to be strong 
artistically but very boring and weak in 
gameplay. Investment was not on the ball 
compared to other countries. so I assume 
the country was behind for a while." 

Either way, the result was a collapse in 
development on French soil. exacerbated 
by the eagerness of one Francophone 
culture across the Atlantic to strengthen 
its presence in the industry. "There were 
about 5,000 people working in 
development in France and it's about 500 
today," says Gaume. "Quebec has been 

lnfogrames strategy tit le North & South (top) may 
have been about the American Civil War. but was 
inspired by French comic Les Tuniques Bleues. 
Lankhor's Mortville Manor (above) is regarded as a 
classic whodunnit, but it seems a little dry today 

with a window of opportunity that led 
to their strong global presence today. 
" In '99, early 2000, the cracks appeared 
in the US market before the French one. 
In France it happened one or two years 
later, so if you look at Vivendi and Atari, 
it was a great opportunity for these guys 
to go to the US and purchase everybody. 

"I think the major French publishers were the first to be 

anti-French, the first not to trust French developers. lt's 
hard to convince publishers to work with French people" 

very aggressive in developing the 
multimedia environment. At Kalisto, SO to 
1 00 people moved to Quebec: there was 
an exodus." Notably. Ubisoft set up its 
biggest game factory in the Quebecois 
capital of Montreal. 

But if French developers got hit harder 
than most when the tech bubble burst, 
the reverse was true for the country's 
publishers; according to a theory of 
C olantonio's, it actually presented them 

They found themselves in a situation 
where they owned half the world. But 
now the only publisher that's French for 
real is Ubisoft. " 

Ask French developers whether 
the publisher presence in France has been 
an asset to the local industry, and you get 
a mixed response. On the one hand, even 
a die-hard indie developer like Florent 
Cast elnerac (who runs the tiny 12-man 



Delphine's Cruiu For A Corpu (top) is too pondefous 
to rank with the studio's best. Elo<os' /Cult (Kiovt) h4s 
a brave but impenetrable contm·senst!Ne inttrlKt 

Nadeo team that created PC stunt-racmg 
franchise TrackMama and who steadfastly 
refuses to accept brg-budget comm1SS1ons 
to work on consoles for fear of los1ng h1s 
independence) grudg1ngly accepts the1r 
importance: "Publishers play a role,· he 
says. " I know that Ub1soft IS suppon1ng 
some French studios, there's been a relay 
between Atari and Ubisoft, and others 1n 
the past." He sings the pra1ses of h1s own 
French publisher Focus, a ltghtwe1ght 
outfit of just 20 employees that perfectly 
mirrors his own. 

But those involved more closely w1th 
the big names are more equ1vocal "Do 
the big studios help French development? 
I'm not ~Ore of that, " says Nadal. desp1te 
Eden's position as a wholly-owned Atan 
subsidiary. "Atari was will1ng to sell all1ts 
studios, and Ub1soft didn't keep 1ts French 
developers in France." Colanton1o ch1mes 
in: "Ironically, I think the major French 
publishers were the first ones to be ant1· 
French, they were the frrst ones not to 
trust French developers ... lt's very. very 
hard to convince publishers to work w1th 
French people. lt's doubling the amount 
of effort, because we've really been 
suffering from a bad image for the last 
ten years. including in the eyes of our 
own publishers." 

However, the situation is changing, 
with Ubisoft in panicular showing 
renewed fa ith in French game makers, 
and most are happy to identrfy the 

improved mood. and the sound reasons 
for it. Excellence and originality became 
more than just the aims of every 
ambitious developer - they became 
mandatory. "Today there are a lot of 
French studios that are rising - I think the 
common element is that we had hard 
times and were obliged to propose 
excellent games,· says Nadal. ·we had to 
make publishers dream of investing in our 
studios. especially now a lot of licence 
projects go :o eastern Europe and for 
cheap games France isn't competitive ... 
We had to be really ambitious. • 
Colantonio was satisfied to see the 
dediCation to adventure gaming broken 
at the same time: "I think the image 
Improvement started with a few titles in 
different genres - it's not like we have one 
genre now. There was Omikron. Rayman, 
and perhaps we at Arkane contributed to 
it a little with Arx Fatalis la hardcore RPG 
in the American mould) because it was a 
big surprise, an unexpected game from a 
French developer." 

The same can't quite be said for the 
work of Quantic Dream's David Cage. His 
games. Omikron: The Nomad Soul and 
Fahrenheit, are the link between French 
development's exciting future and its 
contentious past; lavishly-mounted, 
formally experimental. story-driven 
adventures that are quite prepared to 
d1sregard game design conventions. Cage 

lnfogrames and Cobra Soft's Murders In Venice was a 
cultured detective game in the classic french mode 

Kalisto founder Nicolas CiMioM, 
now wort.ing on mobile pmes 

Raphael Colantonio. CEO and 
creative director of Arkane 
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In Memoriam (Lexis. 2003) 
Experiments in adventure 

H FM!renheit is the archetypal French Interactive 
narrM!ve of old reborn in the form of a slick 
Hollywood thriller, In Memorlam is its Euro-arthouse 
cousin. an experilnenUI hybrid of film. puzzle games 
and the then-trendy -'cl of inwnet-aware ahernate 
reality gaming. casting the p&ay.r 111 himseH. and 
seeping out of the confines of the g.-softw- into 
~ and e-mail inboxes, its creepy detective stofy 
of abduction and serial killings penuaslvely blurnd 
reality and fiction more than any game before or since. 
Lexis hiiS a sequel planned. liS well liS a striking 
variation on the theme, &,.ri«ta 112. previewed 
onpage38. 

Exxos cemented its surrealist credentials with Purple 
Saturn Day. The goal is to win a kiss from the Queen 

remembers that it was a battle to find a 
publisher for Fahrenheit in the 
conservatiVe atmosphere of the new 
decade, but 1S happy to note that the 
world now seems to be catching up with 
h1s 1deas. " lt was a moment of 'me too' 
products, where there were only five 
'offrcially registered game genres' that 
were admitted, and where a movie licence 
was a must. In this context, coming with 
the 1dea of an experience based on 
storytelling and emotion on consoles was 
a total utopia. I remember people lookrng 
at me like if I was some kind of alien. 
Today, there is a high level of acceptance 
of the concepts I tried to develop, which 
makes my life much easier trying to sell 
my next new ideas to publishers. I am still 
testing their limits, " he adds wryly, "but 
they tend to give me more credibility after 
Fahrenheit than before." 

Cage is the embodiment of the 
auteur, an idealistic vision of the singular 
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Another World (Delphine. 1990) 
The graphic dassic 

"you "-cc to pick-game to demonsbalathe 
leading edge fNndl games lltlsts "-cc In the 16blt 
., .. 1t would be Eric Chahl's evergrwen Another 
World, known as Out Of Tills World In the us. The 
oeme's combination of rotoscoplng end vector 
graphics to crute fluidly-enlmlted yet subtly 
ebstrect end mlnllllllist vlsulls, with 1 hlncklrawn 
lppelrlfiCI, predated the cel-shlcllnt fed by -
I decide. The game itself Is I hllting. staulto 
progretJion of set-pieces problbly best left in fond 
memory. elthough ltJ ~end bMuty
still~·~~~· A higiHetolutlon updata an be 
downloeded from _ .. IOthel-'d.fr 

creative artist that's enshrined in French 
culture. lt was famously applied to f1lm 
directors by the f1lm-makers and cntlcs of 
the French New Wave 1n the 1950s but 
whether the concept can reany be applied 
to the collaboratrve world of game 
development- or to inform the seem1ng 
prevalence in French games of 
personalised visions from famous names 
like Cage and Ancel - is a thorny issue. 
"There is a lot of confusion about what 
words like 'auteur' or 'director' mean in 
our industry: says Cage. "I consider 
myself as the person carrying the vision of 
the game, which means I make totally 
subjective decisions with the only goal to 
keep them consistent. I can intervene in 
any department of the development to 
make sure the overall vision is respected 
and I believe that this subjective work, if 
done with honesty and creativity, is what 
brings value to the game. lt is what makes 
the difference between a very good game 
and a game that is unique." 

Inevitably, many interviewees instantly 
point to the likes of Peter Molyneux and 
Warren Spector as evidence that the 
French have no monopoly on bold 
individual visions 1n videogames, but 
equally most concede that French culture 
offers more recognition for the singular 
artist than most, and that this has 

~ Hasmft, dMf autive 
officer of Ubisoft since 2000 

Yves Guillemot. co·lounclef, 
president and CEO of Ubisolt 

probably influenced the course of game 
design in the country over the years. 
"Miyamoto acknowledged that when he 
came to France to get his medal," says 
Eric Viennot of Lexis Numerique, ind1e 
developers of both the experimental 
adventure In Memoriam and the niche, 
but profitable, P1ppa Funnel equestnan 
games. He's refernng to the title of 
Chevalier dans I'Ordre des Arts et des 
Lettres bestowed on the great Nintendo 
designer, alongs1de Ancel and Alone In 
The Dark creator Frederick Raynal, by 
the French culture ministry this year. 
"He said that he's had numerous medals 
in his life, but none given by a 
government until then. The truth IS 

we undoubtedly have a tradition of 
recognising personal creative talents 
more than any country in the world." 

France may be a cultural greenhouse 
for creative industries like games 
production - With the added benefit that 
many of them (games, film, comics, 
animation) have overlapping skillsets and 
can and often do exchange staff - but it 
doesn't provide the best economic 
environment for development. Extremely 
high taxes - ·for an employee to receive 
100 euros, the company must pay 200," 
notes Forsans - combine with stringent 
35-hour-week working regulations to 
make the country a difficult and expensive 
place to make games. Government 
subsidy is rare, although the Centre 
National de la Cinematographie offers 
some aid. "Starting any business in France 
is very hard," confirms Colantomo. "The 
structure is very conservative and very 
anti-risk. Another th1ng is that in our 

Whether stylish like XIII (above), or more realistic likt 
Assassin's Creed (top), Ubi's games are unmistakable 

industry you need a lot of flexibility in 
terms of hiring and that's very difficult in 
France. There's a job-for-life mentality and 
it's hard to find people willing to be a 
contractor." (Oddly, the smallest 
developer we speak to, Nadeo, disagrees, 
with Castelnerac arguing that: "Those 
taxes are used to avert problems, and to 
minimise risk for everybody - employees 
and employers.") 

it's this atmosphere that has driven 
Ubisoft to expand so much abroad 
Guillemot, still head of the company he 
founded with his four brothers in 1986, 
defends the decision on quality grounds: 
"We decided a long time ago to create 
internal studios. We've felt for a long time 
that you have to do lots of R&D, create 
new tools and new engines. We are in 
lots of countries were the cost of 
production is not so high, so even if we 
have people where the cost of production 
is higher, the average is low. That allows 
us to take more risks on some games than 
some of our competitors, because we can 
afford to put more manpower on it. You 
see the results in our multiplayer modes, 
and the level of detail in our games." 

If that's the case, why maintain the 
company's French presence at all? The 
answer comes from chief crea tive officer 
Hascoet ("a genius who really 
understands and plays games,· according 
to Gaume, and who sets himself the 
objective of creat1ng three new brands 
every two years). " it's about the skills of 
the French teams. For instance, French 



people are used to thinking about very 
abstract concepts, which is one of the 
main skills 1n des1gning a game. because 
you need to build very clear and simple 
systems that can emulate the rea world, 
and then create challenging and 
interesting gameplay within 1t. • Although 
Hascoet's relentless focus - drummed into 
all Ubisoft developers - on gameplay 
above all else hasn't always been 
associated w1th France, he ma,nta,ns that 
French stud'os are very strong 1n the area. 
And you certainly can't 1mag1ne an 
American publishing guru g1v1ng h1s 
answer to the question of what makes a 

Guillemot: • BG&E was great but with three more months 
would have been exceptional. When you do a different 
game you have to clo something that can't be criticised" 

themselves in, 1sn't there a chance that 
any regional 1dentity its games still have 
will be crushed out altogether? 

"We can't make any profit by just 
aiming at our national market, while 
American or Japanese developers 
obviously can. Because we absolutely 
need to sell outside France. we can't 
cultivate our own culture, • argues 
Viennot. Ancel agrees: "it is a fad that 
we are dom1nated by the American 
culture- as well as the Japanese one, to a 
lesser extent. lt is obviously eas1er for 
anybody in Europe, be you French, 
Croatian or Italian, to commun1cate w1th 
a worldw1de aud,ence by using Amencan 
'codes' than by creaung imaginary worlds 
based on our local culture. We know it's 
going to be more difficult if we make 1t 

"We can't make any profit by just aiming at our 
national market. Because we abso~utely need to sell 

outside France, we can't cultivate our own culture" 

good game: "A good game should 
change players' lives, by improv1ng the1r 
knowledge of themselves or others " 

Despite a chequered past and a 
generally self -critical development 
community, the French industry st1l seems 
to pnze it$ creative approach and ong1nal 
games as its chief assets, even at the 
highest level in the most successful 
publisher. But given that every publisher's 
enthusiastic embrace of the global 
marketplace, and the competitive 
enVIronment the smaller studios find 

Even conventional franchises like Rainbow Six now 
share the Ubi tradition of a strong sense of place 

too personal. The communication will be 
eas1er 1f it happens in a city everybody 
knows, in a world everybody understands. 
Therefore, choos1ng something other than 
an Amencan City or heroic fantasy settings 
automauca.ly means taking risks - wh eh 
is exactly what I experienced with Beyond 
Good & Evil · In h1s view, though, it's 
noth1ng that can't be overcome with 
determmed marketing. "I don't see any 
reason why Americans wouldn't like 
Rayman. But I see many reasons why 
Amencans wouldn't buy it. Targeting the 
American market 1s quite a challenge for 
a new brand lt reqwes huge investment, 
and maybe a movie ... • 

Colanton1o is more unrepentant. "We 
are a business, we want to have as broad 
an audience as possible. it's not a 
compromise. 1t's about making small 
changes to things like colour or the 
interface to make 1t more appeal1ng to a 
particular country. it's not changing your 
vision. it's adually better th1s way. • 

it's not surpris1ng that the most upbeat 
message on the creeping globalisat1on of 

Emmanuel ForsaM of Agence 
Fran~alse pour le ~u Vid•o 
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the games industry comes from 
Guillemot. but his contention- that 
'global' does not always equal 'American', 
and is not necessarily the enemy of 
regional diversity - has some weight, 
backed up by the unusual breadth and 
quahty of h1s company's portfol10. "The 
goal is to have more diversity, to have 
studios all over the world that w1ll try to 
influence the global industry. Even 1f we 
consider Europe and America first, we 
want to do games that can have a 
stronger European or American 
connotation depending on each game, 
we want them to be different one from 
the other. Look at Prince Of Persia, it's 
speaking about a totally different subject 
from what we usually do in the US, 1t has 
been mfluenced by people in Canada and 
Morocco. I want to ensure we have 
multinatiOnal creation in games." 

it's the proud manifesto of a 
multlnat,onal company that no longer 
cons1ders Itself French, but it's also one 
that defends, indeed demands, the right 
of French developers - or British, or 
Polish. or Chinese - to make the1r own 
games in their own way. Like so much 
about Ubisoft and the wider French 
scene, 1t's a happy contradid,on,and 
a welcome s1gn that between the 
games 1ndllstry's twin colossi, there 
IS a th1rd way. 

Rayman: Raving 
Rabbids (Ubisott, 2006) 
Open to Inspiration 

Ancel makes an anarchic return to the character he 
created, promising in this upcomlnggame an 
Irreverent atmosphere that's part Monty Python and 
part Mars Atta<.ks! as Rayman faces off (and dancfl 
off) with hordes of marauding, malevolent rabbits in 
this Wit launch title. "Rayman Is • brand that allows a 
lot of creative possibilities, so I didn't want this one to 
be just like the previous one,• he says. "A renewed 
Rayman was important f or the players, but for us as 
well, so that we could enjoy wortdng on 1t again.· 
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Now playing 

Mutant Storm Reloaded 

Even the sunniest of afternoons 
can't beat the lure of some friends, 
a projector and a Live Arcade 
marathon. Geometry WatS may 
have the cool; this has the class 
360. POMPOM 

New Super Morio Bros 

lt would be churlish to baptise a 
lite with ..anything else, and Marlo's 
tirelessly cheery "Bye-bye!" as 
you snap the OS shut lures you 
straight back for yet another go 
OS, NINTENOO 

Chibi Robo 

Irresistible as he was in Japanese, 
Chibi's long-awaited PAL debut is 
excuse enough to revisit the charm 
- and the gentle domestic horror -
of the robo's tiny, tinny adventuru 
GC. NINTENOO 

The direct approach 
Does freedom to Look Leave us staring into space? 

_j 
t may have been a talking 
point in the days of 
games such as Driller, Dark 

Side and Total Eclipse, but the 
freedom to look around has long 
been taken for granted. Since 3D 
graphics and vertical level design 
collaborated to create mouselook, 
gamers and designers have never 
looked back, and raced on towards 
another perceived revolution- the 
living videogame world. 

But aren't we leaving something 
behind? Was the inability to cast 
our eyes wherever we pleased 
actual ly as important as the 
freedom we now enjoy? 

Modern games pride themselves 
on the degrees to which their 
worlds can be explored, scrutinised 
and measured in comparison to 
those seen before. Once, they like 
to remind us, all we were given 
were pixel-art postcards held 
behind glass. But the endurance of 
those f ixed-frame images - the 
worlds of Flashback, Oddworld, 
Beneath A Steel Sky and a hundred 
others- is such that gaming still 
feels pained by their absence. 

The old cycle of suggest and 
reveal, by which games as recent as 
the Resident Evil remake had you 
scratching at their doors to find out 
what the next room had in store, is 

a crucially important hook that 
entire genres seem to have 
forgotten how to employ. lt's as if 
the demands of realtime 3D and 
the freelook POV have tightened 
the stranglehold on both artistic 
expression and the ability to keep 
us guessing. 

Yet Half-Life 2: Episode One, 
like its predecessor, bucks the 
trend. Rather than bow to the 
desire for freer roam and larger 
worlds, it reinstates limits on where 
you go and what you see, bringing 
focus to its most spacious locales. 
Extraordinarily, you might not even 
realise that it's doing it. Characters 
gape off-screen, architecture 
conspires to funnel your view, and 
in a second you' re concentrating 
on the handful of statuesque 
landmarks that define City 17. 

lt's a discipline that, for the 
price of a moment's intuition, could 
save other modern developers an 
awful lot of time and effort. As if 
to spite the leaps made elsewhere 
in procedural AI and wall-to-wall 
high-fidelity, the memory you take 
away from Episode One is of its 
simplest t rick- a 3D skybox of the 
crumbl ing Citadel. For all the talk 
of run and gun, there's much to 
be said for good old stop 
and stare. 

80 Half-Life 2: Episode One 
PC 

82 LocoRoco 
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PSP 

Titan Quest 
PC 

Su~er Monkey 
Ba I Advent ure 
GC. PS2, PSP 

Forbidden Siren 2 
PS2 

Steambot Chronicles 
PS2 

Shinobido: Way Of The 
Ninja 
P52 

FlatOut 2 
PC 

Rise And Fall: 
Civil izations At War 
PC 

Jaws Unleashed 
PS2. XBOX 

Tenchu: Time Of 
The Assassins 
PSP 

Magnetica 
os 

Micro Machines V4 
OS, PC, PS2, PSP 

Astonishia Story 
PSP 

Edge~ scoring sy5tem exp a~ned: 
1 • one. 2 = two. 3 • three, 
4 : fOUl'. 5 = fM>, 6 : SIX, 1 = seoe<\ 
8 • etght. 9 = mne 10• t~ 
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Nicknamed 'Zombin6' by Alyx at yoflr forti en<ounter, 
Episode One's most prominent addition to the HL1 
bestiary is lt.s most deadly. Their hobbling gait can 
turn suddenly into a fast-paced, grenade-toting pursuit 
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alf-Life 2's climax was bad. Not 
inadequate, but cataclysmic; as in 
Ghostbusters crossing the streams 

bad; Indiana Jones on the rope bridge bad. 
lt posed the question of how on Earth its 
heroes could survrve. rather than how they 
would. For observers sat both mesmerised 
and mystified at the1r mtce and keyboards, 1t 
could hardly have gone any better. For their 
part in that suiode gamb1t, they were given 
goodbye reassurance of Valve's merit as a 
visual storyteller, and of 1ts desire - if this is 
how it closed the most ant1c1pated game of 
all time - to make a real go of 1ts soon-to-be 
announced follow-up eptsodes. 

The first of those, once titled Aftermath, 
is a six-hour adventure trapped inside a 
moment: the return to clanty from the 
whiteout. The particulars of that emerging 
scene involve a crippled Citadel, outside of 

A defining Half-Life Z strength was the depiction of City 
17 as a microcosm of Combine-occupied Earth, a tradition 
Valve has upheld here with a show-stealing emergen<y 
broadcast from Or Kleio~r. Evacuation and procreation 
are his chief words of advice. eccentrically delivered 

which Gordon Freeman and Alyx Vance 
have been miraculously transported to 
safety. in circumstances that we'll refrain 
from disclosing. Of Half-Life 2's towering 
achievement that says 1t all. Every moment, 
no matter how mundane, can be considered 
a spoiler. Every inodent that, at heart, 
involves a common interaction or set-piece 
traditional ised by FPS htstory. is an event. lt 
warrants a delicate synopsis. 

What Episode One brings to Half-Life 2 

is a series of vivid contrasts on a series of 
different levels. Where the catalytic incident 
at Black Mesa involved disaster. and the 
introduction of City 17 a resistance of 
tyranny, what follows now IS a transition 
penod of anarchy. All the forces neatly 
arranged in the previous game, fortified and 
pigeonholed, are now 1n a state of recoil -
your goal as Freeman being to evacuate the 
dizzied human survivors before everything 
snaps ruthlessly beneath the Combine cosh. 
In this respect. what was remarkable in Half
Life 2 is even more so here. With that game, 
Valve had the Grand Unifted Theory of 
physics, together wtth one Viktor Antonov, 
to add flavour to the FPS template; now 
neither holds the same benefit of newness. 
it's a third element, just as instrumental to 
the achievement of that Edge 10, that's 
carrying the series fof\vards. 

Scripting, of both dtalogue and event, is 
a process 0'1/er which Valve seems to have 
achieved exclusrve mastery. Half-Life's 
narrative does nothmg altogether new, and 
nothing to upturn the quite reasonable 



condescension of Roger Ebert or h1s peers in 
more mature media. But in an interactive 
genre bound to the traditions of the pop-up 
gun and inv1sible hero, it simply doesn't get 
more sophiSticated than th1s. That may sound 
disparaging, but consider it a compi ment. To 
direct the eyes with this game's deftness, 
without the benef1t of a fixed camera, 1s an 
achievement on a par with the most Oscar
worthy visions or the most Booker Pnze
worthy prose. And it's far from the full extent 
of Episode One's advancement 

Perhaps having recognised that the three 
most interesting characters in Half-t.Jfe 2 -
the Combine, the ever-watchful Or Breen 
and C1ty 17 itself- would hold a d1m1n1shed 
appeal second time around, its successor has 
manoeuvred its cast to give the game a new 
personality - one better suited to 1ts more 
action-packed chain of events. W1th Breen, 
Eli and the oblique G-Man essentially absent, 
save for m1nor contributions at the outset, 
this is very much Alyx Vance's t1me 1n the 
spotlight: 'under which she sh1nes. Much of 
her strength as a partner - like the AI of the 
Combine - is illusory, born of a massive 
unseen health bar that can, for instance, 
survive the immediate blast of a grenade. 
But what an illusion it is. 

Valve's use of technology is as industrious ;os ever: what 
Source provides. Half·Life 1 continues to exploit. Lighting 
is a key gameplay device, as demonstrated above. What 
you don't pick out with your flashlight, Alyx can't shoot 

Tht Citadtl remains a focal point, but 
its magnetism has ~en reversed. The 
swirling vortex in the sky says it all 

Congratulating your accuracy, alerting 
you to incoming grenades (and the cup 
runneth over with those) and siphon1ng off 
enemies before capably dispatching them, 
Alyx IS something more than an ally- she's 
a compan1on. Beyond guiding both your 
footsteps and gaze to where the action is, 
she breathes humanity into a world where 
almost every other person you encounter is 
too shell-shocked to speak. Between the 
spells of chaos and calm, she proves herself 
capable yet vulnerable - another, most 
begu11ing contrast. Her sympathies bathe the 
cold and browbeaten City 17 in a new light, 
which is something the game spends much 
of its overall energy achieving. 

In a literal sense, the Source lighting 
system has been overhauled to dramatic 
effect. shooting auroral HDR blooms 
between the peaks of the city skyline, 
and tracing characters with aggressive 
yet precise crests of overbrightemng. The 
fruits of the Lost Coast experiment have 
added a whole new strategic layer to Half-

Life 2's combat, whereby enemies can now 
cloak themselves in blinding glare. Again, 
this 1s more a testament to scriptmg and 
spawn placement than AI intuit1on. One boss 
battle, moreover, rs a near-facs1mile of The 
Lost Coast's, albeit with a physics-heavy twist 
that joms many others in taking the game 
beyond what you expect. 

But therein lies the only real issue to be 
had with Ep1sode One: a vague sense of 
conflict 1n a game that could just as easily be 
considered eptsode two. it's a new beginning 
staged rn a world where much is fam1har, and 
structurally 1t feels like an inverted reprise - a 
retrea t from the Citadel in more ways than 
one. This doesn't make it necessarily worse, 
only diminished in certain regards and better 
in others. Beginning with one catastrophe 
and ending with another, it also feels like 
quite a peculiar way to start a trilogy. But 
when speakmg of a game that's blessed with 
its forebear's incomparable diligence, 
available at a steal and brilliant throughout, 
that's hardly disastrous [8) 

REVIEW~ 

Evolved and newly-invented physics punles 
often meld with tht interplay of Freeman and 
Alyx, resulting In hugely rewarding challenges 
that stir tht g•mt's set-piece-heavy formula 

Gas l eak 

Its plot continues to provide 
more quest ions than answers, 
but Half-Li fe 2 remains generous 
with the truths of its 
manufacture. In the spirit of 
Raising The Bar and recent 
Steam-delivered patches, Episode 
One takes every opportunity to 
show off the insight of its 
creators. Commentary nodes that 
t rigger aural remarks about 
particular scenes and methods 
are scattered liberally 
throughout the five chapters, 
representing a record number of 
Valve employees. With the 
secrets of Source now common 
knowledge amongst fans, the 
revelations here focus on process 
rather than technology. The 
delivery is somewhat deadpan, 
but considering the abundant 
personality that's been invested 
in the game itself, it's a wonder 
the team has any left for itself. 
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Enemy encounters are rare, but when you 
do meet the liquoricey Mojas, you' ll need 
to give them a quick thump or they'll nip 
a locoRoco free from your bouncing bulk 
with their mean little teeth - and eat him 

ead to toe, LocoRoco will make you 
sing. lt will make your eyes sing, as 
its world's flat slices of light hum 

with colour. lt will make your body sing, as it 
sways in time w1th the to-and-fro tilts needed 
to tip your wobbling blob from one end of 
the level to the other. lt will make your brain 
sing, as 1t adjusts to the slingshots and 
switchbacks of the 20 physics. And it will 
make your mouth sing, unable to resist 
jo~ning in wrth the shnll gibberish of the 
bubblegum-sweet soundtrack. Put simply, 
LocoRoco is a nursery rhyme you can play. 

And, lrke a nursery rhyme, there's an 
unanswerable log1c behind its defiantly nutty 
story. The unrverse needs repopulating with 
LocoRocos, who help keep the world in 
literal harmony wrth the1r continual songs. 
Startrng wrth JUSt one, one Loco, you tilt the 
landscape, usrng on y the Land R buttons. 
to roll h1m rnto every nook and cranny, 
looking for mag1c frurt. For every fruit eaten. 
the Loco can spawn a lrttle clone, either 
bulking up his mass into one super-Loco 
or splitting off into a swarm of individuals 
whose small SIZe lets them squeeze into the 
smallest corners. Reach the end, and you've 

Some bonus sections - and bonus items - are collected enough loco. Why? Because 
to Interact with things, the Locos must sing, and if there aren't enough of them they won't be loud enough 
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There's not just getting larger and wobblier to deal with. This 
owl likes to suck you in, chew you up and spit you out a 
different shape. Sometimes handy for slotting into skinny 
switch puzzles. and sometimes annoying, the shape persists 
even if you split your LocoRoco into its constituent characters 

re-colonised the world, ready to move onto 
the next Along the way are obstacles, 
enem1es and puzzles - and your only tool 
to defeat them is the JOlt you can g1ve the 
1andscape by rappng both shoulder buttons 
at once, bouncng you mo we a1r. 

it's a Slmp e premiSe, but there's no 
faulting the thoroughness Wtth WhiCh 1t's 
exploited. There are e ght themed worlds, 
each wrth fiVe levels, and the~r attrrbutes -
ice slides, undulating digestrve tracts, 
swaying flower platforms, cog wheels, 
plunge pools and tree vines - put your Loco 
through an assault course that would 
exhaust the hardiest children's character. Roll 
h1m up to the top of the hrl., rol him down 

As the game progresses. more props are introduced to 
keep it fresh. Controlling both your locoRoco and his 
beach ball just by tipping the landsc.ape is an absorbing 
puzzle, and one ripe with opportunities for slapstick 

again, jump him in a puddle, nght up to 
his middle, then tip him up and pour him 
out; split him up and send him crawling 
up the thinnest of spouts before putting 
him back together agarn - wrth the help, of 
course, of the circle button rather than the 
king's men and their horses. 

But LocoRoco's charm and clarity leave 
it with a problem: the razored neatness of 
its environments promises a precisron the 
controls can't prov1de. The Loco itself, round, 
deformable and prone to giving little hops 
and skips if left idle for more than a second 
or two, is a tough character to implement 
well into a platform game at the best of 
times - tougher still when you have no 
direct control over hrm. lt produces an 
exhilarating, organrc momentum as you 
squish, slide and splat through the easier 
levels, but during the more traditional 
platforming challenges of the later levels 
it becomes a fiddly frustration. 

Nor is it a frustration the game has the 
structure to alleviate. Although you can finish 
most levels with any number of Locos. 



completing the game means find1ng all 19 
fruit, maximising the size of your Loco. And, 
since there are no intermediate rewards. and 
as some levels feature one-way systems 
(meanmg you can't backtrack if you reahse 
you've reached the end and missed some 
fruit), yoo may f1nd yourself trapped 1n an 
unrewarding slog of replaying levels over and 
over Without any real sense of progress. 
These replays aren't helped by the fact that 
each world has 1ts own theme, and that's the 
only tune that you'll hear while you play. lt 
can't be changed and it can't be switched 
off, ;;md - particularly through the PSP's t inny 
speakers- some will start to grate with 
surprising ferocity as you try and re-try a 
badly-calibrated Jump. 

But then th1s 1sn't a game whose 
atmosphere IS designed to attract dogged 
complettsts. it's an atmosphere that 
encourages tdle exp oration, childlike wonder 
and forgiVIng affect1on. Played in that spirit, 
there's lit tle doubt that Sonyhas pulled out a 
plum - and g1ven the PSP its first real mascot 
in the process. [7) 

Throughout the game, you' ll meet new 
locoRoco friends. each with their own 
colour and facial tics. There's no gameplay 
implications over which you chose, but 
each has its own distinctive singing voice 
and a different theme tune to perform at 
significant moments In each of the levels 

Each level is pad<td with sMJets - most 
hidden behind walls that look solid until 
you lean into them. This would feel like 
an unfair trick were it not for your 
locoRoco's helpful habit of jiggling 
and winking in the direction of secrets 

REVIEW~ 

LO<oRocos don't just eat fruit 
they also eat bugs. Found trailed 
around each level, these are in 
effect the game's currency, and 
can be spent on minigames which 
help you collect new props for 
your LocoRoco house. These 
props are also hidden throughout 
the levels - and given by grateful 
creatures - and there are 
hundreds to collect. Each house 
(bigger ones can be unlocked 
throughout the game) has a 
convenient gust of air, blowing 
your locos up and into whatever 
assault course you have planned 
for them, with platforms, 
spinners, scales and steps. Sadly, 
a poorly-configured control 
scheme makes placing the parts 
an infuriating headache, and saps 
the fun out of what could only 
ever have been an idle distraction 
from the main game. 
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Titan Ques(s class system continues the 
game's theme of being solid yet 
approachabl~ allowing you to choose 
two pools of skills from an available eight: 
magi(. nulth. ranged and dose combat 
can be mi•ed into a complimentary hybrid 

Hunters and collectors 

The item modification system is a 
satisfying one, providing a vast 
arrangement of claws, fleeces and 
less pleasant portions to be 
liberated from slain monsters. and 
relics of gods and heroes to be 
reassembled from fragments and 
installed In your equipment. 
Greece, Egypt and the Orient each 
have their own unique upgrades, 
with relics also supplying stealth 
edutainment: concise text details 
their owner's accomplishments 
and significance to explain the 
modifiers they provide. 
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itan Quest draws rts traditions from 
two equally rigorous classical studres. 
The first is of Diablo, with its cycle of 

carnage and conspicuous consumerism, of 
visual placebos for a scramble up the 
spreadsheet of attributes and modifiers. The 
other is of the ancient world, providing a 
layer of identifrcation where most action
RPGs have only weary familiarity: it's 
understood without mouse-over tips that 
iron is stronger than copper, that the 

. . . --.' . - ~ . .. ... . . .. 
Outdoor areas' constant movement, light and life is 
astonishing. with Egypt in parti<ular rendered not just u 
baking wanes. but mirror pools and verdant floodplains. 
The visuals retain, even build on, their detail as you zoom 
in, but only the widest view is practical to play the game 

Spartans are warriors without equal, and 
that following the Nile inland will bring you 
to Thebes. 

Iron Lore has pitched for a wider 
audience by refraining from the genre's 
usual pulp shadow and splatter, and in 
doing so has created a more mature game. 
recognising that dark fantasy can fail to 
convince that its worlds are actually worth 
saving. Titan Ques!'s mythical hyper-realism 
is, at least when above ground. dazzlingly 
picturesque. with lighting so natural you 
expect there to be an elemental resistance 
for sunburn - and so to come upon Athens 
besieged, or the Han Emperor's terracotta 
armres run riot in Chang'an, provides pathos 
long before a quest vo1ceover kicks in. 

But aside from the visuals - not to belittle 
their towering production values - it 
becomes increasingly apparent that Diablo, 
not the mythical world. is the most 
prominent influence. Compared to the three 
cultures' worth of legends referenced on 
your travels. your own deeds are never more 
profound than krlling a senes of monsters. 
and never more vaned than whether the slog 
through their life-bar is up close or at range. 

Boss fights are hit·and·miss. no pun Intended, with the 
setup that makes ont! thrilling often turning the ne•t into 
a war of attrition. The game is forgiving if you di~ with 
no loss of items or experifllc~ but your patience can still 
be stretdled by the trudgo back from a respawn point 

While your foes change across continents, 
their tactics remain Identical: always 
favouring a berserk mob rush, and their use 
of player skills tending to repeat only the 
most damaging attacks {arguably a fair 
approximation of human play style). 

Never ruinously hollow, it 's more 
noticeable when the game is in closer 
confines and can 't disguise its areas as 
anything more than a room-by-room 
dungeon crawl, itself a part of antiquity. it's 
almost an unfair criticism, as the sense of 
time and place infuses the game more than 
might have been expected - but such a 
confident. resonant wortd demands more to 
accomplish wrthin 1t. That could fall to Titan 
Quest's players, whether in a system built 
solely, and bravely, for co-operative 
multiplayer, or with the magnanimous 
inclusion of the game's editing tools to create 
new content. 

Or it could fall to the industry: if Titan 
Quest was created in response to Diablo's 
mechanics, perhaps some future tit le will be 
built in response to Titan Quest's world - our 
world - and the many untapped stories it still 
has to tell. [7] 



Visually, SMBA doesn't have the eye-popping colour, or tM spHd and solidity, of tM original, but it's attractive and original, 
with themes - like Moonhaven's Victorian clockwork or Zootopia's robot tMme park gone wrong - that steer clear of cliches 

t first - based on little more than 
hearing the title - Super Monkey Ball 
Adventure sounded like a d1re 

misconception. Then the game revealed 1ts 
pure platforming heart, 1ts lacl:: of combat, 1ts 
1ocat1ons that seemed conceived wnh a little 
more Imagination than your average collect
em-up cliche, and hope swelled that it m1ght 
deliver a sweet-natured, easygoing, child
friendly offshoot that st1ll stayed true to the 
spirit of Sega's mad mm1malist class1c. In the 
end, the sad truth IS that Trave ler's Tales' 
adaptation is let down by so many small 
fa1lures of design and execution that you 
begin to suspect that 1f 1t had been a little 
less faithful and little more bland, it might 
actually have been a more bearable game 

Super Monkey Ball Adventure has the 
standard sprawling structure of a platform 
adventure: AiAi (or Baby, MeeMee or 
GonGon) must travel across f1ve large 
monkey kingdoms, perform1ng varied feats 

load times between areas are masked 
with horribly misguided and 1 

maddeningly dull 'spinner gates' that 
must be pushed round ten times before 
you tan move on. lt's like being asked 
to manually turn the OVO In the drive 

for frustrated citizens in the Ma"o Sunshine 
mode, 1n order to raise happiness and unite 
the fractured society behind a wedding 
uniting two rival clans The problem arises 
when you unite this style of game- usually a 
safe and amiable amble until latter stages at 
least - With the intense, focused demands of 
skilled p atforming. That requ1res balance, 
design rigour, and technical f1nesse on a 
tremendous scale, and that seems to be 
beyond Traveller's Tales' abilities. 

lt's just too hard, the phys1cs too 
capricious, and the tasks too frustrat.ng for 
words. Although there are no lives, you can 
still fall out of the world as you could m the 
original Monkey Ball - and if you do, a task 
must be started from scratch, no matter how 
many of its elements have been comp eted. 
Attempts at vanety have led to awfully 
inappropriate cross-breeding (even, yes, With 
stealth). The level design is often attractive 
and imaginative, but unrefined, unforgiving 

Monkey 8all Adwnnn's surprisingly detailed approach 
to the Monkey Ball myt/los txt_.. to using the slily spell 
from the second !JMnt as the b.sis for its power-up chant 
system. The monkeys' spt«h is similar babyish nonsense 

and poorly sign posted - and the pac1ng and 
balanong is haphazard, to say the least. 
Moonhaven, the spectacular clocl::\vorl:: flymg 
City, should have made a thrilling late climax. 
but 1nstead rt's a bnck wall of diff1culty that 
appears just a couple of hours into the game. 

There are things to admire: the spell
actiVated power-ups that modify your ball 
(allOWing you to 1nflate it, float it on water, 
make 1t sticky with suction-cups, and so on) 
are mostly fittmg and well-implemented. The 
determination to bring every aspect of 
Monkey Ball under one roof - with levels in 
the classic style being used to unlock new 
areas, and Monkey Target-style flight sections 
- 1s Impressive, and the availability of the 
classic levels in a standalone, traditional 
Challenge mode IS welcome But Super 
Monkey Ball Adventure ultimately doesn't 
offer the rewarding feel or inherent 
entertainment it would need to mal::e up for 
ItS exhaustingly precarious. enervating tone. 
and 1t's hard to 1mag1ne either young players 
or old fans having any patience with 1t. [4] 

REVIEW~ 

The minigame suite is weak: Fight. Race and 
Target are still diverting, if diluted, but tM 
three new games are poor. it's fair enough to 
have to buy each with bananas collected in 
the main game, but forcing you to buy 
individual stages for them is a step too far 

Tilts and tumbles 

Not even Amusement Vision's 
own designers managed to 
match the condensed, sadistic 
brilliance of the level design in 
the fi l'$t Monkey Ball. so it would 
be unreasonable to expect 
Traveller's Tales to: in fact. they 
make a decent fist of t heir classic 
'puzzle' levels. They a re at least 
in the pure spirit of the orig inal 
rather than t he g immicks of its 
sequel, and feature some 
cunning and dastardly ideas; but 
t hey aren' t quite as finely-crafted 
or contained, they don't 
encourage experiment to the 
same degree, and they swing too 
w ildly between the extreme 
poles of difficulty. The challenge 
mode has a basically similar 
structure to the original games 
but Is half-broken by t he lack of 
w arp gates or banana-dispensing 
bonus levels. 
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Hit and run 

Completing the two most 
accessible endings unlocks a Hard 
difficulty (possibly more penalty 
than reward), as well as another 
subversive twist. the ability to 
replay missions as surprisingly 
tight time trials - with a bonus 
for never using your remote 
viewing ability. A score attack 
mission featuring a returning face 
from the first game - who has 
obviously been pushed too far
hints at the style the other. 
inevitable unlockables will follow. 

ost cu lt successes attract their 
followmg, but the first Siren bullied 
itself one. SuNival in its suNival 

horror seemed so remote. the broken 
timeline so dismembered, that it was only a 
few electrodes on your DuaiShocl: away from 
bemg a psychological laboratory test. 

The elements that won 1t grudging 
adm1ration return m the sequel, including 
a fradured narratrve. a d1verse cast of 
disarmingly fra1l charaders and an utterly 
pitiless atmosphere- th1s t1me produced by 
the unwelcoming concrete of a postwar 
Japanese island community, and a call of the 
sea that's hungry and primal. Remaining 
uniquely unkind to its cast, Siren 2 is more 
sympathetic to 1ts players: upping the once
ponderous speed of its stealth creep and 
interface, and easing the demands of replay. 
it even offers an Easy dlff,culty. as much as 
any scenano where a defence ess charader 
1s hunted by a VICIOUS mob could be 
descnbed as easy 

That mortal h1de-and-seel: is still where 
much of the game's horror, and at times 
frustration, IS drawn from. But as it jumps 

Mele~ combat has the motion and improvised weapons to be brutal, but not enough 
sense of connection to prevent button-mashing. Given enemies' dogged regeneration 
and unlimited ammunition, you'll still want to beat them down any chance you get 
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Guns feel unexpectedly competent in the hands of those 
who know how to use them, and firstperson aim (barring 
deadzones) is solid. You can go into firstperson at any time, 
and it's an effective use of the perspective, taping the umera 
to the head of an already well-articulated thirdperson model 

from moment to moment, roles regularly 
swttch from hunted to hunter - a sense of 
contrast befrttlng a game that spurns screen 
furn1ture. but requires regular visrts to a front 
end With the graphic design of a car parts 
manual Combat doesn't have Resrdent Evil 
4's fmality- not least because enemies can 
only be beaten back, not blown apart -but it 
can work to colour the game's shifting tone. 
from desperation to premeditatiOn to sheer 
hateful excess. 

Such constant reinvention isn't always 
successful, however, and the lulls expose 
the arb1trary nature of Siren 2's plotting t's 

SirM continues to have no qualms about threatening 
teenage, or even pre-school, characters- or turning them 
against each other. The dual structure, in which repeated 
sections provide another conclusion, makes each moment 
of rescue or trust seem a fake·out for something darker 

an unreliable narrator. respecting or ignoring 
adions made earlier m the timeline on its 
own whims. And those actions are still a 
scavenger hunt directed by game prompts 
rather than reason- making sense when 
viewed with hindsight, rf at all. Uncovenng 
a story rn reverse is much of Srren 2's draw, 
though, otherwise spend1ng so much effort 
to keep characters al ive only so they can 
meet fates worse than death would be too 
masochistic. it's a forensic investtgation, 
with as much of the story to be uncovered 
sifting through an archive as in tracing the 
cast's last steps, and in questioning how 
many of the intentional blanks you really 
want to fill. 

Where Siren 2's best moments of 1n-game 
design and meta-game setup coincide, and 
you enter a mtssion as a leap of faithlessness 
- expecting the worst, but you still have to 
know - the experience that follows is like 
nothing else gaming has ever achieved. 
And that might just come as a relief. [7) 



Each Trotmobile is comprised of various frames 
corresponding to body parts. which Wl be purchased 
throughout the world, or developed for upgraded attack 
and defensive properties. Special frames can be equipped 
to ferry passengers around the world or to collect 
resources to sell in areas where they're most needed 

[!J 
f you set out to look for the 
fundamental differences between 
the east and west's respectiVe 

approaches to non-linear garP1ng n 
Sreambor Chronides, the answer hlts you the 
mmute your steampunk Trotmob e "rst sets 
foot 1n its first village. Where the v.est mtght 
allow you to charge through town With 
WICked and reckless abandon. Steambot. Ln 
contrast, strips the player of contro' entrely 
beyond choosing destination pomts, w th the 
resulting trip acted-out in turn, your mech 
staymg meticu lously aligned With road lanes, 
making all necessary stops at traffiC lights 
and coming to a gentle stop perfectly atop 
its marked spot. 

it's that essential pol iteness that 
permeates every moment of the game, even 
when you lead its amnesiac hero Vamlla 
down the path to villainy. Its ma1n quest 
involves Vanilla·s travels throughout the 
world onboard your fully-customisable 
vehicle, offing bandits in the wilderness 
between each gated community and lendmg 
help however necessary to its welcoming 
cast. both good and evil. But its volum1nous 
amount of side-quests and diversions, the 
real meat of the game - raw materials 
trading, regional billiards championships and 
arena battles, randomly-generated dungeon 
crawting, fossil excavation. odd jobs and 
even dating - are politely tucked below the 
surface of its main quest: there for you if you 
choose to seek them, but unobtrusively 
obscured for you to freely ignore. That near
infinitesimal attention to detail I rem has put 
into crafting its world, perhaps further 
evidence of the east-west divide. is also 
evident in its populace. Where other free
roaming games of its type might use town 

REVIEW ~ 

Because of his trauma4 inspirtd amMsia. 
Vanilla's interactions with t~ Iouis are leh 
to the player's whim with each dialogue 
sequence offering choices from courteous to 
offensive which colour his status in the world 

In contnst to the qoNI ,,. of the rest of the game. Trotmobile battles both in the field and in arenas art 
rMKous- the twin-sticlc-<ontron.d mechs effortlessly dashing and attacking with customisable weapons 

c1t1zens as a featureless meandering 
backdrop, Instead nearly every member of 
Steambo!'s ho1 polloi f1ts into the world's 
well-oiled mach1nery m the1r own distinct 
way, even ,f just to serve as counterpoint to 
another person's flippant as1de. 

The greatest challenge of non-linearity is 
m ma1nta1n1ng cons1stent focus and purpose. 
and though there's rarely any real doubt 
which tasks will advance its plotline, the 
freedom that it otherwise provides can 
ultimately leave you spoiled for choice. 
Contrasted with the urgency of the requests 
of its central quest, players are left with the 
allure of exploration largely tainted with an 
underlying gnawing sense of needless 
dawdling. And though the game prides itself 
on its relaxed pace. the above-mentioned 
hands-off approach to in-town movement 
comb1ned With necessary back and forth 
treks from one village to the next means that 
impatience IS only ever one accepted quest 
away and little of importance can be 
accomplished in a short amount of time. 

In the end, desp1te the adventurous 
underpinnings of ItS storyline. the game 
works best approached as a le1surely long
term investment. Seeing only its main quest 
through IS less than half its reward, and 
attempting to race beyond its own 
predetermined speed limits only results in 
frustration. but given the time to slow-burn 
and settle in at its own tempo the immensity 
of its offerings will rarely disappoint [7] 

Easily the best of Steambors 
mini-tasks comes from joining 
travelling band Garland 
Globetrotters. Initially limited 
to harmonica accompaniment. 
throughout the course of his 
adventures Vanilla can acquire 
additional instruments to 
perform with the band to earn 
extra money and accolades. 
Each instrument has its own 
unique control method, variously 
combining analogue stick twirls 
and button presses and, though 
they can be somewhat loose on 
timing, they come together to 
comprise a surprisingly 
accomplished minigame 
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When a warlord's samurai gtMrals bKome wiMrablt. a fluny of missions to assassinate or protect them 
follow- in a practical, but dishonourable twist, you can sign on for guard duty then 'accidentally' slay them 

Ninja garden 

Crow's hideout features an 
editable walled garden: first used 
as a t raining ground, it quickly 
be<:omes a battlefield once he 
begins making enemies, who 
launch smash-and-grab raids 
between missions. Finding the 
perfect balance between Shinto 
tranquillity and deathtraps can be 
compelling, and provides practice 
for the game's full mission editor. 
As with Tenchu 1, the Japanese 
fan-mission community's 
torturous best has been 
immortalised in a Japan-only ... 
expansion, Shinobido Takumi. 
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cquire, once the house of Tenchu. 
has distanced itself from its lost 
franchise with the Way Of The 

Samurai games' trials in branching structure. 
And yet it's obviously been keenly aware of 
Tenchtls failure to find a second wind on the 
second PlayStation, driving this somewhat 
belated return with as spiritual a successor as 
copyright can allow. 

Though hero Crow has a fixed storyline 
of his own to follow. that story bookends a 
looser tale of three warlords' conflict for 
control of his province. You're tree to throw 
in with any of the trio, with continued 
faithful service offenng missions of greater 
importance, difficulty and reward: but 
provided Crow goes unseen in action, his 
other patrons will be unaware of his shifting 
loyalttes, allowing you to play for all sides 
wh1le setting them against each other. 

it's a set-up no less satisfying for its 
simplicity of presentation, although the same 
can't be said for Shinobido's levels. Simply 
blank boards for pieces to be arranged on -
hosting objectives from foraging to postage, 
kidnap to assassination - they can prove 

forgettable before you've actually finished a 
mission set in one. Thankfully, Crow is from 
the action-game school of ninja, a force of 
wall-running, somersaulting motion with 
little time for sightseeing. A button-tap 
launches a headlong sprint that can be used 
for the feudal equivalent of a drive-by 
assassmation, or combined with Jumps to 
clear rooftops 1n a thrilling clatter of ules. 

A physics model provides the barrel,ng 
momentum, and also encourages you to tip 
and throw objects to your advantage. but 
the1r 1nert1a can be unpredictable - the 
grappling hne launch1ng Crow over a balcony 
and 1nto the lap of the watchman he was 
stalkmg, or a V1tal1tem hornfy1ngly rolling off 
a cliff at the slightest upset lt's a problem 
compounded by the riot scenes that ensue 
upon d1scovery, produc1ng dozens of men 
desperately attack1ng Crow, each other and 
the scenery to an extent that ne1ther the 
game's clockwork methodology nor its 
engine can necessanly recover from. 

For all its advances and avenues for 
experimentation, it can seem that the most 
practical way to play Shinobido is with 

exactly the same overcautious creep as 
Tenchu, other than cutting downtime with 
a sprint between targets. Endearing despite 
its flaws, it's not so much the way of the 
ninja in itself, but an indication of the way 
the ninja game can retain its relevancy: if 
a sequel can find the proper production 
support next generation. Shmobido could 
become the game that its developers and 
players deserve. I 6) 

Stealth kills remain a highlight, snagging an enemy's 
ankle from a ledge or (above) impaling a target through a 
screen door are particularly satisfying. Setting up exotic 
kills is made more fraught by a familiar fuzziness that can 
send Crow tumbling rather than actually grabbing a ledge 



The thrH classes of car - Derby, Ra<ing and StrHt - follow 
the standard path from slow and tough to last and fragile. 
Unusually, the game's banger·radng aesthetk and S"''ftior 
dirt-track handling make the lowliest the more compelling. 
and later stages suit the game's chop-shop charm less well 

2J 
latOut 2 os a testament to the 
homogemsmg power of market 
forces. This formerly scru~ stock· 

car racer now shimmers beneath a 
presentational oil slick sophoned straoght from 
the hold of the EA supertanker loadong 
screens detail the pointless backstones of 
airbrushed 20-somethong nvals; on-race 
events and achievements are shouted 10 

fierce italicised orange; doalogue boxes pop 
up to tell you which Nickelback song is 
currently playing. From the soundtrack's 
hard-rock bluster to the cornfields, storm 
drains and downtown skyscrapers of the 
locations. FlatOut has been pi ucked out of 
the Finnish mud and landed straight in the 
middle-American heartland. 

But what about the game underneath? 
Has the ~r.ee spirit of the original - rambling, 

FlatOufs engine was always 
good, and it's all the more so 
now that the robust handling 
and physics are accompanied 
by lavish visuals. Improved 
art direction can take a lot of 
the credit, with locales like 
the down·home American 
farmstead drenched in colour 

tyre-toppling. physical dirt-track racing 
Without borders - been trampled underfoot 
in the march to marketability? The answer is 
yes, but not entirely, and nor is it completely 
a bad thong. it's still a straightforward. 
knockabout racer enlivened by large run-off 
areas. destructible bangers and piles of 
debns at every corner that, when scattered 
across the track, stay there; but this concept 
has been streamlined and conventionally 
redorected. The tracks are far more detailed 
and dramatic, and arguably more 
entertaining, but they're also more staged, 
woth an abundance of solid borders to scrape 
agamst. and the open space carefully 
orgamsed around shortcuts and an 
occasoonal wide apron of multiple-choice 
chaos. it's not freedom, but it feels a little like 
it, and it is better, more focused design. 

What's become of the game's highly 
evolved physics and persistent dynamic 
debns is more of a double-edged sword. 
There IS a huge amount of destructible 
scenery (matching Full Auto on 360 woth 

ease). Rocks, however, seem to be made 
of polystyrene, aircraft engines bounce 
like beach balls and anything less than a 
telephone box won't meaningfully slow you 
down. it may still be far from the weightless 
balsa-wood props of most other racers. but 
it doesn't senously punosh. and ot's hard to 
use creatovely to punosh others. it's mostly for 
show (and along woth Jumps and crashes, for 
buoldong your notrous reserves), shifting the 
compelltove emphasos firmly onto car-on-<ar 
contact. Burnout.· Takedown style. 

Where AatOut felt like racing in a field, 
FlatOut 2 feels loke racong on a film set lt 
has been reshaped onto the archetypal, 
competent arcade racer - a genre now 
composed almost exclusovely of competent 
archetypes. all on the thrall of Criterion's 
trallblazong senes. it's not much closer to 
Burnout's unnaturally perfect risk-reward 
balance than 1ts rivals. although it is still 
distinguished by challenging difficulty and 
pithy. weighty, surprisingly realistic handling. 
it's a solid game, but at the cost of seeing 
another wayward entertainer straighten up 
its ad and join the ranks of the dedicated 
followers of fashion. [6] 

Aggressivo. unpredictable driver AI is a vital 
strength of FldtOut 2; singleplayer just 
wouldn't have been fun without il However, 
despite a ~ible instarot reset button and 
balanced nitro rewards, the game's chaotk 
nature can make progress frustratingly 
difficult. and the weak upgr-. don' t help 

Ragtime bond 

FlatOut's cheekily gruesome 
ragdoll olympics - essentially 
a series of golf-style minigames 
in which the car is the dub and 
its driver the ball - were an 
irreverent. throwaway hit. so 
it's no surprise that they return. 
euphemi.sticalty termed 'stunts'. 
Unfortunately, the sumptuous 
setting and expanded range 
of challenges they're given this 
time around feel like overkill 
for such a silly, slender concept 
(drive, set angle, laugh). The 
new aerobatic aftertouch Is 
minimal, and most new 
challenges require more precision 
than most players will be 
bothered to muster, although 
'stone skipping' is a joy. A decent 
set of high-concept special event 
racetracks - ovals and figures of 
eight. mostly - and free·for-all 
destruction derbies round out 
the extras package. 
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hen we last looked at Rise & 
Fall, we concluded that its 
appealing premise - of an RTS 

which let you zoom in to the level of 
an action game - was poorly served by 
Stainless' rather inept implementation. 
Midway clearly shared that opinion, 
and refused to accept the game the 
studio delivered, triggering Stainless' 
demise and many months of internal 
remedial work. The result is a slicker, 
stronger game, but one which still 
falls short of its aims. 

The strategy side is tolerably well 
handled: while not wandering too far 
from Westwood's ageing template, it 
boasts a slim line resource-gathering 
model, intelligent troop controls and a 
particular flair for naval combat. Drop 
in to the sandals of your hero, either 
as leader of an army or lone 
commando, and you're granted a 
rudimentary handful of troop 
commands and physical attacks which 
provide both precise control and a 
more visceral involvement with the 
action on the battlefield. 

As might be expected, it's not a 
perfect combination, but the problem 
here is largely one of pacing, with a 
jarring disconnection between the 
unsophisticated flail of the hands-on 
combat and the more carefu lly 
measured tactics of the bigger picture. 
While this is certainly not the place for 
elaborate combo moves, it was over· 
optimistic to expect just three attacks 
and one block to adequately carry 
protracted, finger-cramping - and 
unavoidable - fight sequences. 

Sea battles are Rise And Falfs greatest single 
triumph. Vessels can generate their own forces, 
making them much more than mere water·borne 
artillery. Grappling and boarding enemy ships, or 
simply splitting them in half, is a delight to watch 

it was also a little optimistic to 
push the engine into cutscene duties. 
While it capabably renders the 
battlefield at any distance, it suffers 
when inspected at close range for 
prolonged periods. Coupled to an 
inexpensive cast and script, the results 
are low resolu tion and high camp. 
Admittedly, such flamboyance is part 
of Rise & Fall's charm: seeing your foes 
sent flying as their ship is sliced in half, 
or lost to a cloud of blood as you flail 
at them in the arena adds a sense of 
spectacle to what could othervvise be 
rather po-faced material. 

Yet despite this, it's hard not to 
take Rise & Fall seriously. lt isn't 
perfectly rea lised, but the subtleties of 
tactical planning and the bloodiness of 
frontl ine slashing combine to suggest 
a new way forvvard for realtime 
strategy. Rarely have game heroes felt 
so heroic, and combined with the 
scope at which the genre excels, it's an 
alluring prospect for the future. [6) 

The developers would have done well to 
halt their borrowings from Gladiator at the 
soundtrack. The arena level, though good 
looking. outstays its welcome, showing up the 
un.sophisticated combat and crude sound effects 

Atop the waves, there's little in Unleashed that won't 
act up when scrutinised. Beach·dwellers run back and 
forth like an 8bit loading screen, penned by invisible 
walls and their habit of teleporting down the shore 

hose who believe Jaws' 
comedic potential to have 
peaked with the Aussie· 

accented Michael Caine should 
perhaps take a moment to sit down. 
Amity Island 's latest scourge, here 
called Jaws even though he wasn't in 
the films, holds more than just a 
grudge. Its belly, for instance, hankers 
for all manner of edibles hidden 
throughout this belated game, from 
tin cans to number plates and treasure 
chests. Previously unadvertised 
juggling skills come as a surprise, as 
does the ability to spit waterborne 
objects over a hundred metres through 
the air and belly-flop surface vessels 
like a maritime Mario. Missions then 
apply these talents to such improbable 
acts of Luddism- you can devastate 
three oi l rigs in fifteen minutes - that 
some extraordinary backstory yearns to 
be told Perhaps the shark is pro
Greenpeace, or ex·CIA. Sadly, we 
never find out. 

Majesco's recent troubles 
symptoms of which include the 
abortion of Taxi Driver, and the sale of 
Ghost Rider and The Darkness - have 
left their mark on a vaguely likeable, 
chucklesome adventure. Its sandbox 
ocean, split into several of Amity's 
surrounding regions, teems w ith life of 
multiform shape and colour, modelled 
in every instance with natural ism and 
care. The effort invested in the shark's 
own manufacture has created a lithe 
and almost hypnotic beast, capable 
of turn ing grace into savagery with 

The much publicised dismemberment engine 
claims to fac.ilitate over 25 amputations; in 
humans. at least, we only observed about six of 
note. Waggling tourists about until a limb pops 
off in a crimson doud, however, is endless fun 

a trigger-controlled chomp. lt says 
much for the game we could have 
seen, had Appaloosa's development 
time not so evidently been curtai led 
by circumstance. 

Perhaps then we'd have enjoyed a 
full suite of voice samples, rather than 
a scant few played back at different 
pitches. Perhaps, with proper QA, it 
wouldn't have been so easy to wedge 
yourself in inescapable places, or fall 
foul of a malfunctioning camera that 
finds even passing from above to 
below the water troubling. In fact, 
with the exceptions of deplorably bad 
cutscenes and haphazard sign posting, 
there are few significant flaws here 
that a steadier gestation couldn't 
have resolved. Particularly, it brings an 
entrancing, Ecco-esque stoicism to its 
world that even a temperamental 
framerate, cacophonous (though 
faithful) score, and myriad glitches 
find hard to disrupt. [4] 



The mission editor is a highlight, a well-implemented 
piece of technology that makes the game's awful 
draw distance seem even more befuddling. The 
Japanese release has prompted the appearance 
of sites dedicated to the sharing of maps, although 
it's not clear if such downloads will be region· free 

lot has happened to the 
stealth genre si nee Tenchu's 
PlayStation inception, most 

notably its saturation and relentless 
cameo appearances in other gaming 
categories, but also its solid growth 
and refinement en route. The series 
itself has long been overtaken by a 
number of franchises, but it's one that 
reta ins its own particular groove of 
gratuitous stealth kills, even if that 
groove can sometimes feel like a rut, 
gummed up by sticky controls. 

In one way, Time Of The Assassins 
is very much trapped in the dark ages, 
featuring a dismal draw-distance that's 
a throwback to the earl iest Tenchu 
t itles. Peep around a corner into a 
room that's of moderate size and its 
furthest walls are lost in the gloom, a 
fog of war that turns line-of-sight 
enemy detection into a literal blind 
alley. lt doesn't break the game: an on
screen meter helps the player feel out 
nearby enemies well enough, but 

FMV sequences are of high quality, albeit with a 
dub that has some awful lip synch. Voice acting is 
bearable, but subtitled Japanese dialogue as well 
as the English seems too much to ask of a UMD 
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there's that vital element of satisfaction 
- of visually tracking a target - that's 
completely absent, leaving the 
signature silent slays to provide 
fulfilment. Elsewhere, however, things 
look better, thanks to detailed 
characters and smooth animation 
that's only tainted by the stealth 
crouch, which allows movement in a 
limited number of directions. 

But then there's the scrappy 
camera system that. when coupled 
with the pitch-black periphery of the 
player's vision, makes the virgin voyage 
through each stage feel frustratingly 
awkward when compared to 
subsequent, more graceful replays. 
Those missions are typically slim PSP
sized bites. thankfully, and take in four 
whole storylines (plus a bonus 
unlockable fifth). 

While Tenchu hasn't moved on, it 
has moved out - stocking a splendid 
amount of content . An amiable, 
option-rich mission editor, 
co-op and versus possibilities. and a 
roster of over two-dozen hidden 
characters that can be accessed for 
unlocked missions via freeplay. Time 
Of The Assassins may be clumsy, but 
it's still a formula that can engage if 
approached correctly - it's the very 
definition of a fan-centric product, 
an instalment best enjoyed by those 
with the experience to overcome its 
flaws, and the persistence to 
savour its breadth. [5) 

here's a razor-thin line that 
separates remake, revival and 
ripoff, and that tense 

tightrope walk is one that's been 
heightening for the past few years 
between Mitchell, creators of late '90s 
arcade underdog Puzz Loop, and 
PopCap, reigning kings of the casual, 
and their multi-platform success Zuma. 
Play both back-to-back and the 
similarities are unmistakable to even 
the most inattentive, and the five or so 
year difference in copyright notices tell 
all the story that needs to be told. 
Magnetica, then, can be read as 
Mitchell continuing its partnership 
with Nintendo first struck with 
Polarium, and reasserting itself on the 
gaming landcape with an updated and 
enhanced version of its original lP. 

Like Polarium, Magnetica sticks to 
cool minimalist essentials in its 
presentation, stripping all the thematic 
pretensions later added by its imitator, 
but maintains its original frenetic 
gameplay, with necessary concessions 
made to its platform. Using the stylus 
to grab and flick the playable marble 
toward its target is a refreshingly 
intuitive and surprisingly accurate 
addition that keeps the pace 
consistently hurried, versus the fine
tuned turn and point of the past, and 
Mitchell carries the ideas further in its 
multiplayer mode with screen 
obscuring ion-cloud attacks that can 
be blown away by the player with the 
DS's microphone. 

Despite the obvious staying power 
of the game's mechanics that has 
made it a hit in all its various iterations, 
it strains to push itself beyond its one-

Magnetica has a slender number of truly unique 
additions. For example, sinking a marble into one 
of the board's corner pocl<ets spins the top screen's 
fruit-machine-like tumblers for a chance at getting 
one of the game's power·ups. These have the useful 
ability to stop or slow time, or even to remove all 
balls of a single colour from the advancing chain 

Magnetica offers a predictable set of game 
modes to flesh itself out: Challenge is its longer· 
playing marathon mode, Quest sees a larger set 
of more creatively designed short·play boards 
and Puzzle brings a cerebral diversion to dear 
a string with a pre-selected stock of marbles 

note colour-matching principle and 
into truly engaging puzzling. Though 
it exemplif ies the instant accessibility 
and quick-burst satisfaction of its 
Touch Generations categorisation, 
even with its varied game modes it's 
at a decided disadvantage without 
offering quite enough variety or 
reward to set it clearly above its 
budget-priced competitor. And this, 
unfortunately, might be its most 
frustrating downfall - that, nearly a 
decade on and despite how cleverly 
it tries, it simply hasn 't been able to 
revolutionise its own formula 
sufficiently to fully reclaim its 
identity from its doppelganger. [6] 



he fact that Sonnori's 12-year
old adventure plays like a JRPG 
parody (anime character 

montages, stolen artefacts and the 
sheer cheek of having the hero asleep 
at the opening) is the least of its 
worries - its failings run much deeper. 

Sprites performing charming 
pantomimes and incidental touches 
of humour are scant consolation for 
Astonishia's dismissive attitude toward 
characterisation. Disregarding some 
particularly incongruous and 
unintentionally amusing dialogue, 
meaningful character development 
is practically non-existent, with 
members of your party flitting in and 
out of your force with depressing 
regularity - leaving you with a 
superficial attachment to all but the 
story's main hero. 

it's a problem that extends to the 
battle system, too. Being a near 
carbon copy of the Shining Force 
system - albeit initiated through a 
combination of visible overworld 
enemies and random encounters 
means that there's plenty of potential 
there, but the absence of any real 
character or skill diversity and the lack 
of consistent party members means 
that strategy is almost redundant. 
Likewise, enemies are lacking in 
variation - and those you face seem 
curiously predisposed to concentrate 
their attacks on either the weakest in 
the field or the main hero- knowledge 
of which, much as in Shining Force, 
can be used to your advantage, often 
cheapening encounters. 

Astonishia's 'leave·no·stone·unturned' approach 
to exploration is exhausting. Every house, town 
and NPC needs to be thoroughly investigated, 
often multiple times, in order to progress -
usually through means you least expected 

Perhaps its most irritating flaw 
however, is a lack of attention to its 
own plot - impacting not only on how 
you engage with the story, but also on 
your overall progress. Fetch and carry 
quests are a compulsory distraction 
that give you little to genuinely care 
about, and the constant to-ing and 
fro-ing serves only to make you 
impatient for something, anything, of 
note to help sustain your interest. 

Things are confounded further 
through poor signposting and 
unfocused design that can often leave 
you feeling lost. Avenues that look as 
though they offer a way forward do 
not, while the solutions for furthering 
proceedings can often prove 
maddeningly inconspicuous - you 
suspect that progress is more a case of 
good fortune than anything else. 

Astonishia ultimately proves to 
be little more than a charming 
catalogue of decade-old foibles 
and cliche. Western publishers, it 
seems, have yet to successfully 
plunder Korea's hidden treasures. [4] 

So bad it's good or often just plain odd - Astonishia does, often unintentionally, have a sense of humour. 
And there's a rare self-awareness there that, briefly, will er ad< a smile long after you've given up hope 

REVIEW~ 

The collectable machines themselves. while possessed 
of a certain cute chunkiness, are so astonishingly basic L...1'}'Jiill!o..:~ 
visually they're impossible to covet beyond retentive 
completism. The game's dated looks may be a result of 
being developed across four very disparate platforms --'-'lilt' 

he V4 suffix is Codemasters' 
way of denying all knowledge 
of 2002's Atari-published 

version of Micro Machines, and taking 
repossession of its classically manic 
top-down toy racing franchise for the 
first time since V3, eight long years 
and at least one hardware generation 
ago. But it hasn't ignored Micro 
Machines' spiritual successor, the blunt 
and brilliant Mashed, hiring that 
game's developers for this one and 
integrating its power-up weapon 
system. Strangely though, Supersonic 
seems more concerned with doing 
justice to the faded tenets of an all
but-defunct toy licence than with 
besting its own high-water mark in 
this micro-genre. 

The cheerfully prosaic racing arenas 
- pool table, flowerbed, classroom, 
attic - return, this time with a little 
light physics acting on the obstacles, 
and a few dynamic hazards like 
hairdryers and buzzsaws thrown in. 
They' re designed for effect rather than 
involvement, though, as well as being 
rather plain graphically and far more 
lifeless and humourless then their 
cheeky 2D ancestors. Like the toy line. 
the focus is on collecting, swapping 
and gambling (in multiplayer) the huge 
range of diminutive cars- no boats or 
'copters this time around, sadly. The 

best way to earn them is through 
the singleplayer game, but it's far 
too hard, and too preoccupied with 
a proliferation of joyless or pointless 
mode variations like checkpoint racing 
and team battles. 

The strangest move of all, though, 
is to slow the frantic, destructive pace 
set by Mashed. The weapons are hard 
to use effectively, and instant 
elimination is both rare and 
unspectacular; health and speed are 
slowly chipped away and easily 
replenished. Even Mashed's greatest 
stroke of genius, the offscreen cursor
guided weapons to keep knocked-out 
players involved, have been rendered 
sluggish and weedy Perhaps it's all in 
acknowledgment of the more innocent 
playfulness of the licence - but it 
might have been better to forget 
about Mashed's power-ups completely 
and concentrate on tighter course 
design with more opportunities for 
old-fashioned argy-bargy. 

There's a nugget of brilliance at the 
heart of Micro Machines that's too 
simple and sol id to crush, it's true, but 
the laughable track editor, fussy 
interface and baffling load times 
certainly don't justify this release. A 
pared-down, purist VS would be 
welcome on what is surely its rightful 
new home - Live Arcade. [4] 
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TIME EXTEND 
510 MEIER'S ALPHA CENTAURI 
FOOMAT MAC. PC 
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Colonising untamed worlds 
is commonplace in space
set titles, but the relative 
int imacy of Alpha Centauri 
-spanning a planet, not a 
galaxy - is more unique. In 
some ways it seems a 
thematic continuation from 
lead designer Brian 
Reynolds' first Firaxis title, 
1994's Colonization, which 
dealt with the founding of 
the Americas. Sd-fi settings 
tend towards the grandiose 
for their effe<t. but Alpha 
Centauri achieves as much 
atmosphere with less mass 
- as the strategy genre's 
viewpoint continues to 
draw in to ground level, 
that closeness may be a 
blueprint for the future. 



Alpha Centaurl generally 
keeps to hard sci-fi, with 
the not insignificant 
exception of the planet 
itself being a psychic super
consciousness, able to 
muster a more focused and 
urgent defence against 
ecological contamination 
than Earth. The expansion, 
Alien Crossfire, keyed the 
chords of space opera a 
little more heavy-handedly 
with the introduction of 
two warring alien races, 
as well as another five 
factions born from post· 
Earth ideals. While Alien 
Crossfire did strengthen its 
parent game, and offer the 
ability to create a custom 
faction to add to the 
melting pot, it makes for an 
experience that isn't as 
immediately relatable. 







THE MAKING OF ... 
TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY 
Forget Oblivion's sumptuous living world - players have been jostling 
with the day-to-day lives of the locals for more than two decades 

ORIGINAL FORMAT: BBC MICRO PUBLISHER BUG BYTE OEVROPER TREVOR HAU ORIGIN UK RELEASE DATE: 1983 



Not ton tent with revealing the 
secret of life, Hall also hinted at a 
sequel in the conclusion of Twin 
Kingdom Valley. 

"Near the end, you find a river 
of gold," he recalls. "You have to 
wonder where it would go7 And 
that's where the next game would 
take you. But how could you travel 
the river7 What boat could 
withstand molten gold7" 

Hall intended to push the 
number of creatures into the 
hundreds and locations into the 
thousands, all within 64K. He had 
begun designs for a desert and 
forest dty, before deciding that his 
employers Bug Byte were ' truly a 
rotten outfit' and left the games 
industry all together. But we can 
exclusively reveal that the long 
awaited Valley Of Gold is in 
development - an ending much 
happier than the usual TKV death at 
the hands of an irate Desert King. 



The vibrant valley is set to make a 
triumphant and highly convenient 
return. Developer lan Pare has been 
busy producing a version for mobile 
phones, complete with a predictive 
text input option and remarkably 
faithful graphics. 

During the project. UK-ba.sed 
Pare developed a correspondence 
with Hall, who now lives in 
California. Despite having left game 
design b<!hind in Blighty two 
decades ago, Hall was soon newly 
inspired and ended up contributing 
new locations, creatures, pictures 
and puzzles to the game. Thus the 
final product Is an expanded version 
of the fuller C64 version and is 
available for download from www. 
twinkingdomvalley.co.uk 







Euphoria consists of two basic 
components. The first is 
Euphoria:core, which is the 
actual animation engine. This 
is a lightweight component 
that needs to be integrated 
with the main game engine 
and also feeds into the game's 
physics engine. With these 
links In place, a character's 
animation stream can be 
switched from pre-canned 
animatlons, created by an 
animator, to the procedural 
animation driven by Euphoria. 
Typically, Euphoria can be 
used to drive the animation 
of around five onscreen 
characters, usually those that 
are the most important or 
closest to the camera. 

One of the best features 
of the technology is its non
disruptive nature. so 
developers can use it initially 
to replace a small number of 
animations. If it works well, 
more canned animations can 
be replaced with Euphoria. 
Alternatively. If it doesn't 
work. Euphoria can be 
replaced In turn by pre
canned anlmations. 

The other component to 
the technology is Euphoria: 
studio, which is the authoring 
environment used to create 
the animation behaviours 
applied to characters. At 
present, these are created by 
Natural Motion's engineers. 
but in time, developers will be 
able to make their own. 
Euphorla:studio also contains 
links Into modelling and 
animation packages, so 
animators can import their 
skeletons and data. 

'"The animators often 
create pre-visualisation data 
of what they want the 
animations to look like, 
which our engineers then 
use to create a behaviour." 
says Torsten Reil. "Usually 
the animators will then want 
to tweak the animations, 
and we will expose the 
parameters so they can play 
around with them. The big 
advantage of this approach is 

our clients can hit the 
ground running.• 



11 

I 
feel a bit weird- a strange thing happened 
the other day. I wandered into Game, as I 
am wont to do on weekend excursions into 

Carmarthen -it's a stock part of the weekly 
trajectory, past the shop that sells ttnbelievably 
kitsch items that I simply cannot imagine 
buying in a non-ironical sense, pausing briefly 
to get a packet of Camel from the tobacconists 
that for some reason has a sign saying 

'Northern British' outs ide although we are quite 
plainly in west Wales, nipping into the pie shop 
to get a similarly-displaced Cornish pastie, 
arriving at the brushing-crumbs-out-of-beard 
phase of consumption just as I arrive at Game. 
Wander in, have a mooch around, and as usual 
there isn't much I'm actually interested in 
buying (apart from maybe that 360 WWTI 
flying game, but that can wait nntil it gets below 
£so I think). I've got plenty of 360 stuff to be 
going on with and I've had my OS games already 

Game a few years ago. Most recently I was there 
at 7.3oam on a cold December morning last year 
with half-a-dozen other silly buggers to collect 
my 360. OS and PSP straight from Japan, no 
messing waiting around for tardy UK releases. I 
remember waiting by the phone for the call to 
let me know my PS2 was in the shop and 
rushing to collect it. A stepdown, a modern telly 
and companies willing to ship me stuff from 
anywhere on the planet in response to a few 
mouse clicks mean that if I really want to I can 
have gaming hardware from anywhere pretty 
much as soon as it's available, and by and large 
over the years that is exactly what I've done. 

So it did surpr ise me, not feeling the 
familiar Pavlovian response to a preorder 
availability notification. Partly it's Sony's fault, 
I guess - yes, I saw some nice stuff at E3, but 
nothing particularly super-wow, nothing of the 
sort that has you wishing your summer away 

Sony could probably have completely had me if there was 
lovely, sweet HO footage of a new Wipeout for PS3 at E3 '' on in1port since I can't be bothered waiting for 

the UK release schedule. My Animal Crossing 
town is already six months old, thank )'"Ou so 
much Nintendo Curope. 

I notice that they have notices stuck up on 
the wall inviting me to pre-register my interest 
in the Play Stat ion 3, and you know what> I 
don't feel anything. No urge to make a beeline 
for the counter to put my name down, no 
anxiety that the notices might have been up a 
few days and that therefore I might be further 
back in the queue than I would have liked -
nothing. Can't be arsed. 

That made me feel. .. weird. I've always been 
an inveterate early adopter of consoles. I had the 
fir~1 Dreamcast in Carmarthen out of that very 

gagging for the release date and perfectly willing 
to buy the hardware just to play the one game. 
Sony could probably have completely had me if 
there was lovely, sweet HO footage of a new 
Wipeout for PS3 at E3 -I've made S\veet, animal 
love to each iteration of that series over a 
succession of Sony consoles, and the thought 
of spending my Christmas in a comfortably 
enhanced frame of mind zooming around cye
poppingly beautiful HO circuits at insane 
speeds with some banging choons on would 
have had my name at the top of the perorder list 
in no time. However there wasn't a sniff of any 
Wipeout. There was some o ther futur istic racer 
thing that looked OK, but it wasn't Wipeout. 

It doesn't help that Ken Kutaragi comes over 

as a bit of a smeeeee sometimes, too. Some of 
his talk about the PS3 has seemed pretty bizarre 
and it makes Sony's attitude seem incredjbly 
arrogant. They seem absolutely certain that 
even when they say that it's going to be 
considerably more ex-pensive than existing 
consoles, and that maybe there won't be that 
many titles actually available at lattnch, 
nonetheless us eager customers will rush out 
in droves to buy it because, hey, it's a new 
PlayStation. Yeah, you've got a good reputation 
and the lion's share of the current market, but 
don't get smug, Sony. Nobody likes smug, and 
it's not an attitude that has served companies 
well in videogame history. We need games, not 
smugness, games that will make me want to get 
hold of the PS3 rather than a bunch of stuff 
either identical or broadly similar to what I'll be 
playing on my 360. I want ~-..veet Feisar 
temptation, not a bit of a snotty attitude. 

Just making the shiniest, most expensive 
hardware doesn't cut it these days. Sure, the 
PSP was beautiful, shining, pretty and posh, 
whereas the DS was definitely the ugly sister. 
But hey, the ugly sister is better in the sack. 

I don't think it's all Sony's fault, of course. 1 
am sure the PS3 is very capable, and eventually 
it'll take its place along with the rest in my 
console pile, and there will be some cracking 
games to play on it. Part of it's probably due to 
the homogenisation of games that I talked 
about last time. And maybe part of it is also 
simply due to the usual summer videogame 
inertia. Winter is more of a time for gaming, 
dark nights in front of the plasma, warm 
indoors with controller in hand. In summer one 
would rather be outside cuddling the sheep. 

Yes, I'm sure that 's it, just a bit o f ~ummer 
inertia, not videogames becoming a bit rubbish 
lately. just give me my Wipeout and I'll be fine. 

je{f Minrer is !he founder of UK codeshop Llamasoft, 11·host 
mosr recenr projecr was Xbox J6o's onboard audio vi>ualistr 



I 

L
ast month saw my sister 's l3th birthday 
and, at her request, I bought her some 
virtual gold. I logged on to ICE, selected 

the World Of WarCraft European server Onyxia, 
paid $36.90 from my credit card and the next 
day - her birthday - she received soo gold 
pieces. She went on a virtual shopping spree, 
and that afternoon I Jogged on, created a 
character on her server, and we went for a stroll 
through the deserts and jungles of Azeroth. 

My sister lives in Germany, and t his was the 
first chance T've had to hang out with her in six 
months. She took me on a tour of her world, 
pausing considerately every few minutes or so 
as I was munched by a passing scarecrow or 
T-Rex (her character was Jevel 40; mine was 
level one). She showed me the weapons and 
armour she'd bought with my virtual gift. Both 
she and my father, who lives with her, play 
World Of WarCraft; now she has her own PC (he 

absence. In the communes that bore his name, 
she and her friends danced, rolled their heads, 
swayed thei r arms, beat cushions, broke down 
their social conditioning and set t hemselves 
free. Meanwhile, we children filled our lives 
as best we could with the things we found 
around us. 

I filled the space with my in1agination. 
Bhagwan had already stripped away our past 
and our Lego; t hen he began to predict the 
end of the world, through nuclear war and 
disease. I began to imagine this had already 
happened. In my daytime reveries, hidden 
behind a commw1e sofa with a doorstop 
Marmite sandwich, I clambered over the 
rubble of civilisation. By chance, I had 
uncovered the purpose of the imagination: 
to conquer absence. Our dreams give us a 
lens through which to examine what we lack 

- just as virtual worlds do. 

"My daughters and I hit the shopping block in Toontown Online. lt 
was the most fun I've ever had online, just hearing them giggle" 

bought her one for her birthday), they'll play 
online together. 

Drawing near the end of my journey into 
shared virtual worlds, I find it takes me closer 
to home. 1 was born in the '70s, in the decade 
where people - and especially families -
drifted apart. (The '7os are the only decade in 
which Richard Dreyfuss's character Roy Neary, 
in Close Encounters Of The T hird Kind, would 
believably trade his family for some flashing 
lights and an elongated silhouette.) Like many 
children of t he '70s, I too experienced the 
agonies of separation. \.vhen I was four, my 
mother fell in love with the Indian guru 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, a bearded man -god 
who promised ecstasy and delivered mainly 

In January this year, a survey showed that 
30 per cent of parents play games with their 
children, and that two thirds of those felt 
that the games had brought their fanlilies 
closer together. 

Now, even estranged families can use 
these on line worlds to stay close. Clay 
Thompson arranged for a specific clause 
in his divorce decree to allow for three hours 
of webcarn contact with his children per week, 
and now spends time with them online. '·My 
son loves it when I make him invulnerable and 
spawn dragon after dragon in Neverwinrer Nights," 
he told Computer Games Magazine. "My 
daughters and T hit the shopping block in 
Toontown On line and then go back to their 

virtual home to try [our purchases] on together. 
lt was the most fun I've ever had online, just 
hearing them giggle:• 

1 
Virtual worlds don't always bring families 

together. In April this year, in Dunedin, Florida, 
father Joseph Langenderfer burst in to his son's 
room after an argument, waving a pistol. 
Langenderfer thought his son spent too much 
of his time playing online games instead of 
doing the laundry. His plan: shoot his son's 
computer. Happily, the bullet hit the wall 
instead, but Langcndcrfer Snr was held for 
attempted murder. 

In a consumer society, the American 
sociologist I van Illich observed, "there are 
two kinds of slaves: the prisoners of addiction 
and the prisoners of envy."Videogames, which 
offer a favourable ratio of reward to effort, have 
always presented the problem of the first; now, 
our virtual worlds offer us the chance to 
become enslaved with envy. 

My own mother's addiction, to her guru, 
took her away from me for nearly ten years. I 
found her again, but that discovery delivered its 
own kind of trouble. It turns out we can leave 
our families, or we can stay, but they break our 
hearts either way. 

The western world is a kind of fami ly, and 
we too have a kind of broken heart. Since the 

'7os, the number of Europeans living alone has 
doubled. At the end of a century of the self, we 
have found ourselves, but we have lost each 
other. Perhaps, though, we can now enact our 
stretched-out family Jives through virtual 
worlds, as we once examined them through t he 
lens of cinema. "My son and I have become 
much closer through gaming;'1 'hompson said. 

"It offers qual ity time I wouldn't ge t otherwise. 
I'm taking care of my kids on line like I would if 
I was there." 

Tim Guest is u-orking on a book about virtual worlds. Contact 
him ifyou have a virtuul tale to tell via tim@lrimgucst.ncr 
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BIFFOVISIQN Grumble feature enabled 

0 
ur perception of human history is like 
looking through blinkers. We work, we 
eat, scratch our arses and live in the 

here and now. We take our position in hist ory 
for granted, as it's pretty much all we've known. 

It seems impossible right now that the USA 
could be superseded as a major world power, 
t hat its economy could collapse, and the world 
be catapulted into a major war. Yet if you take 
off the blinkers then America looks destined to 
fall. It 's an empire, and all empires have their 
day, and a change is definitely coming. 

The games industry is the same. It may be 
relatively young, but even in its short lifetime 
you can see patterns repeating. You could see 
Sega would one day be forced to drop out of the 
hardware market from the minute it released 
the MegaCD. The 3DO was a donkey from day 
one, theN-Gage a joke before it had even been 
released, Nintendo's formerly family-friendly 

languish, like its predecessor, in the second 
division. Yet thanks to the Xbox Live Arcade, 
the wireless controllers, some genuinely decent 
games, the sheer aesthetic beauty of the thing -
it has defied predictions. Somehow it has 
straddled both the hardcore and the mainstream, 
both student and youngster. I admit, I've been 
proved wrong; at the time I thought the 360 
launch line-up was mostly rubbish, but with 
hindsight it was well pitched. There was 
something for everyone, and Call Of Duty 2 and 
Geometry Wars pretty much justified the 
purchase by themselves. 

The Japanese still think it stinks, but the 
rest of us, for the most part, have been won over. 

But it's not just the 360 that Sony has to 
worry about . Despite initial caution from most 
of us, Nintendo's next -generation plans have 
now been warmly embraced by the thighs of 
just about everyone. And that 's even with a 

Atari, Amiga, Nintendo, Sega, Rome, Britain, Tory, Labour- all 
have been knocked from their a seemingly impenetrable perch 

,, 
image was never going to be a majority winner, 
and Sony's PlayStation had a momentum that 
was going to trample on everything in its path. 

All were echoes of gaming history. Mistakes 
repeated, and familiar strategies got right. 

You can fe.el that change in the air right now. 
It 's as if the natural rhythms of the world won't 
let any one player dominate for too long; Atari, 
Amiga, Nintendo, Sega, Rome, Britain, Tory, 
Labour - all have been knocked from their a 
seemingly impenetrable perch. Now, in the wake 
of E3, and after ruling the roost across two 
generations of console hardware, the tide has 
turned violently against Sony. 

The Xbox was loved by a few, but the 360 
got it right, despite most of us expecting it to 

name-change that elicited shrill honks of 
derision on message boards around the world. 

More unexpected still, since its unveiling at 
E3, Wii has caught the imagination of the mass 
media. Maybe they looked at it because of the 
less-stupid- the-more-you-hear- it name, rather 
than in spite of it. Or maybe they've been 
genuinely seduced by the iPod whiteness, and 
the control interface, and the fact we won't just 
be playing the same old games. 

Or maybe everyone's just looking at the 
PlayStation 3, and realising it looks a bit shit. I 
never liked it from day one myself. The silver 
looks cheap, and the logo was in the sort of font 
used for '8os straight-to-video sci -fi films (you 
know: ones with a grainy photo of Michael 

Ironside or Dolph Lundgren on the cover, 
holding a gun that looks like it 's been cobbled 
together from an old Airfix plane, while 1 

standing in front of a futuristic car that doesn 't 
actually appear in the movie). 

Sony has, at least, got shot of the ridiculous 
boomerang controller, but it was clear from the 
off that those infamous screenshot mock-ups 
were never going to be achievable. And when 
the games were unveiled at E3 it was obvious 
the console falls far short of the sort of power 
Sony has been hyping. It was a bit like the 
disparity between Spinal Tap's vision of a 
towering triptych and the on-stage reality. 

Then there were those damaging 
comparisons of the peripheral and expansion 
slots on the back of the prototype compared to 
the fi nished model, the me-too factor of the 
motion-sensing controller, slipped release dates 
and a retail price point that, frankly, siphons t he 
widdle. T he media even seemed to pick up on, 
and criticise, Sony's decision to release two 
models - conveniently forgetting Microsoft 
took the same route with the 360. 

Worse still for Sony, on many levels the PSP 
has disappointed. The UMD has been a failure, 
and - while there's no denying that it's more 
powerful than Nintendo's DS - I find it horrible 
as a games machine. Playing on it makes my 
hands bleed. They put cosmetics over comfort, 
and consequently l only use mine for playing 
downloaded movie files (OK, and a bit of Me & 
My Katamari) - which benefits Sony not a jot . 

As it stands, I think Sony has a fight on its 
hands, pretty much for the first time since it 
launched the PlayStation brand. There's no 
doubt that it won't be a fight Sony will give up 
on easily - a PlayStation 4 is an inevitability -
but I t hink the days of its monopoly are long 
behind us. Plus c;a change. Whatever that means. 

Mr Biffo eo-founded Digitiser, Channel 4 's Telerext-bosed 
videogames section, and now writes mainly for television 
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I ONLINE OFFLINE 
I Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

I 
Topic: Games an for childr~n 
Most games are repetitive, 
dumb, patronising, badly 

I scripted, cliched and only 
'mature' in the sense that they 

I 
have bloody violence and 
women with big tits In 
stupidly revealing and 

I impractical costumes. So, 
video games are cleuly for 
children and teenagers and 

I 
adults lj~e us shouldn't be 
playing them and pretending 
they are anything else, right? 
JB 

I I don't play 'most games~ 
M.o.M~ 

There are a lot of Pfl>ple on 
this forum in their twenties. I 
would argue that gaming is 
perhaps for ldds if one would 
concede that childhood now 
extends into the twenties: 
we're not having ldds in our 
twenties etc, it is a kidulthood, 
a hedonistic tinte of high 
disposible income and low 
responsibility. Perhaps gaming 
isn't for kids, maybe adults 

I 
have ju.~t started learning to 
have fun. "' 
noriau Schrwid~r 
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Ill I wish I could agree with people 
who say that gameplay is king, 

but I just can't . I'm not saying that 
because I'm a graphics whore, or prefer 
games that wish they were films. People 
who play games to escape are thought 
of as sad, but it's those who treat 
gaming as a canvas for developing and 
honing certain skills that seem like the 
truly sad ones, since they chase after 
abilities that could instead be applied 
really well in day-to-day life, specialist 
vocations that require dexterity, mental 
fortitude and dedication. If these things 
are so vital to your experience, then 
why not base your life around them? 

' 
Ill I've been thinking a lot about 

Nintcndo's new machine. I've 
seen umpteen videos of it being played, 
and have a good idea of the motions 
needed to play. And I've got to say that, 
despite loving the ideas and the 
freshness, I'm going to have trouble 
embracing it. First is the physical issue 

- gaming for me, however intense, is 
still essentially a bit of relaxation, as I 
sit there twiddling the joypad and little 
else {well, apart from occasionally 
barking at the screen). For example, I 
love my Tony Hawk games, but the idea 
of having to thrust the pad forward to 
activate a boost in Downhill jam is one 

''Why bother pretending to be an archeologist who 
dives down huge waterfalls and battles otherworldly 
creatures? Simple - you can't get it anywhere else" 

Society needs more skilled individuals 
willing to push themselves to the brink 
of competition-level deftness. 

I didn't mean to frame that in such 
an insulting way, but I've done so for 
the sake of argument . Why bother 
pretending to be a female archeologist 
who dives down huge waterfalls and 
battles otherworldly creatures? Simple 

- you can't get that anywhere else. Why 
do people insist on studying the frame 
by-frame properties of beat 'em ups, 
and pushing their reactions to the limit 
in videogames instead of the real 
world? It's because escapism is king, 
not gameplay. It's entirely secondary to 
the force that initially pulls you 
through the rabbit hole. And I think 

'hardcore' garners should remember that 
when pouring scorn on those who put 
FIFA at the top of the charts - they're 
experiencing a dream, not chasing an 
ideal, or pretending to be scientists and 
pioneers. 
Anthony Warlow 

that, during an hour's play, will really 
get to me. Regardless of how responsive 
the system, I'm still going to have to 
make it recognise these relatively large 
movements. Is that a bad example to 
pick? That's the one that's in my mind, 
anyhow. The shift of Wii is far more 
than a creative one and, when I arrive 
home from work, I'm not going to 
choose flailing and exaggerated 
movements over the subtle, small 
movements of a joypad setup that I've 
spent years getting super-comfortable 
with. That 's the one thing that Wii, for 
me, trades off for innovation - comfort. 
But maybe I'll get one and it'll shake all 
the cobwebs out and I'll be loving it. 

Second, though, is a space issue, 
which is what few people seem to have 
talked about. I love my gaming rig. A 
good chair, a good sound system and a 
good, low TV, all pretty close together. 
There's no way for Wii to fit into that 
without me having to calibrate my set 
up all over again; I see all these people 

playing while standing up and flapping 
about; again, the comfort that I've 
established over the years would have 
to be messed about to accommodate 
Nintendo's new approach. But that's 
the entire point, I suppose. People like 
me are dead weight in Wii's new 
strategy of bringing gaming to people 
who don't have what I have. Anyway, I 
hope I work something out. The idea of 
having to part ways with Nintendo 
makes me a little sad, but my current 
relationship with gaming is wicked and 
perfectly integrated into my life. I'm 
not sure I want to disrupt that so I can 
swing a 'real' tennis racquet instead of 
just jabbing a button. 
Finley Andrews 

Nintendo's emphasis on the physical 
nature of the Wii is perhaps starting to 
backfire. It needs to show more sednte 
games which require mouse-style 
movements of the Remote to convince 
traditional garners of the Wii's viability. 

• 
Having read !an Jackson's 
comments in E164, I have never 

felt so compelled to react to or, more 
significantly, distance myself from a 
letter printed in Edge. 

I would hardly believe that 'most 
Edge readers' are ignorant and pathetic 
enough to pay to see any bad film. Not 
to mention attending the opening night 
of any film based on a videogame that 
had been widely criticised. 

Have some self-respect. He 
deserves all the sneers he has had and 
will evidently continue to have until he 
opens his eyes. In my view, he 
personifies what is currently wrong 
with the videogame industry: how it is 
perceived - by the publishers and other 
industries. He is living proof that there 
is still a lot of money to be made from 
shallow and meaningless product 
association, even via the hardcore 



sector of the gaming community. I 
used to be proud to c;all myself a 
hardcore gamer. However, these days 
it means something else - something 
a lot less desirable. 
Paul PoweU 

In his first appearance in person 
at this year's E3, it seems that Bill 

Gates' ultimate aim has finally been 
revealed. Dipping into the console 
market is not something Microsoft did 
on a whim. Nobody just woke up one 
day and thought: "This games machine 
thing looks like a bit of a laugh': and it 
was not just a quick attempt to siphon 
some money from Sony and Nintendo. 
Well, it was that , but more importantly 

Oavid Gormley is dismayed by some g,amer.' 
reaction to news of Legend Of Zelda: Twilight 
Princess' tink be.ing voted a gay pin· up 

formats? Most people play games to 
relax rather than as a competitive sport. 
Is this perhaps another example of 
Microsoft misjudging their audience? 
Jonathan Mack 

"Let's not kid ourselves - the service should really be 
called Live Everywhere; a videogaming nightmare in 
which Microsoft controls all that you see and hear'' 

it was a foot in the door. 
Tt only requires a cursory glance at 

the history of the home computing 
market to build a pretty good idea of 
the company's mentality when it comes 
to making money. Namely, if enough 
people have to use your product in 
order to use another product, 
eventual ly they won't ever give any 
money to anyone else. 

While Nintendo and Sony have 
seemingly been coming up with ways to 
entice people into using their systems, 
Microsoft have apparently been more 
concerned with finding a way to stop 
people {•sing other machines. No doubt 
Live Anywhere was a name decided on 
in a meeting in which it was agreed that 
calling it what it actually was would 
scare people off. Let 's not kid ourselves 

- the service really should be called Live 
Everywhere; the Orwellian nightmare 
of videogaming in which Microsoft 
control all that you see and hear. 

lt's qu ite a claim that, for 
example, you could play matches on 
Championship Manager on 360, tweak 
the team and tactics on your mobile 
and then play another match on a PC at 
some point. It's impressive, but is it 
really desirable? Do gamer~;.want to 
have their games take over their lives to 
that extent? Are people willing to buy 
the same game on three different 

Microsoft 's vision for Live Anywhere is 
certainly ambitious, but it 's worth 
remembering that its entry into the 
console marked sparked similar - and 
sintilarly unfounded - fears of an 
Orwellian future for gaming. 

I doubt there are many people 
who could spend in excess of 

£400 on something as frivolous as a 
PlayStation 3 without incurring an 
accompanying feeling of guilt. Nor 
should they be expected to. Not only is 
Sony's pricing ill-advised, pushing the 
company closer to the likes of Exxon in 
the stakes of rapacious capitalism, and 
raising their console beyond the 
financial reach of thousands of 
potential customers, it is also 
completely unacceptable. 

There should be no ambivalence on 
the matter; no question of whether 
consumers are still willing to pay what 
they used to for consoles. At its 
intended price, the PS3 will probably 
become something of a status symbol 
among those who can ill afford it, and 
those who can are likely to 
begrudgingly make the sacrifice, but 
they simply should not have to. 

As far as I am concerned, the so
called 'console war' always comes down 
to games. Thus the competition 
between the 360 and the PS3 can be 

I Topic: Tbe difficulty problem 
The problem with difficu lty is 
that it disproportionately 
affects less able garners. In an 
average fPS a good g,amer 
should be able to hit what t hey 
shoot at mo~t o f the time and 
make it to the next arms cache 

I 
wit h anuno and health t o 
spare. An inexperienced gamer 
may use up most of their 
ammo and health before they 
get to t he hard bits. I realise 
t hese are natural, self
regulating systems, but I fea r 
t hey are an o bstacle to new 
g.amers. Difficulty settings and 
dynamic adjustments are 
possible answers but seem 
crude, currently. Can anyone 
think ofa better way? 

Resident Evil is the wors t 
offender for that, and one of 
many rusons I dislilce t he 
seriu. I ~member in the first 
or second episode strugglin11 
through a frustrating g,ame to 
fina lly make it to the end boss, I only t o find my ammo for my 
major weapons was so low t hat 
I was completely fucked. ' l'hcse 
days, for solo gaming, I find 
m yself gravitating towards 
~m~s like RPGs, where if I get 
s tuck at a particularly 
irritating bit, 1 can go 
investigate a side que~-t and 
come ~Hock la ter, s tronger. 
'•trn..n .ky I 

I Changing the difficulty during 
a g,ame should b.! made an 
op tion. When people hit a 
b rick wall, some like to 
perserven: but ot hers would 
like the UJ>ie r optio n. '!'here's 
no reason why it shouldn't be 
open to them. One thing that 's 

I 
always pi•sed me off is that 
Hard or Authentic/Extreme 
game options aren 't always 

I available from the start. 
During an fPS, for example, 
you o nly need an hour at t he 
most to get used to the 
con trols and fe<!l of the g.am~. 
You should be able t o crank up 
th~ difficu lty withou t hav ing 
to restart on a hard settin11 o r 
in a lot of cases, complete the 

I 
whole thing before you get a 
chance to . 
Se •t \' 

NBOX~ 

reduced to Gears Of War vs Heavenly 
Sword (or whatever one considers to be 
the prized jewel in each crown). 1 

However, in light of the PS3's price I 
do not care how "organic" Heavenly 
Sword may feel or how exciting Metal 
Gear Solid 4 may be. I fail to believe 
either game would not be possible on 
the 360, and I refuse to pay almost £150 
more for what may or may not be 
slightly superior hardware. It is a 
matter of principle. 

Desperate garners may have been 
willing to spend £.8oo to secure a rare 
360 at its Christmas release, but this 
was by no means intended to set a 
precedent. That, however, is exactly 
what Sony are trying to do with t he PS3. 

Microsoft 's and Nintendo's 
aggressive pricing during the last 
generation proved that the rules of 
the game had changed. Sony must 
not get away with forcing the industry 
to backtrack. 
Auberry Dorian 

Whether or not Heavenly Sword could 
be done on 360, the fact remains that 
it won't be done. But the question for 
Sony is will its roster of exclusive titles 
be enough to convince buyers that the 
price is worth it, if - as seems likely -
the first wave of software doesn't look 
dramatically better than on 360. 

• 
A little late to the party, maybe, 
but I've recently been enjoying 

Battlefield 2: Modern Combat on the 
360, even with the stupid voice
comms-loss bug in multiplayer. One 
thing puzzles me, though - on playing 
my first game, I received an email from 
EA with a cheat to unlock all of the 
weapons in singleplayer mode. 

One thing I've always thougl1t EA 
does really well is its reward systems. 
Other EA games I've played offer a 
seemingly endless source of in-game 
'things' to unlock - cars, hats, tracks, 
whatever. It doesn't change the gan1e 
itself in any way, rea lly, it just adds a 
sense of accomplishment. But here, in 
Battlefield 2: MC, they have completely 
negated their reward system. 

I'm dismayed! :-Jot only have they 
devalued their product, but they've 
also insulted my honour and dignity 
as an accomplished gamer. I have 
obviously ignored the cheat. 
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Admittedly, all reward systems in 
games are arbitrary, illusions created by 
games designers to allow players to feel 
as if they're achieving something of 
consequence, but I like to allow myseU 
to be fooled. I enjoy the challenge set, 
real or otherwise, but in this case I 
feel cheapened. I have not since 
touched the singleplayer game, even 
though I like to think that I don't play 
games just to unlock rewards. The game 
experience itself should be, and usually 
is, its own reward - but in this case my 
experience has been marred. 
Leo Tan 

The role that cheats and fAQs play in 
gaming is becoming increasingly 
complex, and is something which we'll 
look at in an upcoming issue of Edge. 

• 
Recently l was wondering about 
why so many non-garners 

perceive us to be juvenile, immature 
sociopaths. Well I got my answer whilst 
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Topic: l'ngraved in your mind 
Anyone else hen still 
remember, for some stupid 
reason, the cheat butto n 
combos of old games? I t:t.aumox code 

GADDAGADDAHEY 
ligln ... witch ~am 

!D U R A L 
~upt"rflyninja 

I Justin Bailey 

r'l"e 
MIL 
J >J < ) ) 

u+c, d+c, l+c, r +c, abc+start 
" ·c 

nthgthdgdcrtdtrk 

I " 

motherfuckenkiwibastard 
":fir' .., 

ABACAB 

browsing the news section of popular 
gaming blog Joystiq. I saw the news that 
Link (the Twilight Princess version, 
obviously) had been voted the sexiest 
videogame character by a gay magazine. 
I found tllis to be a great thing - Zelda 
has broken into the mainstream. 
Hurrah! People are taking games more 
seriously. Unfortunately a read through 
the comments posted by this site's 
many members proved to me that 
garners really are immature and juvenile. 

"Link has teh ghey" and various other 
idiotic comments were followed by a 
string of men claiming they wouldn't 
touch Twilight Princess because of this. 
That's not even homophobia, it's just 
pure stupidity. Others claimed that 
the great name of the franchise had 
been marred. Of course, there were 
some mature garners who saw this as a 
good thing, and some made rather 
funny, tasteful jokes. But the juvenile 
garners far outnumbered them. 

I imagined some newspaper or 

magazine investigating videogame 
culture coming across this article and 
the comments that followed it. And 
so it dawned on me, the immature 
stereotype of gamers was definjtely 
not without cause. Because of these 
ignorant and loud few, sophisticated 
garners would be tarred with the 
same brush. Sigh. Come on guys, 
grow up already! 
David Gormley 

Link rather than Sheik? What is the 
world coming to? And for those look
ing for more considered commentary, a 
visit to ww.v.edge-online.com will 
reveal a rather more sophisticated 
range of contributors. 

Send us email (edgeOfuturenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA 1 2BW 

TO YOU. 1 
WOULD SIN -na.s: 

"nfJHK C# ,....._ TMI: 
~ -ntllOC_,
MJ.STOII.Y WttO MAYC 

Ll'oiD - DID 
NEvaa. MA,_ lA> 

TMI: CHIItCC TO PtJIN 
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